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FOREWORD

When the Research Manuscript Series on the Cultural and Natural History of Santa Clara
was conceived of in 1994, its goal was to educate a new generation to sensitive issues
surrounding the transformation of the social and natural world ofthe south San Francisco Bay
Area . The first seven numbers drew on the research endeavors of Santa Clara University faculty
and students on a number of local archaeological, ethnohistorical, and museological topics.
Beyond these internally-generated studies, my colleagues and I saw the Series as a way to bridge
the gap between institutions of higher education and the communities of which they are a part .
This, the eighth monograph in the series, reflects this idea as it is a partnership ofLorie Garcia,
the Sourisseau Academy of San Jose State University, and Santa Clara University.
I first met Lorie Garcia in the Fall of 1993 while compiling information on the Mission Santa
Clara de Asis neophyte housing area. When I started my research, everyone told me that I had
to speak with the President of the Santa Clara Woman's Club, Ms . Garcia, as she was a font of
knowledge on local history. I knew I was in good hands when I learned that Lorie was a past
member of the City of Santa Clara's Historical and Landmarks Commission and currently a
member of the City's Planning Commission . Furthermore, Ms. Garcia was a founding member of
the Historic Preservation Society of Santa Clara and was a Board member of the Heritage Council
of Santa Clara. In 1993 she was honored with the California Preservation Foundation's
President's Award for "Initiative and Determination in Bettering Preservation Programs in
Santa Clara." Over the past three years we have shared classroom, preservation, and research
experiences and have collaborated on a paper for the California Mission Studies Association.
During these years our professional relationship has grown into a solid friendship .
The City of Santa Clara and Santa Clara University are indeed fortunate to have such a genuinely
committed individual as Lorie Garcia to identify, preserve, and 'celebrate our community's past.
Her manuscript, Santa Clara: From Mission to Municipality, represents an important
interpretation of the tumultuous times that characterized Santa Clara's transformation from a
sleepy Mexican mission community to a vibrant ethnic melting pot during the first decades of the
American regime. Her work will serve as a springboard for future detailed archaeological and
historical studies of Santa Clara and I am pleased to include this fine study in the series.
In closing, the Research Manuscript Series is a cooperative product of Santa Clara University .
We are particularly indebted to the on-going support of Steve Privett, S.l, Provost; Don Dodson,
Vice Provost for Academic Affairs and University Planning; George Giacomini, Assistant to the
President; Peter Facione, Dean of the College of Arts & Sciences, and the members of the
Department of Anthropology and Sociology .
Russell K. Skowronek, Ph .D.
Assistant Professor and Editor, Research Manuscript Series
Department of Anthropology and Sociology
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PREFACE

no .~

From an aerial view, Santa Clara in 1997 is indistinguishable from its many neighbors - housing
tracks stretch contiguously for miles; streets and highways thread the valley floor in loops and whorls;
commercial parks and industrial campuses abound, dotted with trees and automobiles; green splashes of
open space offer small relief from the asphalt and concrete. Apart from pointing out the natural
landmarks and geographical boundaries - foothills to the east, the Guadalupe River to the north, San
Tomas and Saratoga creeks running through - I would defy you to differentiate Santa Clara from all other
South Bay cities. To the south and west , neither visual distinction nor actual distance separates Santa
Clara from San Jose or Sunnyvale. You must rely on an ability to recognize Newhall Street or Lawrence
Expressway to determine those boundaries with any degree of con1!dence.
But it was not so, not so very long ago. At the turn of this century, Santa Clara was a small
community thriving on agriculture, not aerospace, where people worked in canning, not computing. Forty
years before that, Santa Clara was a small town in the wild west, an important link between the Barbary
Coast and Monterey Bay, the port of Alviso busy transporting people and cargo, and stage coach lines
running north to San Francisco and south around the mountains through Watsonville to Santa Cruz.
Such town streets and byways as existed were mud in the winter, dust in the summer, and often
impassable until the town trustees ordained misdemeanor punislunent for growing crops in the public
rights-of-way. Prior to the 1852 charter grant from the State of California and the town 's incorporation,
Santa Clara was a mission settlement, where the Spanish padres built the "most imposing edifice in Alta
California" - the church of Mission Santa Clara de Asis . The mission (as opposed to the presidio
established by Spain as a military outpost) was a place of farming. herding, cattle grazing, and growing established for peaceful purposes (albeit not altogether peacefully), and it prospered. How could it not?
The air was cleansed by the breezes from the bay, clear water ran plentifully in the rivers and creeks
across the broad valley floor, sunshine gently tempered the climate into two seasons - the wet and the dryand the fertile soil sustained a vast variety of crops in both. Little wonder that the Ohlone tribes who had
first discovered this valley had stayed for hundreds of years before the Spanish stumbled onto Santa Clara
Valley in their search for Monterey Bay.
The transpositions from Native American village to Spanish mission to American municipality to
high-tech modernity - from the center of the Valley of Heart's Delight to the heart of Silicon Valley - have
not always been easy for Santa Clara. Ms . Garcia's work here traces the very difficult "Americanization"
period - that time in which Santa Clara diverted from its early native and Spanish roots to grow with
unprecedented speed into a western town dominated by American and European emigrants intent on
striking it rich. The promise of gold may have lured them, but the real riches found in Santa Clara's earth
and air kept them. In the process, however, Mission Santa Clara was lost, retrievable in memory, and if
you are aware, in those things about Santa Clara which never change - the salty scent of the winds
blowing south off the San Francisco Bay, the sight of sycamores and elms etched winter white against a
blinding blue sky, the luscious taste of a home-grown apricot picked fresh on a hot July day. Ms. Garcia
weaves her tale of Santa Clara's Americanization period into the fabric of the heritage that binds us all,
whether native, immigrant, or transplant. We all know what holds us here - our love for this very special
place and the sheer joy of living here. Ms . Garcia's proud work tells us much about why we cherish
Santa Clara and illuminates with great sensitivity our shared communion with the very land of this valley,
heartfelt and delightful.

Patricia M. Mahan,
a Santa Claran
January 13, 1997
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.CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Introduction
To know who we are, we need to know where we came from. It is memory that
links us to the past and memory fades the further we progress from those generations
which contributed to the formation of our identity. Today with changes in our society and
our communities esculating at an increasingly rapid rate, each passing year finds the
patterns of development in our communal past becoming harder to decipher and an
increasing reliance on information which itself has become distorted by cultural differences
and time. Before the formative years of the City of Santa Clara slip into the obscurity
engendered by the passage of one hundred and fifty years of changes, we must refresh our
memory and illuminate our heritage.
Although subjected to human habitation for several hundred years, the area in
which the City of Santa Clara now is located, suffered minimal impact prior to the
American takeover in the late 1840s. In a period ofjust two decades, 1846-1866, less
than one generation, the ordeal and chaos of Americanization would see the region forever
changed with the previous inhabitants disenfranchised and the landscape irrevocably
transfigured.
The changes which occurred during those decades have been described by those
who effected them, influenced by their own beliefs. This study, however, focuses on that
period using historic maps and such primary documentation as property owners lists to
chronicle Santa Clara's transformation. from a Spanish/Mexican Mission to an American
Municipality.

Location and Environment

"An abode where fruit andflowers lend enchantment to the eye, and where health
and plenty are the portion ojher people." This statement appears on the cover of
Progressive Santa Clara 1904 (a souvenir edition of the Santa Clara News) and describes
the attributes associated with life in the area. These attributes resulted from the
geographical location of Santa Clara and its natural environment.
Situated at the southern end of San Francisco Bay (50 miles south of the-City of
San Francisco), in the northern portion of the Santa Clara Valley, the area which would
become the City of Santa Clara was rich in those resources necessary to sustain human
life. It was said that the air possessed magnifying clearness. On the valley floor, open
grasslands and groves of oaks created a vast mosaic carpet of level terrain in every

direction. Numerous small streams, marked by sycamores and willows, wound their way
from the hills to the Bay which was fringed with sloughs and marshes. The rivers and
streams spread under the winter rains to form wide swampy areas.
Climatically, the Santa Clara Valley has wet, mild winters with only an occasional
light frost. The summer dry season runs from May to October. The ecosystem created by
this climate and the abundant water and fertile soil was rich in animal and plant life.
Included were fish, deer, elk, bear, antelope, rabbits, seemingly endless flights of
waterfowl and a wide variety of nuts, berries, bulbs and seeds. This rich environment was
conducive to occupation by Native Americans and later to the establishment of a Spanish
mission (Reilly 1994; Schick 1994; Blume 1994).

The Original Inhabitants
It is believed that the Ohlone first appeared in the San Francisco Bay Area about
A.D . 500 (Bean 1994:xxi). Within the boundaries of the Ohlone territory were many
politically autonomous tribal communities. These communities practiced a communal
rather than individual form of land "ownership" with the boundaries described by each
political unit, forming a tribal district. The tribal community was comprised of one or
more villages, each village formed by a group of approximately 50 to 100 people living in
several family houses , with the "chief' living in the largest .cluster of houses. These
structures were small half-round dwellings built out of wood and covered with a thatch of
tule reeds (Figure 1).

The Ohlone hunting techniques involved the use ofbows, snares and traps. They
fished in boats constructed of bundled tule reeds (Figure 2), and gathered and stored the
natural vegetation of the fertile valley floor in baskets. Acorns from the abundant oak
trees provided the staple food (Schick 1994:18-21). The only crop the Ohlone cultivated
was tobacco (Hylkema, personal communication 1996), which played an important role in
their spiritual life. Tobacco was smoked, chewed, and used as an emetic when mixed with
lime from seashells and eaten (Margolin 1978: 21, 32-33). However, it could be said that
they used a form of land management with their practice of periodically burning the
grassland (Blume 1994:5). This practice enhanced the growth of seeds and acorns thereby
increasing the amount available for food, both for the Ohlone themselves and the wildlife
which fed upon this vegetation, which in tum they then hunted and ate.
One of the earliest descriptions of the Ohlone and their environment was written
by Don Pedro Fages (second in command to Portola in 1769 and 1770, Commandante of
the "New Establishments" from 1770-1774, and Governor of the Californias from 17821791). In his report for the Viceroy written in 1775, he describes them as follows:

It is first to be noted that those ofthe Valle de San Francisco [The Santa Clara
Valley] are the ones who have the most culture and are the least savage. They
have their hemispherical houses ofaboutfour yard's diameter, and they live very

2

Drawing Courtesy Mark Hylkema.
OHLONE WINTER CAMP
Figure 1. This drawing by Mark Hylkema , 1988, illustrates the type of dwelling the Ohlone constructed.
Note the storage unit, food baskets , stone grinding utensils and other implements of daily life.

Courtesy A Journal ofExplorations. John Galvin, 1964.
REED BOAT; DOUBLE-BLADED PADDLES
Figure 2. This watercolor done in 1816 by Louis Choris depicts three Ohlone in their boat made of
bundled tule reeds. These boats were about ten feet long and three feet wide. Using these boats, the
Ohlone not only ventured into the bays, rivers, and marshes, but also gained acess to the offshore islands.
(A replica of these boats is displayed at the Visitors Center, Coyote Hills Regional Park, Fremont, CA.)

3

sociably, fixing their residences in large villages which, since they become
infested with fleas in the springtime, they abandon for the purpose ofpassing this
uncomfortable season in little brush houses which they construct at a short
distance from their villages.
They are provided with many and various seedsfor their sustenance; and they do
not lackfor any kind of birds and land animals nor timber . . . Here are seen
some trees so large that eight men all holding hands could not span one of them
(Fages [1775] 1972:69).
While most of the resources needed for existence were available locally, an
extensive indirect trading network existed between the Ohlone and other tribal groups in
California (Margolin 1978: 100). Obsidian was obtained from the Napa Valley, shells from
the coast, wood for the sinew-backed bows from the eastern tribes (Margolin 1978:30)
and other necessary resources from various locations.
Santa Clara stands today on what was the northeastern edge of the Tamien tribal
district. There were three large villages , each numbering over 120 inhabitants, located
within a four-mile radius of the site; one at the mouth of the Guadalupe River, one on the
lower Coyote River, and one about three miles to the southwest. Nearer to the site were
two tiny hamlets, one within a few hundred yards of the first site and one about a mile
upstream on the Guadalupe River (Milliken 1995 :66) .

Arrival of the Spanish
The life style of the Ohlone and their impact on the area,remained fairly constant
until the arrival of the Spanish . In 1769 Jose de Galvez, visitador general to new Spain,
ordered Gaspar de Portola and Franciscan Father Junipero Serra O.F.M., to establish
presidios and missions at SC1;n Diego and Monterey- This so-called "Sacred Expedition"
traveled north from San Diego, bound for Monterey Bay . Portola overshot it, and on
November 1, 1769, the expedition crested the Santa Cruz mountains and sighted San
Francisco Bay for the first time . The giant bay clearly was not Monterey Bay, and Portola
headed back south seeking that port. The explorers camped for a week on the northwest
bank of San Francisquito creek (current site ofMenIo Park) and Fray Juan Crespi wrote
this description in his diary:

... a plain some six leagues long, grown with good oaks and live oaks, and with
much other timber in the neighborhood This plain has two good arroyos with a
goodflow ofwater, and at the southern end ofthe estuary there is a good river,
with plenty ofwater, which passes through the plain mentioned, well wooded on
its banks [Guadalupe RiverJ . . . This entire port is surrounded by many and large
villages of barbarous heathens who are very affable, mild, and docile, and very
generous (Payne 1987:18).

4

Portola located Monterey Bay the following year, when the second expedition
found the oak tree marked by the Vizcaino expedition in 1602. On June 3, 1770 Father
Serra conducted mass and Mission San Carlos de Borromeo was founded.

The Founding of Mission Santa Clara
As early as 1771, the construction of missions at San Francisco and Santa Clara
and three other sites in Alta California had been authorized. After the founding of the
Presidio and Mission at Monterey, several expeditions were sent from there to explore San
Francisco Bay and the watercourses and land surrounding it. The 1770 and 1772
expeditions under Captain Commander Don Pedro Fages traveled through the Santa Clara
Valley with each noting the native people and environment. In August 1773, Viceroy
Bucareli sent a letter to the new commandant of Monterey, Don Fernando Rivera y
Moncada (successor to Fages), ordering him to explore San Francisco and select sites
suitable for the establishment of a presidio and missions (with Father Serra's approval) to
protect the Bay for Spanish interests . On November 23, 1774, Rivera set out from
Monterey with Father Francisco Palau.
They retraced Fages' 1772 route to the Hollister-Gilroy area before turning up the
western edge of the valley, which Fages had named Llano de los Robles del Puerto de San
Francisco (Plain of the Oaks of the Port of San Francisco). On this trip they passed
through the location where the third site of Mission Santa Clara de Asis (the Murguia
Mission) would be established, and Father Palau's diary describes the area as a "spacious
plain ... with good pastures and well grown with oaks" (Bolton 1926:262). After their
return to Monterey, a report was made that six possible mission sites had been found .
In 1775, Juan Bautista de Anza after arriving at Monterey received orders to
establish the presidio and mission at San Francisco (Figure 3). On March 22, 1776, he left
Monterey with Father Pedro Font and his party of soldiers. Following the now welltraveled route (this trail would become known as EI Camino Real), they camped first on
Llagas Creek, then reached and named Coyote Creek. Again they traveled on the west
side of the valley, reaching Arroyo de San Jose/Cupertino on March 25, and the Palo
Alto tree the next day. They described finding three large Ohlone rancherias (villages) in
the area of the Guadalupe river and present day Moffett Field, including the village of
Posomi.
The expedition continued to San Francisco and then returned back through the
Santa Clara Valley again. On March 30th they reached a river which Anza named la
Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe. In his diary Font describes the Santa Clara area as being
very level grassland leading gradually to the bay tidal marshlands, noting that along their
route trees were concentrated only along the stream courses (Hylkema 1995:19). Anza
recommended a mission be constructed at Dolores Creek in San Francisco and also at
Santa Clara due to "the large number of villages, the availability of water, and the
seemingly good pasturelands" (ibid.).
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JUAN BAUTISTA DE ANZA'S "LEATHER-JACKET" SOLDIERS ca.1775-1776

Figure 3. Steel breastplates and helmets had disappeared long before Anza's time. This illustration
depicts some of Anza's men as they might have appeared in 1776. Their jackets were blue with red cuffs,
lapels and collars. They also wore blue pants, leather sword belts, (bandoliers), black broad-brimmed felt
hats , woolen socks, and shoes. The pants and jackets had cotton linings, and underneath the coat a white
shirt was worn. The shoulder bandolier was engraved with the name of the presidio to which the soldier
belonged (Williams 1994:1-3).
The cuera (leather jacket) was made of eight layers of deer skin. It was sleeveless and varied from midthigh to knee length. When on campaign the soldiers wore knee-high, wraparound, leather leggings
called "botas ." These were a cheap, effective alternative to regular military boots (ibid.).
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Following Anza's recommendations, a series of events including a Native
American insurrection at San Luis Obispo, conflict between Rivera and Father Serra, and
communication delays between the Viceroy in Mexico and the authorities in Alta
California would result in delaying the construction of the presidio and mission in San
Francisco and the mission in Santa Clara. Further complications led to the founding of
San Francisco's presidio and mission in July 1776, before that of Santa Clara. With
Viceroy Bucareli under the belief that both missions had already been founded, and upon
receiving news in late 1776, that the Governor of Loreto, Felipe de Neve, was in Alta
California proceeding towards Monterey, Rivera "who felt that this journey augured him
no good" (Englebert 1956 :233) took Father Tomas de la Pefia to examine Anza's
proposed location for Mission Santa Clara. Rivera and Pefia then continued .to San
Francisco where Pefia stayed at Mission Dolores (Mission San Francisco de Asis) and
Rivera returned to Monterey. (When Governor Neve arrived in Monterey in February
1777, Rivera was ordered to leave and was sent to Loreto.)
Between January 4 and 5, 1777, Father de la Pefia O.F.M., with Lieutenant
Moraga and nine soldiers and their families set out from Mission San Francisco de Asis to
establish a mission on the banks of the Guadalupe river. Arriving there on January seventh
they constructed a temporary shelter of tule reeds "along a small rivulet near the larger
river" (Hylkema 1995 :20). At this location which the native inhabitants called So-co-is-uka, meaning laurelwood (Elder 1913:34), Father de la Pefia celebrated mass for the first
time on January 12, 1777. On January 21st Father Jose Murguia O.F.M., joined him with
supplies, implements, and the bells and the cattle that Father Serra had brought from San
Luis Obispo (Englebert 1956:105, 155-56) . This first site would be named Mission Santa
Clara de Thamien (Hylkema 1995:21) .
Near the end of January 1779, as a result of heavy rains, the Guadalupe river
overflowed its banks and flooded the mission complex. After more flooding in February,
with most of the wattle and daub structures destroyed, the mission was relocated to a site
further south on higher ground. It has been suggested that this location was near what is
today the intersection of Martin Avenue and De La Cruz Boulevard (Spearman 1963:25).
Here a temporary mission, again with palisade style structures, was established .
Between 1779 and 1781, Father Murguia was engaged in the preparation for the
new permanent site for the mission. The location selected was the area which is currently
the end of Franklin Street where it is truncated by the El Camino re-route (State Hwy.
82). "In 1780 the first structure of adobe bricks was built" (Hylkema 1995:22) and on
November 19, 1781 the cornerstone for the mission church was laid. Construction of the
mission church took two and one-half years. On May 16, 1784, Father Serra dedicated
Mission Santa Clara de Asis. This structure designed by Father Murguia was said to be
the most imposing edifice in Alta California (Krell 1981: 168).
The year 1784, with the dedication of the adobe church, therefore, marks the true
beginnings of what we know today as Santa Clara.
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CHAPTER 2

The Mission Period

Under Spain 1777-1821
The Spanish method of colonization consisted of three interlocking and
complimentary institutions, the pueblo, the mission, and the presido. The mission system
played a key role in keeping California safe from foreigners, serving to hold the land for
the native population while educating the Indians in agriculture, religion, and "civilized"
behavior. It was felt this missionization process would take ten years, afterwhich the
Spanish crown would return the mission lands to the now Christianized Indians who
would then be gente de razon, Spanish citizens, and colonize the interior of California.
The mission then would be as a parish church for them (Robinson 1979:28). In the
meantime, the missions would become self-sufficient, and their surplus food support the
presidios' soldiers whose role was to keep California safe from hostile Indians and foreign
intervention.
'
Although the Spanish crown had ordered the establishment of missions in Baja and
Alta California in the 17th Century, it was made clear from the start that the royal treasury
would not provide funds to support them. In order to meet these needs, the Jesuits, who
built the first missions in Baja California, raised money independently. From many large
donations and numerous bequests from pious wealthy aristocrats, both in New and Old
Spain, the Pious Fund ofCalifornia was established (Svanevik and Burgett, Daily City
Record, Pacifica Coastside Chronicle, April 1996). From this fund (after 1767 managed
by the Franciscan Convent of San Fernando and other trustees in Mexico) money, along
with the salaries assigned to the missionaries by the King, was remitted annually to
California to provide for the missions' needs (Forbes [1839] 1937 :80).
The general plan of the mission sites was designed to meet their perceived function
and followed an set formula which was repeated from one site to another. Typically, the
buildings were quadrilaterals enclosing a courtyard ornamented with trees and flowers, the
whole containing the church, the fathers' apartments, storehouses, barracks etc.
Surrounding this were the necessary outbuildings such as a blacksmith, tannery, and
laundry. Beginning in the 1780s, the mission buildings were commonly constructed with
walls fashioned of rectangular sun-baked bricks made of adobe soil mixed with grass or
straw. After being cemented together with mud and then plastered with a mud/sand
plaster, they were whitewashed. The roofs were covered with crudely fired tiles.
To support the mission and its community, a tract of land "about 15 miles square"
was allocated to each mission. Part was used for agricultural fields and part as grazing
lands (Forbes [1839] 1937:132). Besides the selected territory, there was much vacant
land which lay between the boundaries of the missions. As the flocks and herds of the
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missions grew and more grazing land was needed, this land was gradually occupied by the
closest mission (Soule et al. 1854:68).
The mission actually could be considered a gigantic farm with herds of cattle and
sheep each numbering up to twenty thousand or more, and vineyards, orchards, and other
agricultural plots. The whole establishment could cover as much as a hundred thousand
acres of land, with the mission buildings near the center of the "farm" (Soule et al.
1854:68).
Mission Santa Clara prospered. By the late 1780s it was no longer necessary to
supplement mission-grown produce with gathered wild plants (Milliken 1995:87). The
harvests of its agricultural products were large, and the number of converted Native
Americans (neophytes) stood third in the 1790 list of mission statistics. Along with
agricultural development, efforts to become self-supporting by developing skills in various
crafts were made. For example, Casero, a soldier at San Francisco, "was sent to help the
missionaries at Santa Clara . . . in setting up portable manufacturing elements to make
earthenware" (Langellier 1992 :87). Besides providing food, Santa Clara now, also,
provided neophytes to help in the construction of the presidio at San Francisco (Langellier
1992 :41).
Small squads of soldiers, an escolta, were sent from the presidio in San Francisco
to serve at the mission . The number of soldiers varied from year to year, depending on the
availability of men and need. For example, in 1799 five soldiers, a corporal and four
privates, were stationed at Santa Clara (ibid. p.67), while Langellier states:

In 1795, Indians living at Mission Santa Clara also tried to escape, but the
escolta. having been increased slightly during the previous year, managed to
organize an expedition to go after the deserters. Sergeant Amador headed off
with a corporal and seven lancers. (Langellier 1992:44)
Mission Santa Clara also had a small amount of armament for protection; in 1799
two small swivel guns are listed as located there (ibid. p.67). This armament could be
returned to the presidio if needed there, as shown by the following comment regarding an
incident in 1805 :

Three cannon at Santa Clara Mission stored in the school of cantors were called
to the governor's attention and he ordered them to be removed to San Francisco.
(Langellier 1992: 100)
Every mission had a cemetery to bury its neophytes in consecrated ground. In
Santa Clara, the cemetery 'e stablished adjacent to the mission church eventually would
hold over 4,000 recorded burials . In 1793, an adobe wall was constructed around the
cemetery (Hylkema 1995 :24).
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The increasing number of neophytes resulted in the expansion of the mission
complex as additional housing was needed. According to several people, the housing
constructed for the neophyte Indians at Mission Santa Clara de Asis (the Murguia
Mission) appears to have been superior to that at other sites. When the English explorer
Vancouver visited Santa Clara in November, 1792, he noted in the record of that visit
that, under the direction of the fathers, a"number of the Indians were "building for
themselves a range of small, but comparatively speaking comfortable and convenient
habitations--each consisting of two commodious rooms below with garrets over them"
(Butler 1991:72). Alexander Forbes mentions in his book, written in 1837, that, "In the
mission of Santa Clara, which in several respects excels the others, the houses of the
Indians form five rows or streets which compared with the old straw huts must be
considered really comfortable; and this is the greatest improvement that has taken place in
the domestic civilization of these people at the missions." Eventually five rows of
buildings to house" 1,400 Indian neophytes" had been constructed, extending from The
Alameda to the front of the mission (Hylkema 1995:24).
Along with his description of the neophyte housing, Vancouver wrote the following
description of Mission Santa Clara :

The buildings and offices ofthis Mission, like those ofSan Francisco form a
square, but not an entire enclosure. . . The church was long and lofty, and as well
built as the rude materials ofwhich it is composed would allow, and compared
with the unimproved state ofthe country, was infinitely more decorated than
might have been reasonably expected [The Russian Langsdorff who visited in
1806, described a painting in the church which showed "a large American aloe"
from the midst of which, instead ofa stem, arose the Virgin (Hunt 1930:303)] .
Apartments within the square in which the priests resided, were appropriated to a
number ofyoungfemale Indians, and the like reasons were given as at San
Francisco, for their being so selected and educated Their occupations were the
same, though some oftheir woolen manufactures surpassed those we had before
seen. .. The upper story oftheir interior oblong square, which might be one
hundred and seventyfeet long, and one hundred broad, was made use ofas
granaries, as weresome ofthe lowerrooms; all ofwhich were well stored with
corn andpulse ofdifferent sorts; and, besides these, in case offire, there were
two spacious warehouses for the reception ofgrain, detachedfrom each other,
and the rest ofthe buildings erected at a convenient distance from the Mission.
The maize, peas and beans . . . succeed extremely well, as do hemp, flax, or
linseed The wheat affords in general, from twenty-jive to thirty for one. . .
notwithstanding the enormous waste occasioned by their rude method of
threshing, which is always performed in the open air by the treading ofcattle.
Neither barley nor oats were cultivated
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Here were plantedpeaches, apricots, apples, pears, jigs and vines, all ofwhich,
except the latter promised to succeed very well. Thefailure ofthe vine here. . . is
ascribed to a want ofknowledge in their culture, the soil and climate being well
adapted to most sorts offruits. The priests had a guard ofa corporal and six
soldiers (Hall 1871:421-423).
Construction of mission buildings continued through the first decade of the
nineteenth century. After 1810 few new buildings were erected, rather maintenance of the
existing structures was the primary activity. During the period of Spanish rule in
California, the Mission Santa Clara complex had grown into an establishment with a
sizable number of structures. Hylkema writes, "In 1798 alone one hundred and sixty
houses with adobe walls were built, each with an enclosed corral or patio" (1995 :24).
Besides the neophyte Indian community housed at the mission quadrangle, the
Rancheria de Santa Clara (the neophyte adobe homes), and those settled in the immediate
vicinity, there were ten Indian villages which lay scattered over the valley (Engelhardt
1909:28; Milliken 1995).
The location of the Pueblo of San Jose (established November 29, 1777) across
the Guadalupe River from Mission Santa Clara had not been appreciated by the mission
fathers. They asked the Viceroy to move the pueblo out of the area but the Viceroy
declined to do so. None the less, their close proximity led to the creation of the Alameda,
a renowned avenue which to this day links San Jose with Santa Clara. The planting of the
trees along its route (a few of which still survive) was started by Father Maguin de Catala
for the benefit of those traveling between the two sites. (Until 1804 when San Jose got a
chapel of its own, the mission church was the place of worship for the mission inhabitants
as well as the settlers of San Jose). Two hundred Indian neophytes were employed to do
the work, with the eastern limit of the trees at the Guadalupe River .
At the time of the start of the Mexican Revolution, the Pueblo of San Jose and the San
Francisco presidio had become increasingly dependent on the mission for their sustenance.
After 1810, Spain no longer sent supply ships to the presidios, and by 1815 the missions
had become the sole support. The facilities at Mission Santa Clara were expanded for a
greater range of tasks, and by 1821 (the end of Spanish rule), the mission fathers acted not
only as farmers, but as bankers, manufacturers, and traders (Hylkema 1995).

Mexican Rule and Secularization
The change from Spanish to Mexican rule in 1822, was to have dramatic impacts
on the mission and its community, that would culminate in the Act of Secularization of
1834 (Figure 4). Before this occurred, however, the mission church at Santa Clara and
quadrangle were relocated. In 1812, a major earthquake shook Santa Clara, and a second
one in 1818 damaged the church enough to make it unsafe. A temporary church was
erected adjacent to the site chosen for the new mission compound. It was used during the
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MISSION SANTA CLARA DE
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The following tables give statistical information on the years 1794 (Englehardt 1909:23)
and 1831 (Forbes [1839] 1937:126, 160, 165) at Santa Clara. By 1794, the mission had
been established for ten years at the third location and in 1831, secularization was just five
years away. These two years gives a picture of Mission Santa Clara near its beginning
and end. Included is the population at the close of 1802 (Soule et al. 1845:49). The
population figures include the neophyte Indians, who far outnumbered the white
inhabitants at the mission. For example: Out of a total population count of 23,025 for the
missions in Alta California in 1831, 18,683 were Indians.
POPULATION
YEAR

MEN

WOMEN

1794
1802
1831

736
752

555
491

BOYS

68

GIRLS

TOTAL

60

1,400 (Indians)
1291
1371

While the population appears to remain stable, the statistics do not reflect the fact that
over 6,000 recorded burials took place at the mission during this period , and that after the
decimation of the local Native American population, Indians from tribes further and
further away were brought to the mission.

PRODUCTION
(agricultural product amounts are given in bushels*)
YEAR

CATTLE

HORSES

SHEEP

WBEAT

CORN

SMALL
BEANS

BEANS,
PEAS, etc.

1794
1831

4200
9000

628
780

1000
7000

3300
2400

1100
371/2

95
152/3

26
125

The figures for cattle are live animal counts and do not reflect the number of hides which
were tanned and shipped yearly or those animals slaughtered for food . For example, in the
reports for 1792, it is stated that as many as 200 hides were tanned, and in 1794 twentyfour cattle were slaughtered every Saturday to furnish meat for the members of the Indian
community. Due to the immense tracts of rich pastureland surrounding the mission, and
the fact that unlike grain few men and little labor were required to care for cattle, by 1823,
when the hide and tallow trading industry boomed, vast herds existed .

* Forbes lists the amounts of wheat, corn etc., for 1831, in fenegas . This has been
changed to reflect the amounts in bushels at an equivalent of 1 fenega equals 1.6 bushels .
Figure 4. Mission Santa Clara statistics for the years 1794 and 1831.
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period of construction of the last complex--the fourth mission church and compound
(Skowronek 1996:1). This adobe building became a dormitory for neophyte Indian boys
after the dedication of the new mission complex (Butler 1991:75), and would be in
existence until it was demolished in 1867 (Skowronek 1996:6). Between 1822 and 1825
much of the material from the Murguia church was dismantled for use in the construction
of the fifth mission church (Hylkema 1996:24).
In 1883, Nasario Galindo (a son of Jose Leandro Galindo, the mayordomo del
campo at Mission Santa Clara when Juan Ygnacio Alviso was mayordomo) wrote a
manuscript of his father's recollections of life at Mission Santa Clara. Included was the
following about the construction of the last complex:

He [Juan Ygnacio Alviso] was a man ofgreat intelligence and extraordinary
talents, which enabled him to build all the houses that today exist at the Mission
ojSanta Clara. Having built all the houses in the square for the use ofthe
priests, he then built similar houses for the soldiers of the guard As soon as
these houses were finished he moved the priests to the new mission, as well as the
soldiers and the officer in charge of the guard He then commenced the houses
for the nuns and the young single neophytes, after which he commenced the
building ofthe church. . . When the church was finished it was whitened with
plaster which the Indians broughtfrom the Sierra and then it was painted Don
Ygnacio was the godfather at the benediction when all was finished, this being
before winter (Galindo 1959:107-108) .
By now vast herds of cattle ranged over the grazing lands. After Mexico took
over from Spain foreign ships received permission to visit the interior settlements along
San Francisco Bay, and traders from the United States and England arrived who
purchased the hides and tallow of the mission cattle and their agricultural products. Soon
a very lucrative hide and tallow industry developed. The earliest contracts were signed
between the missions and trading companies in 1823.
Along with hide and tallow production, wheat and flour increased in importance in
the economy of the Santa Clara Valley. The surplus wheat was traded with the American
fur trappers, as well as with the Russians at Fort Ross. These economic developments
were of enormous benefit to Mission Santa Clara as after the separation of Mexico from
Spain, in the disturbed state of the country and change of ideas arising from political
circumstances, there was little money available for the support of the missions. The Pious
Fund of California had become only a name (Soule et al. 1854:75).
With the increased trading in hides and tallow, the settlers (pobladores) of San
Jose began cutting back on their agricultural efforts. Soon only two weeks out of the
season--planting and harvesting--were being devoted to agricultural work. Secularization
of the mission would not only give pueblo residents land to establish large herds of cattle
so they could compete in the trade, but would also give pueblo residents a ready source
of cheap labor to work in the fields. The growing population at the pueblo of San Jose
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started petitioning the Mexican government to break up the extensive mission land
holdings.
Under the Act of Secularization of 1834, the confiscation of the California mission
establishments began, with the government ordering the missions and all their lands turned
over to the state. From 1834 to 1836, over eight million acres of mission land was opened
to private ownership. In 1836, Santa Clara was one of the last to be subjected to
secularization. The mission's role became that of a parish with only some land retained as
part of the church's property. The Indian neophytes lost their claim to the lands which
had been held in trust for them when the rest reverted to public domain.
Secularization and the instructions in 1826, from the government in Mexico to the
authorities in California to liberate the Indians, were ostensibly proposed to execute the
original plan formed by the government at the founding of the mission system (the
conversion of mission sites into Indian pueblos, their churches into parish churches with
secular clergy, and the Christianized Indians elevated to citizenship) . In reality, these laws
resulted in their dispersion. In 1834, there were 1,400 Indians belonging to Mission Santa
Clara (Soule 1854:61). By 1839, the number had been reduced to three hundred (Butler
1991:70). Only five Indians from Mission Santa Clara were able to obtain land grants
from the Mexican government. Yfiigo was granted Rancho Posolmi located in Mountain
View, Marcelo Pio and Cristobal received Rancho Ulistac near Alviso, and Jose Ramon
and Jose Gorgonio were granted Rancho La Purisima Concepcion in Los Altos Hills
(Arbuckle 1973).
With its land and the source of income for maintaining the mission diminishing, its
role changed and labor source, the Indian population, dwindling, the mission system and
structures at Mission Santa Clara started disintegrating. By 1839, some of the remaining
neophyte houses were occupied by Mexican citizens (Hylkema 1995:24), and "September,
1839.. .found the Santa Clara Indians discontented and clamorous for a new
administration, complaining that they received no rations or clothing, though they, the
Santa Clara Mission Indians, seemed in good condition. They demanded that no more
ranchos should be granted from mission lands, particularly the one asked for by Forbes"
(Bancroft 1886:728) . In 1840, the integrity of the mission complex itself was affected
when part of the Mission Rancheria, "una casa de las de la Rancheria de Santa Clara"
was granted by Governor Alvarado to Don Jose Pefia in lieu of back salary. This "casa"
was comprised of four of the neophyte "apartments" and 100 varas of land (Butler
1991:72) (Figure 5).
The decade of the 1830s saw the beginning of a period during which Santa Clara
would be impacted not only by secularization and the land grants made by the Mexican
government (forty-one in Santa Clara County, mostly from fertile mission lands), but also
by the doctrine ofManifest Destiny. As American expansionists began to look at
California and report on what they considered to be Mexico's failure to improve a
modern-day Eden, and editors in The United States wrote that the local government was
almost in a state of anarchy and that the local population remained content to do as little
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s. P. Saunders Photo Courtesy Sourisseau A cademy, San Jos e State University.
THE PENA ADOBE (THE SANTA CLARA WOMAN'S CLUB)

Figure 5. This photo taken in 1868 from the NE corner of Franklin and Grant (The
Alameda) Streets, shows the Pefia Adobe (the house with the chimney in the rear) and the
adobe neophyte houses still remaining in the row. When Don Jose Pefia received his grant
he must have acquired 4 of these structures, as his will describes his house as having eight
rooms . After his death in 1852, his widow Gertrudis and widowed daughter-in-law
Concepcion found their property in demand and began selling off parcels of their 300foot-square block , holding on to the area immediately surrounding the adobe house .

After Gertrudis' death, Concepcion rented part of the adobe, keeping the two northern
rooms and a lean-to kitchen as her residence. By the time she died in 1883, only the two
northern rooms remained intact (the surviving adobe house). She left everything to her
sister Magdalena Brothers, and when Magdalena died in 1902 she left the adobe to her
brother-in-law Thomas Brothers. He took care of the adobe up until 1911, when he died.
When it was sold as part of his large estate, the Santa Clara Woman 's Club purchased it.
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as possible to better their lives, newspaper readers came to believe that Americans could
teach the Californios how to properly develop their lands. Adventuresome young men
began moving westward and, due to Mexico's relaxed immigration laws, the number of
foreign settlers began to rise (Skowronek and Garcia 1995:7).

The Americans Appear
While the fur resources of California and the Bay Area had been known to the
Americans as early as the mid-1790s, the Boston ship Otter arriving to hunt and trade for
sea otter skins in 1.796 (Ogden 1941:32), the restrictive Spanish laws prevented any real
contact. It wasn't until -1824, when Hudson Bay company set up operations on the
Columbia River in Oregon, that American trappers, the vanguard of American arrivals,
would begin to explore the northern portion of Alta California.
The arrival of Jedediah Smith and his band of trappers in December of 1826,
signified the disintegration of the desert barrier against foreigners settling in California.
Furhtermore, with the Spanish Empire broken up the new Mexican government was
unable to adequately deal with the presence of foreign settlers. For over a year Smith
traveled up and down California, much to the dismay of the authorities. By 1829, the
Hudson Bay Company, quickly reacting to Smith's reports of beaver, had collected 1,500
beaver skins from the Ohlone (Payne 1987:29). However, the most important result of his
activities was that in his dispatches written to the United States government authorities, he
gave a picture, of what was up to then a semi-mythical land, that helped set in motion a
whole generation of settlers who crossed the plains and mountains to settle in Oregon and
California.
While the number of foreign settlers began to rise in the 183Os, mostly Americans
and Englishmen, only a few came overland with the intent of settling permanently. By
1835, San Jose numbered approximately 700 people, 40 of these foreigners (Payne
1987:39). The early arrivals to the Mexican territory of California were required to
convert to Catholicism, and become a Mexican citizen in order to stay permanently in the
territory. While eventually, Mission Santa Clara was to be affected by American arrivals,
who simply "squatt ed" on the land, and took up residence in the adobe structures, the
first arrivals to California affiliated with the California population and adopted to a great
extent their customs and modes of living, content to follow a pastoral life.
One of the early foreigners whose life was to become intertwined with Santa Clara
was James Alexander Forbes. Described as a "suede-shoe man .. . bright and better
educated than most men in California" (Aldrich, Los Gatos Weekly Times, March 27,
1996), he was born in Scotland in 1805, and arrived in California in 1831. He became a
naturalized Mexican citizen and in 1834, he married Maria Ana Galindo, the daughter of
Juan Chrisostomo Galindo (related to Jose Leandro Galindo) , the majordomo of Mission
Santa Clara. By 1836, he served as the Hudson Bay Company's agent in Alta California
and held a few positions in San Jose government. In 1841, Forbes moved to Monterey,
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where he became the British vice-consul. Grantee of Rancho £1 Potrero de Santa Clara in
1844, in 1846, he was involved with Father Real in the initial development of what would
become the New Almaden quicksilver mine, and in 1847, played a role in the Battle of
Santa Clara (Regnery 1978 :124). Later he built and operated the "Santa Rosa Brand"
flour mill in Los Gatos.
By 1840, political harmony no longer existed with the American arrivals working with
similarly-minded Californios to achieve California's independence from Mexico. In April,
1840, 120 foreigners were arrested in California. In the Santa Clara Valley, Isaac Graham
and 46 of his followers were charged with conspiracy to overthrow the government. The
person who informed Governor Alvarado of the plot against the government was Father
Suarez del Real, who in 1844, would become the last Franciscan priest at Mission Santa
Clara (del Real 1840).
In September 1842, Thomas ap Catesby Jones, commander of the United States
Navy Pacific Squadron, sailed into Monterey and seized the province, acting under
established orders after having heard a false rumor of war. Although he quickly
apologized, Mexican and California authorities were put on notice as to the intentions of
the Americans . Then, in July 1844, Governor Micheltorena received dispatches from
Mexico that Texas had signed an annexation treaty with the United States of America-Mexico and the United States would soon be at war. California was placed on a war
footing and all male citizens between the ages of 15 and 60 were ordered into the army,
including naturalized citizens (Garcia 1994: 12).
Into this scene, with the mission system in disarray, the growing presence of
immigrants, and the political system in upheaval, Father Jose Maria del Refugio Suarez del
Real would arrive to take Mission Santa Clara de Asis (Figure 6) and the town of San Jose
under his ministration (Skowronek and Garcia 1995:7).

Father Jose Maria del Refugio Suarez del Real
Born in Mexico about 1804, Father Suarez del Real served at Mission San Carlos
Borromeo in Carmel from 1833 to 1843. In 1844, he moved to Mission Santa Clara,
where he would serve until he left for Mexico in 1851. He was to have a major role in the
events occurring at Santa Clara in these last years of Franciscan occupation of the mission.
Father Real was a man of complexities, who would be castigated by Bancroft,
described with reproach and rebuke by the Church and with love and respect by his
parishioners, as evidenced by the following quotes.
(Bancroft) "It is most unfortunate for the general reputation of the California
padres--a most excellent body ofmen, as is fully shown in these volumes--that the
Real Brothers (his brother served at Santa Cruz) ... were the friars whose conduct
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Courtesy Society ofCalifornia Pioneers.

MISSION SANTA CLARA DE xsts in 1842

Figure 6. When Father Jose Maria del Refugio Suarez del Real arrived in 1844, Mission
Santa Clara de Asis resembled this pencil sketch, the earliest known picture of the
Mission. Made in 1842 by G. M. Waseurtz af Sandels, protege of the King of Sweden,
and it was drawn especially for the Swedish Monarch. Of interest are the four rows of
structures at the far right side. They are the rows of the third mission's neophyte housing,
of which the Pefia Adobe is the only surviving structure.
Behind the wall with the arched opening lies the mission cemetery. The long, one story
building immediately adjacent to this wall is the mission's granary (where American
immigrants would stay during the winter of 1846). Adjacent to the east wing of the
mission quadrangle (shown to the left of the Church), and behind the adobe building
shown at the left edge, is the mission vineyard.
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was best known to the foreign immigrants, and on whom many pioneers have
founded their estimate of the Missionaries" (Geiger 1969:250).
(Rev. Doroteo Ambris in a letter to Rome) "... that the former (Father Real)
while in charge ofCarmel andMonterey, caused a scandal by living almost
publicly with three women, two ofwhom were single, and one a widow. They were
known as the "women" ofReal and their children by him know as the "Real"
children" (ibid.).
(Guadalupe Vallejo) "Father Real was one of the most genial and kindly men of
the missionaries , and he surprised all those who had thought that everyone of
the fathers was severe. He saw no harm in walking out among the young people,
and sayingfriendly things to them all. He was often known to go with young men
on moonlight rides lassoing grizzly bears, or chasing deer on the plain. His own
horse, one ofthe best ever seen in the valley, was richly caparisoned, and the
father wore a scarlet silk sash around his waist under the Franciscan habit.
When older and graver priests reproached him, he used to say with a smile that
he was only a Mexican Franciscan, and that he was brought up in the saddle. He
certainly was a superb rider" (DeNevi 1971:11).
He exhibited a propensity to be involved in the political as well as spiritual lives of
those under his care, a man of god who was a partisan, as witnessed by his letter on April
3, 1840, to Governor Alvarado informing him about Graham's actions .

"My reveredfriend and Lord, The so critical circumstances which are now
threatening within the next few days this territory force me to disclose to you news
that is ofconcern to the land and its inhabitants otherwise my responsibility
would be before God . .1 hesitatedfor many days but as this is the month in
which it is to be done 1 cannot but do my duty ofnotifying you" (del Real 1840).
A complex man in a complex time, his role as a Franciscan father would end with
that of the mission he served, when it became a Jesuit College and its lands an American
town.
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CHAPTER 3

Turmoil and Transition

On the Axis of Change
With uneasiness already heightened over the possibility of war with the United
States, in these last months of 1844, a divisive civil war broke out in California. Governor
Micheltorena had irritated the local politicians who wanted California ruled without
Mexican control. First, he was not a Californio (native-born Californian of Spanishspeaking parents), and also he had brought with him 300 untrained and poorly paid
soldiers, cholos, mostly recruited from the jails in Mexico . They stole livestock, food etc.,
from the Californios when the government neglected to pay their wages, and the
Californios reached the edge of open rebellion. General Jose Castro, the foremost
military leader in San Jose, got Charles Weber to recruit 50 volunteers from the area to aid
the Californios (Hammond 1982:39). In mid-November, 1844, the rebellion was
launched--an attempt to "rid the province" of Micheltorena and his "thieving cholos".
The rebellion spread and foreigners from both sides became involved.
Although Sutter had joined Micheltorena with 400 men in January, 1845, by the
time he reached southern California, Micheltorena realized his force was too small to face
the Californios. On February 22, he signed a treaty, turned the governorship over to Pio
Pico, and agreed to leave California. Castro became the military commander of Alta
California.
Governor Pico then moved the capital south from Monterey to Los Angeles
heightening the animosity between the two sections of the province . General Mariano
Guadalupe Vallejo (Comandante general of the province's military forces from 18381842), in an attempt to ease the growing tensions, wrote to the President of Mexico
expressing his opinion that Los Angeles was not the best place for the capital of
California. Instead he promoted Santa Clara as far more suitable and central than the City
of Angels. This did not happen.
General Castro camped at Mission Santa Clara while assembling a revolutionary
military force and despoiled the mission. After the 1844 Revolution was over, Father Real
reported:

When the cry for justice was raised against the lawfully constituted authority, the
bands ofCastro and Alvarado camped here. To quarter them, seven beds were
put at their service. On the next day, they carried away the sheets, blankets, and
spreads, and left only the mattresses. From the 25th to the 28th ofNovember they
consumed eleven head ofcattle and skinned twenty-five tame cows in the corral
leaving these unfortunate Indians without even the aid ofmilk. . .there was not
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before nor is there now any grain. On December 2nd, they consumed three head
ofcattle, and on January 3rd of this year two head ofcattle. On December 12th,
they took three horses; on the 13th, six; on the 24th, four; on January 3rd, forty
horses and three mares, and on the same day, they robbed the cowboys ofthe
horses and also carried away the saddles, bridles, spurs, shoes, blankets, and
hats. On the same day, they stole twenty-two suits offine red cloth worn by the
music band of the mission. In January, they also took away the keys from the one
in charge, opened the store-room, and ransacked it at their pleasure. . .Ofall this,
nothing has been returned (Engelhardt 1915:360-361).
The foreign born population in California had begun to realize that this situation,
uncertainty over governors and location of the province's power base, would not lead to
stability. Led by Charles Weber and John Marsh, a group of men, most of whom lived in
the Santa Clara Valley, issued a "Call to Foreigners" in which they called for a meeting of
all foreigners in California in San Jose on July 4, 1845. They wrote that the foreign
leaders represented:
.. .a more systematic organization, the ultimate effects ofwhich should, when
they become sufficiently strong, result in wrestlingfrom Mexican rule that portion
of California lying north and east of the San Joaquin River, and north and west of
the bays ofSan Francisco, San Pablo, and Suisun, and making it like Texas, an
independent state (Garcia 1994:14).
Texas and the fight for independence in the southwest was a topic of discussion for
both the foreigners in California and the Californios. Throughout the rest of 1845, and
into 1846, the possibility of war with the United States was discussed by the California
officials in letters sent throughout the province. California realized that war was
inevitable--where, when, and with whom were the only variables.
This period of instability was to directly affect Santa Clara during the last half of
the 1840s, with orders from changing political authorities resulting in actions taken by
Father Real, with regards to the Mission and its lands, being considered "authorized" or
"unauthorized" depending on who was in power.
In 1840, Governor Alvarado (Governor of California from 1838-1842), as a result
of observations that great losses had occurred, abolished the role of the priests as
administrators of the Missions, replacing them with majordomos. Governor Micheltorena
rescinded this order, and still hoping to preserve some of the missions, make them selfsupporting and perhaps profitable, he issued a proclamation in March, 1843, ordering
twelve of the Missions to be again placed in charge of the priests. Among that number
was Santa Clara (Harlow 1982:291). Then, on May 28th, 1845, the Departmental
Assembly declared that some of the Missions should be rented and others converted into
towns, including Santa Clara among those to be rented. This was to occur as soon as the
problems existing with respect to the debts owed by the Missions were settled.
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During Pio Pico's short tenure as Governor in 1845, he sold some of the Missions .
These sales were annulled by the Departmental Assembly in October, 1846. In the
meantime, on May 25th and June 16th, 1846, General Jose Castro had given documents to
Father Real authorizing him to sell the Santa Clara Mission lands. In 1847, Governor
Mason, of the U.S. Army and Military Governor of California, would challenge this
authority given by Castro and inform Father Real that it gave him no right after July 7,
1846, if indeed before, and declare all sales under it null and void (Harlow 1989:292).
Besides the actions resulting from political confusion, another event occurred at
Santa Clara during this period. In the fall of 1845, Captain Andres Castillero of the
Mexican Army, while on a tour of California inspecting military conditions (Tays 1996),
visited Mission Santa Clara. This visit resulted in the discovery of quicksilver at New
Almaden. Castillero , trained in geology and metallurgy at the College of Mines in Mexico
City, noticed some reddish rock piled in the mission yard and saw some of the red color
that the Indian neophytes had painted on the mission buildings. Based on his training he
felt these rocks warranted close examination, as the Mexican government had offered the
equivalent ofa $100,000 reward for the discovery of valuable minerals (Payne : 1987:57-).
Father Real informed Captain Castillero that the Indians used the ore to paint their
bodies a vermilion color, and that some of them could guide him to the source of the rocks
located fifteen miles to the southwest in the foothills of the Sierra Azul, which was on part
of Jose Reyes Berreyesa's Rancho (Payne 1987:57). There, hoping for gold or silver,
Castillero tested the rocks (Cinnabar) and extracted small silver globs of mercury.
Captain Castillero filed a claim to the site, naming it Santa Clara. Father Real
received four shares, as did General Castro, and Secundio and Teodora Robles . Castillero
retained twelve. On December 30, 1845, Antonio MariaPico, the alcalde of San Jose,
granted Castillero "three thousand varas of land in all directions" around the claim. This
was the first legal mining claim filed for in Alta California.
After eight months, Castillero bid farewell to Father Real and left for Mexico,
intending to seek a government subsidy to develop the claim. In the meantime Father Real
placed James Alexander Forbes in charge of day to day activity at the mines. However,
before Castillero could obtain help Mexico and the United States were at war, and
Castillero, as an active duty army captain, had to report for wartime duty.

The Bear Flag Rebellion
, During the summer of 1846, the diverse elements working for change in California
began to coalesce. In March, 1846, Colonel John C. Fremont, Kit Carson, and 61 other
men, arrived in the Santa Clara Valley. He had been roaming unrestrained throughout the
middle of California, presumably on a scientific expedition, but in reality to help
Americans take over the area if the opportunity presented itself After clashing with
Castro near San Juan Bautista, and seeing he was outnumbered, Fremont moved towards
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Oregon. Before reaching there he was overtaken by Americans from Sutter's Fort who
had heard rumors that Mexico was planning to force out of the territory the Anglo settlers
who had been arriving in increasing numbers.
The Americans led by William Ide now felt bold enough to risk a Texas-style
revolution. On June 1, 1846, they took General Mariano Vallejo, one of California's most
respected citizens, prisoner, and removed him to Sutter's Fort. Fremont and his men
joined the rebels. They designed a flag with a grizzly bear and a red star, raised it at
Sonoma and declared a California Republic.
The Americans wanted to act under the protection of the United States, but this
was denied. Commander Montgomery of the frigate Portsmouth--anchored in San
Francisco Bay-- declared, "I at once disavow this movement as having proceeded under
any authority of the U.S. or myself. . . .This is a movement entirely local and with which I
have nothing to do" (Langellier 1992: 127). Official U.S. statements insisted upon the
distinction between their presence in California and the "political movement" of the Bear
Flaggers .
The California authorities remained unconvinced 'and General Castro lashed out
with an indignant denunciation of Fremont's invasion of his country. On June, 18, 1846,
Commodore John D. Sloat of the Pacific Squadron pledged support to Ide's "declaration
of independence' (ibid.). Fremont gathered his forces, moving south, hoping to engage
the Mexicans, but de la Torre moved too swiftly and he and his unit joined their leader,
Castro , at Santa Clara. Fremont, after disabling the remaining guns at San Francisco,
returned to Sutter's Fort .
The following week, Commodore Sloat sent Commander Montgomery the news of
a declaration of war between Mexico and the United States . On July 7, 1846, when
Commodore John Sloat captured Monterey, the Bear Flag Rebellion ended as the Bear
Flaggers joined with the American Military, becoming the California Battalion.

Immigrants Settle at Santa Clara
Although by 1846, Mission Santa Clara was technically a parish church, the start
of the Mexican-American War can be said to mark the beginning of Santa Clara's change
from mission to town. Descriptions of Santa Clara and other areas in California, written by
visitors, encouraging Americans to come and settle, appeared in newspapers back east,
and during 1846, immigrants had been arriving overland in greater numbers. An American
journalist, Edwin Bryant, visited Santa Clara on September 20, 1846 on his "tour" west
and wrote the following:

"This mission is not so extensive in its buildings as that ofSan Jose [Mission San
Jose], but the houses are generally in better repair. They are constructed of
adobes. The church was open, and entering the interior, I found the walls hung
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with coarse paintings and engravings ofthe saints, etc., etc. The chancel is
decorated with numerous images, and symbolical ornaments used by the priests in
their worship. Goldpaper and tinsel, in barbaric taste, are plastered without
stint upon nearly every object that meets the eye, so that when on festive
occasions the church is lighted, it must present a very glittering appearance.
The rich lands surrounding the mission are entirely neglected I did not notice a
foot ofground under cultivation, except the garden enclosure, which contained a
variety offruits andplants of the temperate and tropical climates. From want of
care these are fast decaying. Some excellent pears were furnished us by Mrs.
Bennett, an American lady, ofamazonian proportions, who, with her family of
sons, has taken up her residence in one of the buildings of the mission. The
picture ofdecay and ruin presented by a country so fertile and scenery so
enchanting, is a most melancholy spectacle to the passing traveler, and speaks a
language ofloud condemnation against the government" (Bryant [1848]
1985 :318).
When Edwin Bryant visited Santa Clara there were only a few American families
living near the mission. One was the "Widow" Bennett, who lived with her children in a
house in the mission pear orchard, and another was George Bellomy, who had arrived in
1843. He married Marfa Bernal and "established" a tannery which produced leather for
the manufacture of shoes and boots. These families would ally with the new immigrants to
the mission; although since Bellomy had married a Californio, some immigrants would
question his loyalties.
Stopping at Sutter's Fort upon the completion of their journey to California, the
newly arrived immigrants were informed in October by the Californian, a Monterey-based
newspaper, that they could shelter during the rainy season at a number of mostly
unoccupied missions. Among those named was Santa Clara. As a result of the advent of
the War, several of the new arrivals sent by Fremont to Mission Santa Clara stayed on at
the compound and occupied the abandoned adobe buildings (Skowronek and Garcia
1995: 11).
Father Real followed the Franciscan tradition of welcoming visitors, but, "baffled
by the language barrier and perturbed by the invasion of aggressive Yankee Protestants",
he knew there was little left at the mission to share (Regnery 1978:49). The years of being
impacted by politics, stealing, and neglect since secularization, had impoverished what was
once reputed to be the wealthiest mission in California. The arriving immigrants found a
site in disrepair :

The once gaudily painted church was dull. The upper part ofthe original
belfry had collapsed and had been replaced by a wooden structure painted green.
To the left, or southeast, ofthe church was a long, one-story building. The
padres' quarters adjoined the church. Adjacent apartments intendedfor the
escolta were occupied by Forbes and his family [The quarters for unmarried
H •••
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Indian women faced on the court of the padres' quarters. The courtyard, its
buildings, the church, and James Alexander Forbes' apartments were the only ones
not infiltrated by the immigrants]. .. On the right, or northwest, ofthe church was
a cemetery. Next to the cemetery was an L-shaped adobe building, which served
a number ofpurposes: The front portion was the living quartersfor the mayordomo and the waking room [bodies of deceased persons were placed here to await
services in the Mission's sanctuary]; and the wing parallel to the cemetery had
been a granary. The latter was 112 feet long andforty feet wide with an entrance
at the rear, a few small windows, and a tamped earth floor [this would become
the California Hotel and is currently the location of 0'Connor Hall]. Behind these
buildings were several small adobe structures which had been usedfor
mission industries. To the north was a rancheria [Indian village] ofadobe huts
for married neophytes. . .Unmarried male neophytes had lived in similar
structures to the east, but by 1846 most of the Indians' houses were vacant
and neglected (Regnery 1978 :50)" .
The migration of 1846, brought an estimated 175 adults and children to overwinter
at the Mission (Regnery 1978 :50). Included were two people, one of whom was to playa
major role in the establishment of the American town . The stories of these immigrants,
William Campell and Kisiah McCutchen, illustrate the experiences of the early American
arrivals.
The McCutchen families, John, Kisiah, their two children, and William, Amanda
and their daughter were included in the enormous wagon train, led by Col. William
Russell, which left Independence Missouri in May, 1846. Also in that train were the
companies of Reed, Donner, Breen, and the Campbells. When the various companies
reached Fort Bridger the wagon trains reorganized; some going to Oregon, some,
including the Campbells, straight to California via the established Ft. Hall route, and still
others deciding to follow Hastings on his "cutoff".
I

In the regrouping of the wagons at Fort Bridger a train of four companies, led by
Hastings, was formed. Jacob Harlan and Samuel Young were leaders of two of the
companies. "During this reorganization, Johnand William disagreed over which route to
take. William decided to take his family off John's wagon, in which both families had been
traveling, to wait for the next party to come through that was taking the Hastings' Cutoff.
He was able to secure space on James Reed's family wagon and became part of the illfated Donner Party." (Matthews, personal communication 1996) .
(

Hastings was eager to leave, and when the Donner Party, who had planned to join
him, had not arrived yet, Hastings left without them . They followed Hastings trail, but it
was almost impassable. In August, men were sent to overtake Hastings and obtain
directions for a shorter route. As they neared the Sierra's, the Donner Party took the
"short route" while the Harlan-Young Party took the "tried and true" EI Dorado trail.
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By the time the Harlan- Young Party reached the foot of the Sierras, William
McCutchen and Stanton, having left the Donner Party, again overtook them. They were
on their way to Sutter's Fort to obtain provisions for the Donner Party. William's family
was back with the Donner Party. With the realization that winter had set in, William was
offered enough food to bring out his wife and daughter; an offer that was refused ..
The Harlan-Young Party, reached the summit of the Sierras about October 10, 1846, the
last wagon train to cross the Sierras. They arrived at Sutter Fort on October 25, and after
resting, some members of the party including John, Kisiah, and their children, proceeded
to Mission Santa Clara (Fine 1991:37-39). (This occurred while the rescue party was
getting together for the Donner Party. William's daughter would be a victim of that
horrible winter.)
At Sutter's Fort, Captain Sutter had. ... the McCutchens [leave]jor Santa Clara.
Left on a raft to which masts and sails had been attached. They all sailed down
Sacramento River for Alviso. On Bay 10 days. Landed at Embarcadero at Alviso
(Fine 1991:39).

The Embarcadero was on the west bank of the Guadalupe River, southwest of
present-day Alviso. A road led across the flats to Santa Clara.
Upon arrival at Mission Santa Clara the immigrants sought shelter, living under
what they would later describe as "deplorable conditions, sharing a large warehouse
building with little light. It was raining and the roof leaked . Food was in short supply"
(ibid.).
This building which the members of the Harlan-Young Party occupied was the
mission granary, and with few of the immigrants understanding Spanish or the customs
and manners of the Californios, many sincere offers of hospitality were refused. "In
December Father Real sent Indians onto the steep roof of the granary to try to stop the
leaks . The immigrants misinterpreted the effort as an attempt to force them to leave and
halted the helpful endeavor by brandishing their guns" (Regnery 1978:52).
By American standards, all of the mission quarters were inadequate. One
immigrant gave the following description of conditions in Santa Clara in a letter home in
December 1846:
We found things in great confusion and times very hard. We are in Santa Clara
about 150 miles south ofSutter's fort, and a beautiful place it is. Ifyou can
picture yourselfa solid mass ofhouses built ofmud with scarcely a window or
fireplace; fire in one corner and a hole in the rooffor smoke to pass out; almost
every one sick, without care; most ofthe men in the lower country with Fremont;
surrounded by Californians, expecting every day to be attacked by them; beefand
bread to eat; flour $8 a 100 pound and thankfulfor that; raining most ofthe time,
you can form some idea how we live (Isbell 1846).
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On March 30, 1847, Kisiah McCutchen gave birth to a daughter, Marge1ine,
considered the second American child born in Santa Clara County. The description of her
birth would later state that she "first saw the light of day.. .in one of the adobe buildings
of that town. At that time there were only a few Americans in the place and the neighbors
of the family were Indians and Padres" (Burton).
About 1848, John left Kisiah and their three small children, for Oregon; he was
never heard of again. In 1849, she married a man who came to California during the same
migration, and lost his wife a few weeks after arriving at Santa Clara--burying her with
Father Real's permission in the grounds of the mission. This, her second marriage and his
third, appears in the Santa Clara County Recorder's office, recorded on September 13,
1849:

John Waldo Douglass of the Pueblo de San Jose de Guadalupe did on the 5th day
ofJuly last unite in the bonds ofmatrimony Willam Campbell and Mrs. Kisiah
Mc Cutchen which event took place at the Mission ofSanta Clara.
Up until October 1846, the war begun in July, had not amounted to much beyond
rumors and a few skirmishes. Many of the Calijornios had decided not to oppose the
American takeover. When Commodore Stockton arrived in Yerba Buena (San Francisco)
in October, citizens, officials, and Mexican ex-officials responded to invitations to meet
the self-appointed Territorial governor. "On this occasion most of the Californians joined
in the celebration, entering into it with spirit, and contributing to its success .. .it showed
the good feeling of the masses of the people toward the American government" (Davis
1889:403).
Unfortunately, the American immigrants' negative view of the Californians
resulted in actions which would anger the Calijornio population. Rumors, transmitted as
intelligence from Monterey, prompted the organization of a militia at Mission Santa Clara.
One of the 1846 emigrants, Joseph Aram, had been recruited and appointed a captain at
Sutter's Fort; directed to escort the families of other immigrants to Santa Clara . Upon
arrival in November, he established his headquarters there with a force of thirty-one men.
Ignoring the pleas of the Calijornios, they then proceeded to cut down several of the
willow trees (considered sacred) along the Alameda to use in barricading the mission
compound. Adna Hecox, one of the immigrants wrote:

All hands were now busy in fortifying the oldMission . . . preparing to give our
foe a gallant reception; but the Spaniards, though boasting that they would soon
appropriate the pretty Senoras blancas to their own use, failed to come near
enough to measure arms with our mountain rifles (Regnery 1978:56) .
Half a century later, rumors told as facts would state that Father Real had
promised absolution to anyone who could injure or kill any American, and that Calijornios
concealed in his quarters planned to massacre the sleeping immigrants (ibid.).
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Although the official American government policy encouraged a peaceful transfer
of California from Mexico to the United States, as evidenced by the Secretary of the
Navy's advice which accompanied the Declaration of War, directing the American military
to "conciliate the confidence of the people in California.. .towards the government of the
United States ... while you encourage the people to neutrality, self-government and
friendship", the ignorance and arrogance of individuals would result in confrontation and
the Battle of Sarita Clara. This was the only campaign in the Northern District of
California between the Californios and the United States forces during the MexicanAmerican war .

The Battle of Santa Clara
The American flag had been hoisted (and re-hoisted) in San Jose, and, by October,
Charles Weber, appointed a sergeant by Commodore Stockton, and John Murphy had
raised a company of65 men (rather than the 10 authorized) (Regnery 1978:22) . They
established their headquarters in an adobe building in San Jose . Weber 's orders were to
simply observe what was going on in the region, however, he quickly abused his powers.
Referring to himself as Captain Weber, he was soon mounting raids against the local
Californio ranchos.
Facing the persistent problem of the cutting down of the "American Flag, which as
sergeant of the militia he was supposed to keep flying, and after receiving orders "to take
charge of all arms found in possession of Californians residing in the towns of Santa Clara
and San Jose," Weber and his men responded by taking horses and livestock. When the
Californios appealed to the American authorities in Yerba Buena, they received a less than
satisfactory answer as the military authorities did not--or would not--understand the
severity of the problem Weber was causing.
Approximately 6, 000 horses were rounded up by Weber whose raids took him
from San Juan Bautista in the south up to the contra costa in the East Bay and along the
San Francisco Peninsula in the northwest. The Californios really started to lose patience
when Weber's Rangers took saddles, work mules, and blankets from the rancho Indians,
and even killed milk cows. In the process the Californios were threatened and humiliated
by the raiders, and shortly thereafter Yerba Buena began suffering from a lack of meat, as
the Californios had no means by which to round up their cattle (Payne 1987:53).
In spite of becoming rightfully upset over their livestock being taken without
consent in October and November, many of the Californios--including the Rancho BuriBuri (near present-day Pacifica) Sanchez family--had continued cooperating with the
military government in Yerba Buena. Then in December, wild rumors started that the
Californios were gathering an army to attack Yerba Buena, and on December 11th,
Manuel Sanchez and Ramon Aguila were arrested for spying and taken aboard the USS
Savannah for confinement . Jose Sanchez felt completely betrayed. The Sanchez family
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had agreed to help the Yankees, and the outcome was raids on their herds and his younger
brother's unjust imprisonment.
For the first time during the conquest, Northern Californios became aggressive.
Three days later, Lieutenant Bartlett, Yerba Buena's alcalde, set out with 6 men ostensibly
looking for meat, but in reality to search the countryside for the California army. Upon
reaching Mission Dolores, Bartlett met Jose Sanchez and made arrangements to buy some
cattle from Rancho Buri-Buri. Although under orders not to travel further south than the
mission, he pressed on with his men to the Rancho . Arriving at the rancho on December
15th, they began rounding up the cattle the following morning, and in order to drive 20 or
so head into the corral Bartlett had his men stack their arms. Within minutes Jose Sanchez
and his men took the Americans prisoner.
When word of their capture reached other Californio rancheros, three companies,
each of about thirty men, joined Jose Sanchez and his force . The only real strategy the
Californios had was their excellent horsemanship as most of their arms and ammunition
had been seized earlier by Weber and his Rangers; leaving them without powder for the
American's rifles they had seized, and only lances made from willow sticks with knives
tied on the ends and some swords.
Moving openly and methodically from rancho to rancho, the hostages were taken
over to the coast to Francisco Sanchez's Rancho San Pedro, then south of Half-Moon Bay
and back over the hills, reaching Copinger's rancho (present-day Woodside) on the 20th.
They then traveled around both Mission Santa Clara and the town of San Jose before
turning north to Jose Higuera's Rancho Los Tularcitos (present-day Milpitas). There they
were joined by rancheros from the contra costa . Then, the rancheros moved back to
within sight of Mission Santa Clara.
"During the night of 31 December the immigrants, barricaded at the mission, could
see the ranchero's campfires near the site of the first Mission Santa Clara" (Regnery
1978:67). Although the next day, January 1, 1847, the rancheros tried to reassure the
immigrants at the mission that no harm was meant to them, the immigrants believed they
were about to be massacred--in 1850, Robert Tansill would report in his journal, that
"Sanchez had threatened to massacre them for refusing to deliver him their arms and
ammunition . . . But these hardy and fearless Western Riflemen . . . resolved to defend
themselves to the last" (Regnery 1978:72). That afternoon they fearfully watched the
Californios ride in a double column across the Old Spanish Bridge (about where De La
Cruz Expressway crosses the Guadalupe River today). After camping the night at a site
on the edge of the oak woods, west of the mission, early the next morning, January 2nd,
the rancheros moved their hostages toward the coastal foothills.
On December 17th, word of Bartlett's capture reached Yerba Buena and Captain
Mervine sent a warning to Lieutenant Pinkney, in San Jose, urging him "to be on your
guard day and night . . . seize all the Liquor in the place and shut up the grog shops
immediately" (Mervine 1846). Five days after his relatives and friends captured Bartlett,
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on December 21st Manuel Sanchez was released, but Mervine held fast to the fantasy that
the capture of Bartlett was a part of an invasion by Mexican cavalry, repeating his warning
to Pinkney to be on his guard telling him that there was a large force between San Jose
and Yerba Buena, lying in wait to cut off detached parties . (Weber and his Rangers had
been sent out to scout the "Red Woods" and although unable to locate it remained
"convinced there was a force of impressing men". At that time the Sanchezes and
rancheros were still on the ocean-side of the coast ranges.)
Weber's deduction and Mervine's messages convinced Pinkney to initiate the
Santa Clara Campaign (without any permission from his superior officers). Taking the
force he was supposed to use for the protection of San Jose, Pinkney (and Weber) set out
for Rancho Buri-Buri. . Riding on the main road, they met no one, and upon arriving at
the Rancho they found no one from Yerba Buena, so they continued to Mission Dolores.
After speaking to Weber, Mervine, ignoring the fact that this unauthorized campaign had
started 6 days earlier, instructed the organization of an expeditionary force. This occurred
on December 26th, and on the 29th, The American Expeditionary Force, 101 men under
the command of Marine Captain Ward Marston, set out from Yerba Buena heading south .
As only about half the company was mounted, the enlisted men and marines had to trudge
through the mud while their six-pound cannon on its makeshift gun carriage kept bogging
down in the muddy, brush-covered countryside.
On January 2, 1847, Weber's scouts entered the Ohlone rancheria ofPosolmi and
upon being informed that the insurgents were in the area (Hammond 1982:50), rejoined
the main party. Marston ordered Weber and his Rangers to guard the right flank, the
Yerba Buena Company to the left, the sailors along the road in charge of the cannon,
while the Marines marched ahead of the sailors.
"The American Expeditionary force marched through the oak forest on a road
which reached the present El Camino Real at about Pomeroy Avenue . . .In the
1840's, brackish water and marshy soil structure limited tree growth east of where
the present Lawrence Expressway transects the plain . . . one had an unobstructed
view of the mission about three miles ahead .. .Not until the force emerged from
the trees, did the Americans catch their first glimpses of the deployed rancheros on
horseback on the open plain" (Regnery 1978:86-87).
As the opposing forces neared the mission, the Californios staying out of shooting
distance (without effective weapons or powder they could only perform equestrian feats
and shout threats), the march of the expeditionary force was halted when the cannon
became mired in the mud, approximately where present-day El Camino crosses Saratoga
Creek (Arroyo Quito) . At this location about two miles from Mission Santa Clara (today
a bronze plaque, erected by the Mt. Charlie Chapter No. 1850 ofE. Clampus Vitus, stands
on the south side ofHwy. 82 near the intersection ofBowe Street marking the location),
seeing the main armament of the Americans stuck, the rancheros came closer.
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With the Americans maintaining a compact unit and the Californios loosely milling
around, the sailors fired grapeshot from the cannon three times and the American marines
fired their rifles. The sounds of the artillery had aroused the people living at the mission,
and they ascended to the roof tops to witness the battle. The firing caused the cannon to
become loosened from its carriage and the wagon wheels to sink further into the mud.
None of the shots or cannon fire hit the rancheros, who quickly rode out of danger .
Eventually the Americans were able to get both themselves and their now useless
cannon out of the knee-deep mud, and they continued on to the mission. The rancheros
came to within about one-half mile of the mission and then turned south, returning to their
camp within sight of those at the mission. The Americans did not pursue them . The
duration of the "battle" from the American's first suspicion of the ranchero's presence,
until the expedition entered the mission compound, was not more than two hours.
The following morning, Captain Marston, James Alexander Forbes, Duvall and
William Smith, a Yerba Buena volunteer who spoke Spanish, rode out of the mission and
met with Francisco and Jose Sanchez, Domingo Feliz, a brother-in-law of the Sanchezes,
and Lieutenant Bartlett. "The Californios explained that they were not in rebellion, were
not carrying a flag, did not want to see Mexico back in control of Alta California, they
simply did not want their property taken without payment and feared the Rangers might
harm their families. The only person that the Californios were rebelling against was
Captain Weber" (Payne 1987:55) !
Quickly arranging a truce, Marston sent a letter to his superior, Mervine--the
Calijornios to show good faith released Bartlett into the custody of Forbes, and remained
camped in the area with the rest of the detail they had captured. Surgeon Duvall was sent
to San Jose to inform Pinkney of the armistice. That afternoon, Lieutenant Maddox
arrived from Monterey with 60 men. He had come to search for, and aid in the capture ot:
the "Mexican Forces," but had taken 11 days to reach Santa Clara . Expecting to be
warmly greeted by his friend Weber, he "must have been disappointed to learn his superior
Marine officer was in command of an expeditionary force and had the situation well under
control" (Regnery 1978: 104). (Later he would boast about what he might have done) .
During the following three days, while awaiting word from Mervine, factions in
both camps argued among themselves, and rumors flew. Finally on the night of January
6th, Marston received a communication from Mervine in which he stated an ultimatum,
demanding the release of the American prisoners, the cessation of hostilities, and the
surrender of all arms. In return, the United States government should respect the rights of
the Calijornios by giving them receipts for any livestock the military might need and
would pay the rancheros in due time. If these terms were not agreed to, Marston was
ordered to "immediately upon the conclusion of the armistice resume active operations, in
carrying out the design of the Expedition; making every exertion to capture or disperse the
Enemy . . . in the event of their retreating towards (Yerba Buena) pursue them" (Regnery
1978:112). Forbes was given the parts of the letter from Mervine which were to be made
known to the Calijornios and asked to translate them (the Traducci6n) .
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On the morning of January 7, 1847, Marston, Duvall, Forbes, Smith, and Bartlett,
under a flag of truce, met with Francisco and Jose Sanchez and Feliz. All American
officers had been alerted to carry out the alternative order if the ultimatum was refused.
Maddox's and Weber's men rode out onto the plain during the meeting, but upon Jose
Sanchez's objection of the menacing gesture, were ordered back to the mission.
After a lengthy debate, the rancheros agreed to the terms expressed in the
Traduccion-sthere was no assurance of better treatment in the future in it. Later that
afternoon, a formal treaty ceremony, involving at least 175 American military men (more
than 100 on horseback) and about 100 mounted Californios, witnessed by over 100
spectators, signaled the end of the Battle of Santa Clara (Regnery 1978:114-115).
Because of approaching dark , the horses ridden by both sides were locked in the
mission corral, to be re-apportioned the next morning . (The mission corral enclosed about
six acres behind the mission, and is indicated on William Campbell's 1847 map where
"Public Square" appears. Today it is identifiable as the park where the Mission-branch of
the library is located.)

William Campbell and "His" Map
When William Campbell, a strong Methodist, arrived with his family, including
eight children, about October 25th, 1846, they settled in one of the adobe buildings
belonging to the mission (Abeloe 1952 :8). According to Watson, the buildings were
located about fifty feet west of present day St. Clare's church (1989 :15).
Although the death of Campbell's wife, Agnes, on November 26th affected him
deeply and it was not easy to leave his family, at the age of fifty-three "this old soldier with
a vigorous constitution, once again answered the call to arms" (ibid.). On December 4th,
he enlisted as a private in "Captain" C. M. Weber 's company of California riflemen, and
participated in the Battle of Santa Clara on January 2, 1847. After another month, on
February 4th he was permitted to return home to Mission Santa Clara.
The year of 1847 was to be a period of intense activity for William Campbell. The
end of the hostilities at Santa Clara saw him losing no time in finding suitable land on
which to start farming. Pre-empting a claim to 160 acres two miles south of Santa Clara-today Williams Road , one-half mile west of Winchester Boulevard--he established a wheat
farm placing his son Benjamin in charge. (By 1850, Campbell had forty acres of fenced-in
land which was very unusual ; at that time most of the valley was unfenced grazing land
studded with oak trees with people and animals roaming freely).
Meanwhile with the population increasing, and settlers looking for places to buy, in
April the Alcalde of the Pueblo de San Jose de Guadalupe hired him to survey seventy
blocks of ground. Although this was not his chosen profession, William and his family
possessed a compass and chains and the willingness to accomplish the job (Watson
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1989:16). This was the first American survey of San Jose and William was paid"... the
sum of One hundred and eight dollars and fifty cents" (Campbell Receipt dated May 29,
1847).
In October, Father Real hired Campbell to survey lots near the mission complex,
on mission land, and draw up a town plat (Figure 7)--this would become the Town of
Santa Clara. It has been said at various times that this survey and its lots were later
declared invalid, but the recordation of the first official survey in August, 1866, states
differently with Henry Bee and Frank Lightston each attesting:

... that he knows the Town ofSanta Clara represented by this Map [The 1866
Survey]; that it was established in goodfaith in the year 1847 ... and . .. this
[1866] map correctly represents the blocks streets and squares ofthe said town
as surveyed in the year 1847; and . . . says that the land embraced with in the said
survey of 1847 has been occupied and usedfor town purposes ever since
(Appendix A).
These lots were to be three hundred feet square, allocated one lot per person on
which to build a home. If the improvements were not accomplished in three months, the
lot would go to someone else. When William named the streets, he gave the name
"Campbell" to one of them (Abeloe 1952:9): Later, in 1866, this would be changed and
another street, in 1910, named in honor of him. This second street would become part of
the re-alignment of the El Camino Real, completed in the early 1990s.
Besides his survey work, Campbell was searching the valley for a location suitable
to the establishment of a water-powered saw mill (Wizorek 1996:6). There was a need
for lumber to build the houses his fellow immigrants wanted, wood rather than adobe--a
strange concept for the Californios. Captain Jose Fernandez, elected alcalde of San Jose
in 1849, later said:

How different were the houses built by the Yankeesfrom the adobe houses which
the Californians constructed before these enterprising people came to possess
themselves ofthe country! But I cannot conceal my decided preference for the
adobe houses, which are cooler and more resistant to fire than the wooden houses
so much the fashion now in all cities ofCalifornia and Oregon (Bari 1931:36).
While Campbell was at the mission, he had met James Alexander Forbes, and
through him he had a contract written in Spanish with Manuel Alviso who owned the
property he wanted to buy for his mill. The area was thick with giant redwood trees and
by late 1847, William and his two oldest sons were hard at work constructing the mill
(Watson 1989:17). However, due to "gold fever" it would be the fall of 1848 before the
saw-mill was in operation. {The site he chose was located near present-day Saratoga on
the banks of a creek called Arroyo Quito (Abeloe 1952:8). After his mill was established,
its name was changed to Campbell's Creek and today that creek is called Saratoga Creek.)
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Figure 7. William Campbell's 1847 survey.
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"In July 1849, William Campbell entered another phase in his life when he married
Kisiah McCutchen" (Watson 1989:19). In the fall of that year, he helped start the
Methodist Episcopal Church in the Santa Clara Valley, with his son preaching at the home
of Samuel Young (co-leader of the 1846 Harlan-Young Party) . By the time of Statehood
in September, 1850, Campbell, in the short space of three years, had left his mark on the
Santa Clara Valley.

The Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo
After the Battle of Santa Clara, problems continued at Mission Santa Clara, caused
by the influx of immigrants. The non-Indian population of California jumped from 8,000
in 1845 to between 12,000 and 15,000 by the end of the war (Soule et. al. 1854:129-130).
When the Californian had informed the immigrants they could shelter at the
missions, it had also stated that these "were surrounded by public lands which could be
cultivated without infringing on the rights of others" (Harlow 1989:291). By the Spring
of 1847, immigrants who had overwintered at the mission compound were occupying the
adobe buildings, even setting up a school and holding Protestant Church services there .
" Some paid rent to . . . Father Real .. .others simply "squatted" refusing to vacate the
premises" (Butler 1991:70).
General Kearny, upon finding there were many claimants for the missions, decreed
that the missions were to remain in the hands of the priests until proper tribunals were
established . In June, Military Governor Mason concurred, "ordering unauthorized
occupants at Santa Clara . .. to leave immediately, as they had done great injury to the
premises and left no room for the padres" (Harlow 1989:292) . He then proposed that the
immigrants be allowed to stay until harvest time or longer if they paid rent, and Father
Real assented to that request.
Hostilities between the United States and Mexico ceased in early 1848, and the
signing of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo on February 2nd, ceded Texas, California, and
New Mexico to the United States of America. No longer a Mexican Province, California
was now an American possession, and Mission Santa Clara, an embryonic American
town.
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CHAPTER 4

u. S. Takeover
Annexation
Conditions in Upper California following the end of the Mexican-American War
'were highly unstable. While officially annexation meant the inhabitants were now entitled
"to the blessings and benefits provided by the best civil government ever established
amongst men" (Harlow 1989:317), California had no civil government. A form of military
government (not to be confused with martial-law) was in effect. Administration of this
government was by the senior American military officers stationed in California, and the
"territory" considered subject to the authority of the United States. California was, in
reality, a "territorial" possession without laws or legislature (Mexican law was to remain
in force until altered by congressional authority), with the population urged to "call a
convention, provide a cheap and simple government, and take care of themselves until
Congress acted" (Harlow 1989:313).
After the Bear Flag Rebellion in 1846, the Mexican government had disintegrated
to a point where the laws were in disorder and disuse . By the time of the American
conquest, the only judicial officer in California below the governor was the alcalde, who
was the local official charged with the maintenance of "order and public tranquility" in his
jurisdiction (Hall 1871:513). His was the only office which had "survived the downfall of
all the uncertain governmental institutions of the Mexican period" (Harlow 1989:266). On
the local level, the alcalde's authority was between citizens, and if a priest entered into a
contract with a citizen, he also was subject to the alcalde's jurisdiction. Also, the alcalde
had limited authority in the disposition of lands, and while he could not dispose of mission
lands, he had the ability to put persons in possession of the lands to which their deeds gave
title (Harlow 1989:284-285).
In 1847, General Kearny ruled under the legal existing framework, appointing
alcaldes to govern locally, following such Mexican law as did not conflict with the U. S.
Constitution. However, as Edwin Bryant, appointed alcalde at San Francisco in 1847,
stated, civil proceedings were a mixture of "common law, equity, and a sprinkling of
military despotism" (Harlow 1989:266).
Under Mexico, California had been considered a Department, divided into Districts
under the jurisdiction of the Presidios. Santa Clara and San Jose were included in the
Second District, under the Presidio of San Francisco's jurisdiction. Since 1830 San Jose
had served as the governmental seat administering local affairs in the area (Laffey and
Detlefs 1995:3). Thus, when John Burton was appointed alcalde in 1846, after the
hoisting of the Stars and Stripes in San Jose, his territory included Santa Clara (Hall
1871:171). Burton formed a junta (a decision making board like a Draft Board) to assist
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him in his duties "in the latter part of 1846 (as he) did not want to trust altogether upon
his own judgment. . . He appointed a body of men, which he called a committee; without
any definitely specified powers . . . to sit and decide on anything that may be required"
(Hall 1871: 174-175).
Colonel Richard Mason served as California's military governor from May 31,
1847 to April 9, 1849. He wrote in June 1847, that "This is a military government, and
the supreme power is vested in the senior military officer" (Harlow 1989:281), which
would be himself until the arrival of General Persifor Smith in February 1849 (Harlow
1989:280). While actual military government ended in 1848 with the end of the war, the
alcaldes would not be authorities of the United States or of Mexico; they would act as the
local civil magistrates, subject always to removal by the governor (Harlow 1989:284).
While California was rapidly undergoing transition and the development of a new
governmental structure, a second occurrence, also early in 1848, assumed primary
importance in the determination of California's, and thus Santa Clara's, future.

"The World Rushed In" 1848-49
Although the influx of Americans to the region had now become considerable, the
months immediately following the Battle of Santa Clara brought little outward change in
Santa Clara. Life returned to normal--cattle were tended to, crops were planted,
commerce continued, as the new immigrants entered the valley. However, the manner in
which the immigrants set about the acquisition of land and the conflicting views of legal
ownership were to directly affect the pattern of development in the ensuing years. Before
this became apparent, gold was discovered in California.
On January 24, 1848, nine days prior to the signing of the Treaty of Guadalupe
Hidalgo, James Marshall found gold at Coloma. Not many days passed before news of the
discovery was "circulated with electrical rapidity through the territory" (Hall 1871:190).
General Mariano Guadalupe Vallejo in his history of California writes:

Gold in the mines! This cry, resounding throughout the length and breadth of
California, created a veritable revolution, social andfinancial. The farmer left
his plough in the furrow, the schoolmaster abandoned his books and blackboards,
the sailor deserted his ship, the barberflung down his razor and the tailor his
shears. Even the lover relinquished the hand ofhis sweetheart to clutch the pick
and shovel and rush forth in search ofthe longedfor metal (Bari 1931:46).
The discovery of gold and the subsequent rush to the gold fields resulted in an
exodus of anyone in California who could leave home, including priests, heading to the
mines. The Santa Clara Valley was no exception. The Santa Clara/San Jose area was
nearly depopulated. The unharvested, deserted fields spoke poignantly of the belief that
"the chances were supposed to be better in the fields of real gold, than those of the golden
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grain" (Hall 1871:190). The many goldseekers from here found Father Suarez del Real in
their midst. That he prospered is witnessed by the encounter with him described by the
prominent southern Californian, Antonio Coronel, in August of 1848:

Upon arrival at the San Joaquin River in the Tulare Valley, we met Father Jose
Maria Suarez del Real who was a true vaquero and who had a great deal ofgold
with him. He told us that he came from Stanislaus Camp-recently discovered-which was a placer rich in gold We went there andfound the camp ofsome New
Mexicans who had left from Los Angeles.and who had recently settled there, one
or two Americans or foreigners, and several other parties ofSpanish people who
came from San Jose and other nearby points (Coronel 1877:76).
.
By the end of 1848, some residents returned and found that the price of provisions
had soared dramatically due to the unharvested crops. Only a few patches of the wheat
crop had been harvested, so.flour was mainly brought from Chile and the price climbed to
twenty dollars a barrel (Hall 1871: 193). The price of lumber was also exceedingly high,
and the cost to haul it from Campbell's mill (near present-day Saratoga) to San Jose was
one hundred dollars per thousand feet (Hall 1871: 193-4). Indeed labor of every kind
became exceedingly dear .
Word of the discovery of gold reached the United States government in
Washington, and President Polk in his annual message on December 5, 1848, informed the
American people (Bellamy 1898:164). As word spread, hundreds of thousands of people
came to California to seek their fortunes. In early 1849, as soon as travel was possible to
California after the spring thaw, there was a universal rush of Americans to the territory.
This was followed by thousands from all corners of the world . : The local exodus to the
mines had somewhat abated by then, as all who had taken their chances had not been
successful enough to overcome the hardships and deprivation they had encountered.
Along with those who returned to the area after trying their fortunes in the mines,
others came without first experimenting in mining (Hall 1871:197). With the influx of
people greater than the outflow, the area looked like a half military and half civil
settlement with numerous white tents dotting the plains (Hall 1871:197). As necessities
became very costly and cultivation almostwhollyneglected, in 1849, flour went up to fifty
dollars per barrel, and continued to be mostly imported from Chile. Providing provisions
to those engaged in mining became highly profitable, such that ordinary boots were worth
sixteen dollars and those with high tops, thirty-two dollars, with the prices of other articles
in like proportion (Hall 1871:198).
As fresh produce, both for those resident in the area and for sale to the mines,
became very valuable--onions brought two dollars a pound (Bari 1931:32)--Santa Clara's
mission pear orchard gained a major economic importance because it produced quantities
of the golden fruit (McKevitt 1979:33). Indeed, it was soon found that there was more
"gold" to be gathered in agricultural rather than in mining pursuits, and in increasing
numbers the newcomers settled on the land to make their fortunes. These newcomers, in
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large part, paid little heed to the actual ownership of the land, which they saw as vacant
and unused.
.
During 1848, the flow of transient gold seekers, combined with the fact that many
of the old leading Californio families had never really ceased fighting the gringos
(foreigners) "dissipated the powers of local government and broke down all sense of
order" (pitt 1966:40). By mid-1849, the population had become so large and diverse that
it was obvious that governing the people in California under the existing conditions of
government and laws was impossible. The system which had been in effect since the end
of the Mexican-American War was not working, and the Americans wanted a visible
popular government based upon familiar laws (Harlow 1989:326). How to govern such a
diverse group of people, whose number were increasing daily, was the all-absorbing
question (Hall 1871:20 1).

Statehood
In April 1849, when Brigadier General Riley assumed the office of governor,
replacing Mason, he would "maintain his predominance in the civil sphere, though his
military superior would be Persifor F. Smith" (Harlow 1989:324) . As the head of the
existing civil organization, his view in respect to land titles was "Mission properties were
vested in the government, with certain exceptions, and if they had not been legally
conveyed, were still public property" (Harlow 1989:331). Taking "a strong stand in
preserving government reserves against a multiplicity of claims," Riley was supported by
General Smith, "who realized the importance of quieting titles and perceived the differing
Californian and American traditions, the voracious hunger for lands under the new regime,
and the precarious state of Mexican claims" (Harlow 1989:331) .
Concurring in the views generally expressed by the people, Governor Riley
concluded that a State government ought to be formed immediately (Hall 1871:202). In
anticipation of official Statehood, in June 1849 he issued a proclamation for a
Constitutional Convention to meet in Monterey on September 1, 1849 (Laffey and Detlefs
1995:4). Within six weeks, the delegates to the Convention had "framed a state
constitution that settled the slavery issue, established the boundary between California and
Mexico, adopted the state seal and motto, and provided for state legislative and judicial
officers" (Laffey and Detlefs 1995:4).
On November 13, 1849, an election, in which only American citizens could vote,
ratified the constitution and elected Peter Burnett as governor (Hall 1871:203). San Jose
was selected as the state capitol and there on December 20, 1849, General Riley resigned
his gubernatorial office and Governor Burnett was sworn in (Hall 1871:2 18).
When the mail steamer Oregon entered into San Francisco Bay on October 18,
1850, she brought the news that on September 9th the Congress of the United States had
admitted California into the Union as a free State (Soule et. al. 1854:293-4). With
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admission to the United States of America, California's official transition from being
Spanish to Mexican to American was complete.
While some people "danced and made merry, till daylight, in the pride and joy of
their hearts that California was truly now the thirty-first State of the Union" (Soule et al.
18;;4:295), there were others who would mourn what had occurred. General Mariano
Guadalupe Vallejo, when reflecting on the loss of California to the Americans, wrote the
following:
The language now spoken in our country, the laws which govern us, the faces
which we encounter daily, are those ofthe masters ofthe land, and ofcourse
antagonistic to our interests and rights, but what does that matter to the
conqueror? He wishes his own well-being and not ours I-a thing that I consider
only natural in individuals, but which I condemn in a government which has
promised to respect and make respected our rights, and to treat us as its own
sons. But what does it avail us to complain? The thing has happened and there is
no remedy (Bari 1931:54).

Land Ownership After Conquest: Settlers and Squatters, Claims and Controversy
In the early stages of the formation of the Town of Santa Clara, the problems of
land ownership and development were the primary focus of its inhabitants . Immigrants
entering the area prior to 1848 had caused problems by squatting on mission and rancho
lands. In fact in 1847, General Stephen Kearny had had to send a detachment of soldiers
under Captain Henry Naglee to remove settlers squatting on the Mission Santa Clara
premises and return possession to the priests (Hall 1871:434). However, these were
minor compared to the impacts caused by the onslaught of people entering the area
following the discovery of gold, which had brought to the state a different breed of person
from the typical yeoman settler who had arrived previously.
The typical immigrant to California after the discovery of gold was single,
aggressive, confident, greedy and intended to go home after striking it rich. However,
only a few were successful at the mines, and those who did not return home saw the great
farming potential in California, quickly using the same language in describing that future
which had been applied to the new territories in previous decades . This group of
foreigners and Americans included a major contingent of Easterners and Midwesterners
who were imbued with the philosophy of Manifest Destiny and the deeply embodied
notion that land was for the common man (Czosek 1994). Many came with the closely
allied notion that land was for the taking . By 1850, when "promises of great wealth" had
failed to materialize, returning gold hunters as well as an influx of these new American
settlers arrived in Santa Clara.
The image of "the garden spot of the United States" had been applied to
California and Santa Clara County since 1846, when Lansford W. Hastings, an
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unscrupulous real estate promoter published a book titled The Emigrants Guide to
Oregon and California. In it he called California a place of "perpetual spring" where no
"noxious miasmatic effluvia" existed. Stating that oats grew eight feet tall and wheat
yielded 70 bushels per acre--sometimes 120, his clincher was that in California you never
had to build a fire except to cook (Foote 1996:45-46).
This type of publicity, combined with the opportunistic attitude of the new
immigrants, resulted in their resentment of what they viewed as a lopsided division of the
land in California. In 1849, some two hundred Califomio families owned 14 million acres.
The new immigrant felt that the land was not used effectively since it was mostly used for
grazing purposes (Garcia 1994:24).
Originally the boundaries of the lands belonging to Mission Santa Clara de Asis
had run from a point in the Santa Cruz Mountains to the Guadalupe River, then followed
the river to where the lands joined with those of Mission San Jose, a domain of 80,000
acres (Rall1871 :57-81). Under Mexico, the secularization ofthe missions meant that
most of this land reverted to public domain. Given as land grants to individuals, the
mission lands had been reduced to only ,a couple of thousand acres by the time the
American settlers started arriving.
In 1848, when military governor Mason declared all sales made under authority
derived from Castro "null and void," he further defined what the policy under the United
States with regards to mission land would be, by stating :

The term "Mission" includes only the collection ofhouses, vineyard, and
orchards in the immediate vicinity ofthe churches, including the stock ofcattle
and other personal property in the possession ofthe priests, and useful and
necessary in carrying on the establishment. The "Mission lands, " lands adjacent
to the Missions, used by them for grazing purposes, were occupied by them only
by permission, but were the property ofthe nation, and at all times subject to
grant, under colonization laws (Ral11871 :374).
The years 1844 and 1845 had seen the granting of the five neighboring ranchos,
with James Alexander Forbes grantee of the largest, EI Potrero de Santa Clara, so when
the first wave of immigrants arrived at Mission Santa Clara in 1846, this land was not
readily available. None the less, the land immediately adjacent to the mission buildings
was, and parts were quickly settled by the Anglo arrivals.
Three methods of land acquisition were available to those arriving after the
Americans had claimed California. First, there was purchase from the cash-poor and landrich Californios. Secondly, land was available from the public domain under laws by
which the federal government allowed settlers to claim up to 160 acres and later by
homesteading . The third method, used by the majority who became settlers'and
homesteaders, was squatting. This method simply involved the placement of markers at
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each comer of the land you claimed and then registration of it with the county clerk. If no
one else claimed it, you considered it yours (Garcia 1994:24).
According to the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, Mexican titles were to be honored
by the Americans, but settling the titles was anything but simple. The original maps, .
where they could be found; were so carelessly drawn that there was room for error, and
due to these less-than-perfect descriptions and legal titles the United States government
decided that the claimants would have to prove that they were entitled to their land. On
March 3, 1851, Congress passed a law for the settlement of private land claims in
California, establishing a three-member land commission located in San Francisco to settle
the disputes between those who claimed Mexican title and those who squatted on the land
(Hall 1871:334).
The problem for the Californios became one of proving where one claim existed in
relationship to another, with loose descriptions like "oak tree" or "pond" open to
challenge. Moreover, the lands that fell between the grants were considered as being in
the public domain, legitimately open to settlers. This chaotic situation was compounded
by the fact that every available piece of property was settled by squatters, in the hope that
property title could not be proved, in which case the squatter suddenly became a settler.
The process of proving title and having it confirmed by the United States took
many years and cost the claimants a fortune in lawyers fees. The claimants, most of whom
were Californios, did not speak English or understand American law, and were at a
disadvantage during the lengthy process that often ended in the Supreme Court. Also the
process harmed those newly arriving settlers who had erroneously settled on lands they
thought public. Land titles in the Santa Clara Valley were to remain in a state of
uncertainty during the 1850s and early 1860s, as residents waited to see the outcome of
the United States Land Commission's decisions .
Few of the stories surrounding the final disposition of the land claims are straight
forward . There had been six land grants made in the mid-1840s, from Santa Clara mission
land which had reverted to the public domain after secularization, and, of these, three
passed into American hands soon after their arrival. Out of the six grants, the United
States patented one in the late 1850s, four would be confirmed and patented circa 186070, but one would not receive confirmation until 90 years later.

Rancho Los Coches had been granted to Roberto and Ulistac to Marcelo Pio and
Cristobal, all three Santa Clara Mission Indians. In 1847, Roberto sold Los Coches to
Antonio Sunol to whom it was patented in 1857 (Ral11871 :485). When Marcelo Pio
received Ulistac in 1846, he was ninety-six years old. Soon after American occupation
Jacob Hoppe gained possession of it, and his heirs received its patent in 1868. In his
History ofSanta Clara County, Sawyer writes the following:
a newflag-the Stars and Stripes-floated over California. Then Marcello, in
his ignorance ofthe law and in his blind eagerness to obtain the wherewithal to
H ••

•
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satisfy his cravings for worldly pleasures introduced by reckless newcomers, for a
few paltry pieces ofsordid gold ($60.00), signed away to a land-grabber all his
vast domain. It was then divided into smallfarms . . . "(Sawyer 1922:283).
James Alexander Forbes was granted EI Potrero de Santa Clara in 1844. He sold
it to Commodore Robert F. Stockton in 1847, misrepresenting its acreage as containing
about 6,000 acres. The patent issued in 1861 showed it to contain only 1939.03 acres
(Arbuckle 1968:15-17). The Enright Tract was granted in 1844 to Francisco Garcia. It
passed into the possession of James Enright, an 1846 American immigrant, and was
patented in 1866.
Santa Clara County's last Mexican land grant to receive aU. S. patent would be
the Embarcadero de Santa Clara, Mission Santa Clara's San Francisco Bay landing place
where cowhides and tallow were loaded aboard ship. This rancho was granted to Barcilia
Bernal in 1845 and she, long dead, received confirmation of her title in 1936 (Arbuckle
1968:17).
One of the most controversial claims (it would involve the residents of the new
Town of Santa Clara before it was settled) was that of Mary Bennett. Originally two
tracts of land totaling 358.51 acres were granted to Narciso Bennett in 1845. Mary, the
widow ofVardamon Bennett, filed claim to these tracts with the United States
government (Arbuckle 1968:14). Containing 355.03 acres, Tract I, as confirmed,
occupied much of the area between what is today Saratoga Avenue and Homestead Road-originally the eastern boundary was stated to be Washington Street. Tract II, as
confirmed, contained 3.48 acres and was located within the town limits of Santa Clara,
encompassing the land between Lafayette and Alviso, Market and Bellomy Streets (D. S.
Surveyor General California, April 16, 1861) (Figure 8).
With much of the town land lying within the boundaries of these two tracts, as
claimed, the people in town faced major losses if Mary Bennett's claim was upheld. A
contemporary newspaper contains the following article describing the situation:
From a private letter, we learn that the ordinarily quiet town ofSanta Clara is
now the scene ofexcitement caused by the survey ofthe Mary S. Bennett claim,
which covers most ofSanta Clara, the line running north and south with the street
that leads from Otterson's Hotel to Forbes' brick building, embracing all the
protestant churches, school houses and colleges [Santa Clara College and College
of the Pacific], and, in fact, all the business portion ofthe town. The citizens have
been holding meetings every day since the making ofthe survey (The Pacific
Sentinel, May 9, 1859).
Fortunately for the citizens of the town, while the U. S. Surveyor General's Plat of
App11861, shows that both were confirmed to her, only Tract I (the Bennett Tract)
would eventually be patented to her in 1871. This occurred three years after she had been
murdered by her second husband, Harry Love (Arbuckle 1968:14).
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The former Mayordomo, Juan Chris6stomo Galindo, claimed Mission Santa Clara
based on a grant he had received from Father Real giving him 3,835 acres of ex-Mission
lands "on payment of $100 and 100 head of cattle", a claim which was rejected for patent
as it was stated that the Mission father had no authority to make land grants (Hendry and
Bowman 1940:724). In spite of this claim, "In July, 1849, E. L. Beard took possession of
the same, by some claim obtained under the Mexican authorities, but was compelled
subsequently to surrenderit to the church, it having been confirmed to Bishop Alemany,
for the benefit of the Roman Catholic Church" (Hall 1871:440). It was on this property
that the College of Santa Clara was established in 1851.
The mission's pear orchard was another controversial site with several claimants.
The following account, condensed from the story as it appears on pages 434-437 in
Frederic Hall's The History ofSan Jose and Surroundings, is a classic example of what
JVas happening during this time.
Antonio Osio (Osio 1996) had title to the pear orchard, coming from Castro's
authority in 1846, and he rented it to a Frenchman for three years . In November, 1850,
the Frenchman "much annoyed by the early settlers" abandoned the lease and removed the
improvements he had placed on it. When Father Real, acting as Osio' s agent, heard that
some of the settlers were preparing to squat on the orchard, he called upon Charles
Clayton, then Alcalde at Santa Clara, to place a reliable person there until Osio arrived
from Monterey. He observed that whoever took charge should have a lease from Osio
upon reasonable terms.
.
With that understanding, Joel Clayton (Charles Clayton 's brother) took possession
of the pear orchard and began to make improvements. When Osio arrived, he informed
Mr. Clayton that a man in San Francisco had rented the orchard and paid a portion of the
rent in advance, so Clayton could not get a lease and must leave. Clayton refused to go
unless he was first reimbursed for the money he had spent on the improvements. Osio
declined to pay and Clayton refused to leave.
Meanwhile, under a judgment which existed against the Mission, the orchard had
been sold by the Sheriff: and James Reed and others claimed possession by virtue of that
sale. Joel Clayton got a lease under the Reed title. Osio then sued for possession.
Before the case came to trial, Charles Clayton, John Watson, James Jones, and
Joshua Redman purchased a title to the orchard under a sale made by Governor Pio Pico
in 1846 to Benito Dias, Juan Castanada, and Larias Aneilnas. Then Charles Clayton,
Redman and the others sued Joel Clayton for possession. A writ of restitution was issued
and the plaintiffs were given possession of the orchard. Antonio Osio then sued both the
plaintiffs and defendant charging collusion. The case was tried in San Jose and he
obtained judgment.
James Jones had been in the Sandwich Islands (Hawaii) while the trial was going
on. When he returned he went to Court and moved for a new trial on the ground of
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surprise, a motion which was granted. The case was ordered to Santa Cruz to be tried,
but Osio abandoned the suit and the case was dismissed . Redman and Clayton continued
in possession, reaping the benefit of the orchard, which at that time was a very great
benefit as fruit was scarce and thus high in price.
After the change from the Franciscan to the Jesuit order and the arrival ofFather Nobili at
the Mission in 1851, Father Nobili instituted suit against Redman and Clayton for
possession of the orchard. The case was tried in Alameda County in early 1855, and on a
motion from the defendant's counsel a non-suit was granted. This was upheld by the
Supreme Court on appeal.
Meantime Bishop Alemany had filed his petition before the Land Commissioners
for confirmation of all Mission property in the State as the property of the Roman Catholic
Church (McKevitt 1979). After his claim--which included the two parcels of Mission
Santa Clara land under the headings of "Pear Orchard" and "Santa Clara Cath. Church
Property", containing respectively 8.62 and 11.33 acres--was confirmed and patented in
1865, R . A. Redman, as the administrator of his father's estate, and Charles Clayton
compromised with Bishop Alemany, giving him a quit-claim of their right to the orchard.
Bishop Alemany then gave them a six-year lease to the property for one thousand dollars a
year .
As the controversy over ownership of the previous Mission Santa Clara and its
lands made its way through the court system, the development of the area continued.

The Change to an American Agricultural System
Little agriculture along American lines existed in the area before 1846, as the early
Spanish-Mexican settlers viewed the use of the surrounding land as only for grazing
purposes. The economy being based on goods that could be transported over long
distances by ship (i.e., hides and tallow), cash played a negligible part in the transactions
necessary for the maintenance of the society, as these goods were also used as an
exchange medium for those items not available locally. The agricultural products needed
for sustenance were provided by crops raised at the Mission and individual family plots.
Grain, particularly wheat, had been grown in the mission's fields (Czosek
1994:10). However, it wasn't until the Americans arrived and found that the soil would
sustain grain farming that the Santa Clara Valley's commercial farming period began.
Wheat farming on the American scale was considered a purely commercial investment, and
many individuals who took it up were more often concerned with profits than with
establishing a self-sustaining home on the land (Garcia 1994:32).
The soil was so rich and the Yields so high, that fields on the Commodore Stockton
ranch, Rancho EI Potrero de Santa Clara, produced grain for ten years without any soil
supplement. As farmers concentrated on single cash crops the immediate need for flour to
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feed the miners resulted in wheat becoming the dominant crop, followed by barley and
oats (Garcia 1994:32).
.Although wheat farming remained the prime concern of farmers in the surrounding
area during the first three decades of American rule, by the early 1850s some farmers .had
begun planting small orchards and vineyards, some experimenting with these on their grain
farms. The history of the town of Santa Clara is intimately linked to this development of
small family farms and plots growing fruit on the once mission-owned land.
The productivity of the mission's orchards had impressed many agricultural
entrepreneurs included among the American settlers arriving after the Gold Rush, and their
interest in Santa Clara land inspired this area's earliest development and cultivation of fruit
products. Cuttings taken from the mission pear orchard provided the start of some of the
early, small orchards. For example, In 1856, Thomas Fallon's pears won First prize at the
first State Agricultural Fair, held in San Jose. These came from his pear orchard in San
Jose, which had been established by utilizing cuttings from the mission pear orchard (San
Jose Telegraph, October 21, 1856).
When the Mexican-American War was over, Joseph Aram stayed at Santa Clara
and established an orchard/nursery, instead ofjoining those going to the mines. In the
early 1850s the first American orchards in Santa Clara were planted by E. W. Case,
consisting of 350 trees--mostly apples purchased from Aram' s nursery at $1.25/tree
(Laffey, personal communication 1997)-- located on property fronting Alviso Road
(Harrison 1981:3) .
In the spring of 1852, Commodore Stockton had apple, peach, pear, plum,
nectarine, and apricot root stock sent from Hovey's Nursery in Massachusetts for the
purpose of establishing a nursery of his own on his land. Also, with this shipment the first
strawberries came to Santa Clara County (Sawyer 1922:136).
Opened in April 1853, this nursery for some time served as the primary source of
nursery supplies in the area. The December 1854 issue of The California Farmer contains
an advertisement showing 15,000 fruit trees for sale, along with grapes, strawberry plants,
and green-house plants (Figure 9). B. S. Fox, a professional botanist who accompanied
Commodore Stockton's shipment of trees in 1852,' established his own extremely
successful pear orchard in Santa Clara in 1855 (Harrison 1981:4) . "To his enthusiasm,
Santa Clara owes much of her early horticultural development" (Sawyer 1922: 137).
From this start, fruit orchards and vineyards would be developed at an increasingly
rapid rate, both in the form of large enterprises on the land abutting the site of the
developing town of Santa Clara, and in the town proper. Almost every developed town
lot was to have an orchard and vineyard listed as improvements when the first official
survey was made in July 1866 (Appendix A).
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,F J·u l t ~~e. at .Aucuo.-. '
FRUIT TREES, from Two to Three Years
, ..
.. ' old, will be offered for sale at auction on the
lflTH DEgENER., lit 10 o'clock, A. M., on the Stockton Rancho
on the Abnaden, or road lending from the city of San Jose to
Santa Clara, Santa Clara County.
: 'rbose wishing to purchMe,lar~e~ ~e81thy and, vigorous trees
aud look'at tlleSe trees before pW'chnsiD2
will dowell ttl
elsewhere, as they art aU po,itivf.lg to be .old.,
"
't"
The following comprise some of the varieties:
,
',
ApPLES ,'f HBE E YEABS OLD.-Eorly Strawberry, Swaar,
Baldwin, Sweet Bough, W " King, Fall Pl,pin, Seek no further,
\Vagoner, Rhode Island Greening, Gravenst.ein, Juneating,
Earfy,Joe, Golden Sweet" Newtown Pippin, Northern Spy,
Roxbury Russet, Priestly. . '
.
. . : . ,
. APPLES Two YEARS OLD.-Early Ha"es~ Laidies' Sweeting,
R. L :~reelling,.Northern ,8py, S R. .r, W8J;oner, 8pitzenburg,
Sweet Bou~l,I" Baldwin, &.c.. ." .
'
:,
PEA,RS '] WO 'Y E ARS OLD.-Winter Nellis, Bartlet, Beurre
diel, Dearborn Seedlinp.-, Duchess de Angouleine, Vicar of Winkfield, President, .Virgnllcu Onondago. "
.
!)LuMs.-Bleekcra Green Gage, Red Magnum Bonum.
PEACH 'l'REEs.-12 OOO Peuch 'I'rees, two years old.
APRICOT '!"JlEES.-4,OOO A pricot Trees, two years old, several
of the choicest varieties, and ,will bear the coming season if carefully trunsplanted,
FOREIGN GaAPEs.-:Muscnt Blane Hnt1f, Blnck Moroccb,
Joslina St. Albans, Black Prince, Black Corinthian, Frank Renthal, De La Palestine, Bulet's superb, Fromeatal, White Frontignnc, Deacon's superb.
,
, Will henr the tbllowinl year if carefully moved: Early Crawford, Old Mixon, Eurly lark, Jncgucs Rureripe;:Ml.rds White,
Red-cheeked }I"lllcaton. Grosse Mignone, Honest John, &c.
Strawberry Plants of choice varieties,
. ,
Green-house Plants, &c.
'I'erms, Cash on Day of Sole.
20
'.
JAS. F. KENNEDY, Agent.

15 '000

can
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-----------------------Courtesy Lorie Garcia Historical Collection.

1854 ADVERTISEMENT FOR STOCKTON RANCHO NURSERY STOCK

Figure 9. This advertisement which appeared in the December 1854 issue of The
California Farmer illustrates the rapidity of agricultural development in Santa Clara, after
the arrival of the American settlers. Only eight years after first large overland group of
American immigrants had arrived to overwinter at the mission, orchards and vineyards had
been developed to the point where there was a market for 15,000 fiuit trees and a wide
variety of grape stock.
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While Mission Santa Clara's lands were undergoing a rapid change of use and
configuration, the Franciscan mission itself was transfigured into a Jesuit College .

Santa Clara College
When Reverend Joseph Alemany arrived in December, 1850, as bishop of the
diocese, only one priest, Father Suarez del Real, was in charge of the Mission (Figure 10).
The Mission's adobe buildings were in sad condition with most of the land being occupied
by squatters (McKevitt 1979 :23). Bishop Alemany evidently saw a means to save the
remnants of the Mission and to meet the growing need for an educational institution.
In February 1851, he invited the Jesuit Fathers to come to Santa Clara offering the
mission to them for the purpose of opening a school, writing:

The Mission of Sta. Clara will soon be vacant, and might be transferred to your
Society for that purpose. It is true that Mission has been squandered, but from all
my researches upon the subject ofMissions, I entertain the hope that the '
American Government will feel disposed to give us considerable [property). At
any rate the people of California commence to feel the necessity of education,
and could no doubt, aid greatly the enterprise (McKevitt 1979:23) .
The invitation was accepted. With the transfer taking place officially on March 19,
1851 (McKevitt 1979:24), Father Real left California returning to Mexico, and in May,
Father John Nobili, as president, opened the doors to a dozen students (McKevitt
1979:27).
Another person intimately involved with the establishment of the College at Santa
Clara was James Alexander Forbes. His involvement was, however, for personal gain.
According to William Wulf, letters on file at the State Library in Sacramento, show
that Forbes, who had been educated by Jesuits , wrote many letters to the Jesuits in Oregon
enticing them to come to Santa Clara. He also corresponded with Barron and Forbes in
Mexico asking them for $5,000 to send to the Jesuits so "my nine sons can be educated by
them" (Wulf, personal communication 1996).
When Father Nobili arrived he found Forbes living in part of the mission
quadrangle (McKevitt 1979:26), and Forbes refused to move. Santa Clara University
professor Edwin Beilharz in a letter to Constance Perham describes the situation which
occurred as follows :

James Alexander Forbes, meanwhile, had appropriated about halfof the old
Mission residence of the Franciscans -- this during the troubled years when
squatters were simply seizing whatever they wanted. He also hadpossessed
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Courtesy William A. WulfHistorical Collection.

MISSION SANTA CLARA DE xsts 1849-1850
Figure 10. This daguerreotype, taken by J. M. Ford, is the earliest known photograph of
Mission Santa Clara. When Bishop Joseph Alemany arrived in 1850, this is the mission he
saw. The designs on the plastered facade of the church had been painted in false
perspective by the neophyte Indians. (When the church was re-built following the 1926
fire, three-dimensional decorations would follow the original designs.) The tower,
sheathed in wood, would have a round opening for a clock cut in the front facade by 1855.
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himselfofsome other Mission buildings and part of the Mission vineyard Father
Nobili noted this in a letter to Bishop Alemany in May of 1852.
Father Nobili wanted this land and the buildings for the new college, so he
bought itfrom Forbesfor $11,000 [Figure 11]. (We have the agreement and the
deed signed by Forbes). The terms were peculiar. [The Jesuits wrote the Vatican
requesting the $11,000 to pay Forbes off but obviously did not receive it (Wulf,
personal communication 1996). "Nobili used novel means.. . in addition to the
traditional expedient of borrowing money at exorbitant rates of interest"
(McKevitt 1979 :34)]. Father Nobili paid $7,760 in cash -- it was all he had He
signed a nine-month note for $2,000, and afifteen-month note for $1, 760. He
agreed to provide Mr. Forbes with 105,000 bricksfor the new house he was
building on the west side ofLafayette Street in Santa Clara; these were valued at
$18 a thousand, so the value of the bricks amounted to $1,890. Father Nobili
also agreed to supply 30,000feet ofredwood lumber, at $45 per thousandfeet, so
the value of the lumber amounted to $1,350. And that made up the sum due,
except for $3,000 which Father Nobili would payoff by educating Mr . Forbes'
sons. (Again, we have the documents for all of this) (Beilharz to Perham, June 16,
1970).
With a starting capital of one hundred and fifty dollars, two teachers and a
Hawaiian cook (McKevitt 1979 :27), there were many difficulties in converting the
Mission into an educational institution. Established in an adobe building on the mission
grounds, students were seated on tree trunks and benches in the garden (Loomis, San Jose
Mercury Herald and News, March 19, 1944) . At the time of the College's establishment,
it was not considered safe to venture on foot more that a few yards away from the mission
buildings because of half-wild horses, steers and other animals. Transportation throughout
the area was limited. A stage line provided the only means of transportation to San
Francisco, for a fare of sixteen dollars (San Jose Magazine, May 1910:56-57).
Although it would be a long time before the expenses stopped being far in excess
of the income derived from the pupils, the young institution grew , including among the
first students many who were members of the area's leading families, both Californio and
immigrant.. Bernard Reid, a member of the faculty in 1851-52, wrote in a letter dated
1886 :

. . . including day scholars and students who did not attend the examination
ceremonies, there were about 60 young men at Santa Clara in 1851-52 (Hitt, San
Jose Mercury, August 24, 1953).
The list of names enclosed with a letter he wrote in January 1894, shows 22
boarders and 22 Day Scholars at the College in 1852 (Figure 12).
A newspaper clipping found with Reid's 1886 letter listing the name of the winners of the
final examination prizes at the end of the first academic year, shows that the
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Courtesy (Archivum Historicum Societatis Jesu, Rome) , the William A. WulfHistorical Collection.

PLAN OF THE MISSION SANTA CLARA DE

xsts COMPOUND IN 1851

Figure 11. This plan made when Father Nobili arrived, depicts the layout of the mission compound.
The description reads as follows:

Solid wall made of earth. Wooden doors. Again a solid clay wall. East - the closing in wood. Rustic
little columns on the portico . All is dotted with black color. Shows all the buildings and land given to
Father Nobili and nothing is taken away. All that is included in 10. was bought for the prize of $11,000.
All that is within number 11. was occupied by Father Nobili. As a house, all was given to the mission
without any rights . What's within number 12. was occupied together with all that's within number 13.
paying the sum of $7,000. the rest of the land that is within number 14.' was obtained by paying $275 .
The vineyard within no. 15. was obtained by paying $1,500 . The buildings within number 16. and the
land and the little house within number 16. and from number 16. to 17. was obtained by paying about
$1,300..
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Courtesy William A. Wu/fHistorical Collection.

Figure 12. This list of the students at Santa Clara College for 1852-1853, includes the
sons of such prominent men as Martin Murphy, Governor Peter Burnett, and James
Alexander Forbes, along with Bascom, Alviso and Sunol.
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students received instruction in the arts and classics. Prizes were given for such things as
spelling, grammar, both vocal and instrumental music, Spanish, Latin, philosophy and
religion. Also "awards were given for good moral conduct and to the youth deemed best
in deportment while a resident" (Hitt, San Jose Mercury, August 24, 1953).
In 1854, an agreement with the Jesuits of Turin, Italy resulted in their adoption of
California as a mission field, thus ensuring an abundant supply of university-trained
teachers for Santa Clara, increasing its faculty to 18 priests and laymen (McKevitt
1979:47). Having obtained teachers and the $20,000 endowment required, President
Nobili petitioned the State for a Charter of Incorporation, and on April 28, 1855, Santa
Clara College was chartered as an university (McKevitt 1979:28). Although Sawyer calls
Santa Clara College "the first institution of higher learning in California" (1922:280), the
California Wesleyan College (now the University of the Pacific) was the first to obtain a
charter. However, Santa Clara College was the first to begin instructing students
(McKevitt 1979:28).
Five years from its beginning, Santa Clara College had students enrolled from
fourteen states and from half-a-dozen European countries (Loomis, San Jose Mercury
Herald And News, March 19, 1944), and in 1857, Thomas I. Bergin graduated with the
degree of Bachelor of Arts--first such degree awarded by any California college (Hitt, San
Jose Mercury, March 4, 1951).
Meanwhile, on the land surrounding the mission compound a small town of
squatters' canvas tents and frame houses had developed (McKevitt 1979:32). The
enterprising American immigrants, within four and one-half years after the signing of the
Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo , would formally establish the Town of Santa Clara.

Santa Clara--an American Town
Father Real had had William Campbell make a survey of the Santa Clara Mission
land and then sold parcels following General Castro's 1846 authorization. Although the
sales had been declared null and void by Mason in 1848, the land had nevertheless been
continuously occupied by settlers since 1847. This is shown in the recordation document
accompanying the 1866 survey which reads in part:

. .. this Map [the July 1866 Survey] correctly represents the blocks streets and
squares ofthe said town as surveyed in the year 1847: and . . . the land embraced
with in the said survey of 1847 has been occupied and usedfor town purposes
ever since (Appendix A).
Besides the economic opportunities provided by agricultural endeavors, the newly
arrived immigrants also saw the opportunities for businesses which provided the goods
and services necessary for daily life. These they quickly established within the "town"
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area and, with an early form of adaptive re-use, often utilized previously existing mission
institutions and structures.
George Bellomy is shown on William Campbell's 1847 map as having a tan yard,
which probably had been the Santa Clara mission tannery during the heyday of the hide
and tallow industry (this became the Eberhard Tannery and was demolished in the 1950's,
where today the Santa Clara University Engineering School is located [Harris et. al
1995:7]). In 1851, S. S. Johnson and Charles Clayton established a steam flour mill in
Santa Clara, reputed to be the first steam flour mill in California. Drawing water from
Cook's Pond, the original structure in all likelihood had been the mission grist mill as it
was often refered to as the "Old Adobe" grist mill (Detlefs 1985) (Figure 13). The
mission granary, where the immigrants had wintered in 1846-47, had a second story added
in 1857 and was called the California Hotel -(Figure 14). (It collapsed in the 1906
earthquake and was replaced with O'Conner Hall (McKevitt 1979:167).
A two-room adobe structure, located at the southwest comer of Jackson and
Harrison Streets, with walls nearly two feet thick, had served as the "jail" for the mission
(Figure 15). One of the rooms had no windows and was the jail proper, the other was
used as a kitchen. With a floor consisting of heavy wooden planks in which a number of
rings were securely placed, and rings attached to the walls, prisoners could be secured
either upright or prone for sleeping (San Jose Mercury Herald, April 8, 1922).
When the Americans began to arrive in numbers, this structure continued to be
used by them as a jail. William Haun, who was appointed alcalde shortly after his arrival
in 1846, served as jailer for some years. It is reported that he utilized this building to
house prisoners from the Santa Clara area (San Jose Mercury Herald, April 8, 1922).
The Holmer Knowles Pottery Company, which like the tannery would become an
important manufacturing company in Santa Clara, started manufacturing fine earthenware
pottery in 1849 (Harrison 1981:5). Antonio Fatjo arrived in 1848 and, together with Jose
Arques, who arrived in 1849 (both immigrants from Spain), established the Farmer's
Store. Dr . Henry H . Warburton (originally from England) also arrived in 1848, moved to
a residence near Santa Clara Mission, became Santa Clara's first practicing physician
(Hruby 1965:57), and established the first drug store (Hare, Santa Clara News, March 15,
1910). (In 1886, he built a residence, still in existence, at 714-716 Main Street, using the
first floor for both office and pharmacy).
The need for housing, both homes and rooms, was a major concern with the influx
of immigrants. That the Bellomy House, or Santa Clara House, possibly the first hotel in
Santa Clara, was in operation as early as 1849 is shown by Chester LYman's diary entry on
Friday, April 14, that he "dined at Bellamy's [sic] at Santa Clara" (Loomis 1985:21-22) .
Located at Bellomy Street and the Alameda, or according to Hendry and Bowman on the
southeast comer of Alviso and Market, by 1850 this one story adobe building had been
purchased by Juan Bojorquez, a Californio and ex-soldier--who still owned it in 1866
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Courtesy San Jose Mercury-Herald.
Figure 13. This photograph which appeared in the June 20, 1941 issue of the San Jose Mercury-Herald,
shows the steam flour mill established by S. S. Johnson and Charles Clayton . It was located on the corner
of Bellomy Street and The Alameda.
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Drawing by William Rich Hutton, Courtesy The Huntington Library, San Marino, California.
Figu re 14. The large two-story building on the right side of this late 1850s drawing is the " California
Hotel." During the mission years the building, then a one-story structure, served as a granary for the
mission. Today O'Conner Hall sits on this site.
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P.J. Riley Photograph , Courtesy Souri sseau A cademy, San Jose State Unive rsity.

SANTA CLARA'S FIRST JAIL

Figure 15. This photograph was taken just before the adobe structure was razed in April,
1922. A San Jose Mercury Herald article, dated April 8, describes the razing as follows :
". . . as they were advancing toward the old calaboose, heavily armed with crowbars,
picks, and axes to batter it into history, P . J. Riley, a local newspaper reporter, dashed
between the wreckers and the landmark and took the only picture of the almost forgotten
jail" .
Constructed by the mission's neophyte Indians , it served as ajail for both Mission Santa
Clara and the Americans . William Haun, appointed jailer shortly after his arrival in 1846,
sold the property to Lewis Gardner in 1855, and use of the adobe as a jail was
discontinued. Lewis Gardner erected a large house on the lot in front of the old jail, and it
was converted into a storeroom and woodshed. When William Enos purchased the
property in 1922, he had all the buildings on the property demolished .
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(Appendix A) (Hendry and Bowman 1940:721). Also in 1850 the Union Hotel was
erected at the southeast corner of Franklin and Main Streets (Sawyer 1922:277).
Adobe structures were not considered as suitable for permanent housing by the
immigrants, who set upon replicating the environment they had left behind. Thus the
establishment of saw-mills in the Coast Ranges' redwood forests to produce the needed
lumber for frame houses and brick making were early seen as profitable enterprises
(Wizorek 1996:6). In 1848, the first frame building was built as a residence for Father
Real at the southwest corner of Santa Clara and Alviso Streets. Fielding Laird sawed the
lumber for this with a whipsaw in the Palgas [sic] redwoods (the Pulgas redwoods were
located in the Coast Ranges of San Mateo County in the area generally behind the present
day towns of Woodside and Redwood City), and immediately afterward buildings were
erected by him, with Scott and Haun (Sawyer 1922:277). To meet the growing demand
for frame housing, Pegleg Rush imported twenty-three houses from Boston in 1850 and
set them up in town (Sawyer 1922:277).
American educational beliefs came with the American immigrants in the Fall of
1846. The first school in Santa Clara was founded by Olive Isbell (McKevitt 1979:37) in
a stable in the mission compound with the purpose of keeping the settlers' children from
going outside the Mission walls, where it was felt danger awaited from the Mexicans , who
were then at war with the United States . For the "schoolroom" an old stable was cleaned
out with a hole cut in the roof to let out smoke and let in light. The books used were
those brought in the immigrant wagons , and having no pen or ink available, Mrs . Isbell
wrote her lessons with a pointed stick on the hard dirt floor. Father Walsh of Santa Clara
has stated that he figured that first school room to have been located near the present day
Adobe Lodge on the University campus (Hitt, San Jose Mercury-News, March 12, 1950) .
(Another possibilty is the stable shown on John Cleal's August 1854 survey. Today this
site is under the Mayer Theatre).
In 1850, the first actual schoolhouse, long known as the "little brick schoolhouse",
was built by subscription on Liberty (now Homestead) Street (Sawyer 1922:277). (This
location is where Saint Clare 's Church stands today [Warburton 1996:17]). By the end of
the 1850s, attendance of both boys and girls was large enough that public money was
made available for education (Hare , Santa Clara News , March 15, 1910).
Besides the establishment of Santa Clara College by the Jesuits, the need for higher
education was also addressed by the Methodists (McKevitt 1979). They established a
college for boys on land near what is today the corner of Winchester Boulevard and
Bellomy Street (Figure 16). Originally chartered as the California Wesleyan College on
July 10, 1851, the following year the name was changed to University of the Pacific
(Plaque northeast corner, Winchester and Bellomy) . (It would be relocated to San Jose in
the 1870s and in the 1920s to Stockton). This was followed in 1853 by the founding of
The Female Institute (Figure 17) on the southeast corner of Jackson and Liberty
(Homestead) Streets (Hare, Santa Clara News, March 15, 1910) .
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Photograph courtesy Sourisseau A cademy, San Jose State University.

SANTA CLARA IN 1868, FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC

Figure 16. This picture of Santa Clara was taken in 1868 from the top of one of the
University of the Pacific (originally the California Wesleyan College) buildings, looking
across the town towards Santa Clara College .
It is labeled: "Picture taken from Methodist college building (later moved as U. of Pacific
to College Park [San Jose D, then located south of Pierce's place [where the Carmelite
Monastery is today]. Lexington Street on right - University Ave. runs across center of
pix. Old college campus in foreground . On left skyline, Methodist Church, its steeple lost
in 'quake that year. Center Skyline is Santa Clara College auditorium and mission church .

From E. B. Withrow, who got pix. from grandfather, B. F. Boynton."
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Photo Courtesy of The Library ofCongress, Prints and Photos Division -- Santa Clara County, CA files.

Figure 17. Photo of The Female Institute. Located on the southeast comer of Jackson and Liberty
(Homestead) Sts., it was established by the Methodists in 1853, as a school of higher education for girls .
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Prior to the arrival of the Americans , California was Catholic, and the religious
needs of the populace had been met by the Mission church. The American settlers were
mainly Protestant, however, and upon arrival needed a place to practice their religious
beliefs. They received permission from Father Real to use the Mission facilities when
necessary, as when William Campbell buried his wife in November 1846 (Watson
1989:15) and for the marriage of 1. Mendenhall and Mary Allen by Alcalde John Burton in
April 1847 (Hare, Santa Clara News, March 15, 1910) , but this was viewed as only a
temporary solution.
Holding services in individual homes , often with members of differing sects uniting
to wo rship until the church of their choice was organized (Watson 1989:20), a priority
was the establishment of a house of worship. The first Protestant church built in Santa
Clara was the Methodist church , built of adobe near the site of the frame church erected in
1866 (Hare, Santa Clara News, March 15, 1910) , which is shown on the July 1866 survey
as being located at the SW corner of Madison and Franklin Streets. By the mid-1850s, the
Methodist church had been joined by those of the Presbyterian, the Baptist, and the
Christian denominations (Appendices A,B).

Incorporation
By 1852, a small hamlet of some 200 people living in a cluster of adobes and
simple frame houses had grown up around the mission (San Jose Mercury-News, January
30, 1972) . On July 5 of that year the Town of Santa Clara was incorporated with the
approval of the State Legislature. The township comprised an area of some 2000 acres.
The first Town Board of Trustees, Fielding Laird (Lard), S. S. Johnson, A. D . Hight,
Fletcher Cooper and Riley Moultry (Moultrie), assembled in initial session on July 24th.
Fielding Laird was elected president of the board and C. W. Adams,'clerk; Abraham
Madan, asses sor and William Fosgate, marshall (Town Records' ofSanta Clara). With the
exception of Riley Moultry, who had arrived in late 1846, these men were all American
immigrants who had arrived in Santa Clara less then four years before election to the
Board.
With the fact that only Americans wer.e considered citizens and could vote and
hold office, the Californios and Native Americans were disenfranchised . Cultural
differences between the Spanish/Mexican and American regimes are shown clearly by the
immediate development of an American form of governmental regulation.
Besides establishing a form of town government, the first years would involve the
regulation of public behavior and land-use within the town. Therefore, forming laws of
procedure and adopting ordinances was the chief business of the board .
Listed in the Town Records of Santa Clara, are the first of these ordinances with
the "Clerk ordered to post the same in three public places in town" . They appear as
follows :
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Ordinances For the suppression ofdisorderly or riotous Conduct and
preservation of the peace for the town ofSanta Clara.
Be it ordained by the Trustees of the Town ofSanta Clara Any person or persons
who shall be guilty ofdisorderly or riotous Conduct or in anywise creating a
breach of the peace shall be deemed guilty ofa misdemeanor andfined not less
than one or more than one hundred dollars.
F. Lard President

2nd Be It ordained by the Board of Trustees for the Town ofSanta Clara that
from this date hence forth no streets shall be closed or obstructed in any manner
either by fence or otherways and all streets now closed and occupied by crops
shall be imediately [sic] opened after the present crop or crops shall be gath ered.
Any person or persons so offending shall be deemed guilty ofa misdemeanor and
fined not less than ten or more than one hundred dollar s.
F. Lard President

3rd Be it ordained by the Board of Trustees for the Town ofSanta Clara Any
person or p ersons who shall be guilty ofHorse Racing aiding or abeting at a
horse race shall be deemed guilty ofa misdemeanor andfined not less than ten or
more than one hundred dollars for each and evelY offence. F. Lard President
Santa Clara July 30, 1852
C. A. Adams Sec y
In the minutes of the Town Trustees meeting of May 27, 1854 appear other
actions and conditions, illustrative of the time, which the board felt necessary to correct :

The Board of Trustees
Do declare the following named customs and
acts to be nuisances. Towit. . . swine running at large in the streets and alleys of
the Town of Santa Clara
Bear and Bull Fighting [Appendix D] and all
Showes [sic] on Sunday
Slaughtering ofwild or tame cattle within the
corporate limits ofthe town. . . . Selling unwholesome meats. . . . Indecent
exposure ofperson. . .. Fast driving or riding ofHorses on Week days or Sundays
through the principle streets of the town endangering the safety ofothers. . . .
Keeping open House ofPublic Amusement after midnight. . .. "
(t•

•

•

•

With the Board meeting irregularly, some times in the "little brick school, "
sometimes in the members' places of business and homes, there seems to have been a
struggle to keep the fledgling government working, as the early records of Santa Clara list
at least half a dozen elections during the first couple of years (Hitt San Jose MercuryNews, December 31, 1951) . Public officials of the day seemed to hold their positions in
light regard. Most of them left office to travel--many times without the formality of
submitting resignations.
Along with a lack of stable leadership, due to the ever-changing officials, the
young municipality seemed to have had an unstable financial system . This is made
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apparent in a statement,by Thomas Brothers, who was elected treasurer in 1858. In a
newspaper interview, he said to the reporter:

... in those days there was very little money in the treasury. He [Thomas
Brothers] recalled an instance when a circus came to town and a license tax of
$20 was charged the circus people. The money remained in the treasury for some
time and the trustees did not know what to do with it, so one night they all turned
out and disposed of it in an oyster supper (San Jose Daily Mercury, April 9,
1904).
The minutes of the Board in the early days reflect the growth of the town. As
Santa Clara developed, each expansion created a new problem which would necessitate a
new regulation. Thus it is shown that by June 1864, sidewalks were being constructed,

"Section 8th Any person or persons who shall . . .construct ... any sidewalk and
fail to fill in and level the ends . .. in a properly and suitable manner . .. or . . .
having constructed any sidewalk shallfail when notified by the Marshal to make
all needful repairs to the same shall be deemed guilty . . . . " (Town Records of
Santa Clara, Minutes of June 13, 1864)
and the discovery of artesian water, at first hailed as "Far beyond in value the discovery of
a dozen gold mines (Hall 1871 :262)" had led to the problems of flooding and disposal.

"Section 9. Any person or persons owning or having in their possession, under
their control any artesian well or spring, who shall permit the water there from to
run across the sidewalk or public street of the town so as to injure or damage the
same, or to obstruct the free travel ofeither wagon or person shall be deemed
guilty . . . . " (Town Records of Santa Clara, Minutes of June 13, 1864)
The form of government itself underwent several changes in the first two decades
of its existence. In 1862, the town was reincorporated with a new charter, and in 1866
when the first official survey was made, reincorporation with charter changes occurred
again. This would happen once more in 1872.
While the Town of Santa Clara and its government were developing into that of
the typical American municipality of the time, the transportation system necessary to its
growth was being laid in place . Whereas in the Spanish/Mexican period of Mission Santa
Clara very little was needed from outside sources to sustain daily life and the economy
was not based on cash, the American municipality differed. For a mobile society with a
cash based economy and the reliance on the sending and receiving of goods for daily life,
the development of a cheap reliable transportation system was crucial.
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Santa Clara - Trails to Rails
Before the arrival of the Americans, travel in California was mainly horseback.
Over the decades a system of crude, interlocking trails connecting the presidios, missions
and pueblos had evolved. As there were no fences, these trails traversed the land where
travel was easiest . With a sparse population, the concept of a day's ride, sheltering at
night at a residence or mission, worked well. Efficiency of travel was not of great
importance, and the rapidity with which a journey was completed was more dependent on
distance and geography than the transportation system itself
Locally, when the Alviso family traveled to Mission Santa Clara in their carretas
(McKay 1972:1) and on horseback, the trip cross-country from their rancho near Milpitas
took four hours each way (Breitels, personal communication 1996). The people in the
pueblo de San Jose fared better as the Alameda (Figure 18) connected the two places,
except for the rainy season when that was a mudhole , requiring a circuit of five or six
miles (Hall 1871 :237). San Francisco was a two day horseback ride from Santa Clara, and
if goods were shipped from the Mission or neighboring ranches they were carted to the
Embarcadero de Santa Clara and sent by boat.
By 1849, due to the population growth and the discovery of gold, it became
evident that a regular means of transporting people from the Santa Clara Valley to San
Francisco was needed (Garcia 1994:25). In the Fall of that year John Whistman
established the first stage service in California, with a nine-hour run between San Jose and
San Francisco that cost thirty-two dollars. When the winter rains turned the road into a
quagmire, for thirty-five dollars service was provided to Alviso, where passengers
continued their journey to San Francisco, Oakland, and Sacramento by steamboat (Hall
1871:237) (Figure 19).
In September 1850, Hall and Crandall bought Whistman's business . Experienced
stage operators, in early 1851 they purchased a ranch at Mountain View for their herd of
500 horses and ordered several Concord Coaches. In May, they were awarded a contract
to carry the United States mail between San Jose and San Francisco on a tri-weekly basis.
Later, on July 2nd they reduced the fare to sixteen dollars and established service to
Monterey twice a week for a fare of twenty-five dollars (Hall 1871:238).
Dillon, Hedge and Company purchased Hall and Crandall's stage business in April
1853.and by the end of the 1850s sold the line to the California Stage Company, the
largest in the state. From that time on passengers leaving Santa Clara could reach any
destination in California served by stageline or boat (Payne 1987:66).
Along with the establishment of stage and boat routes to San Francisco and
beyond, toll roads were constructed to enable travel from Santa Clara County to Santa
Cruz County over the Santa Cruz Mountains. Due to the difficulty of negotiating a route
over the summit, the first stage service went around the Mountains from San Jose to
Gilroy and San Juan Bautista, then along the Pajaro River to Watsonville and then on to
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Photograph Courtesy Sourisseau Academy, San Jose State University.

THE ALAMEDA IN THE EARLY 18608

Figure 18. In 1799, when Father Catala had willows planted on the four mile Alameda,
he hoped their shade would make for a pleasant journey between the Pueblo of San Jose
and Mission Santa Clara. Perhaps this would encourage the worldly inhabitants of the
pueblo to attend Sunday mass on a regular basis.

Although it was an almost impassable mudhole during the rainy season, during the months
of good weather the Alameda provided a cool shadowed way to travel to the mission.
This photograph, which shows the Alameda in the early 1860s, captures the ambiance
which led to its being described by nineteenth-century travelers who visited California as
"the beautiful way".
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Courtesy Lorie Garcia Historical Collection.

1854 AD FOR THE CALIFORNIA STEAM NAVIGATION COMPANY

Figure 19. This advertisement, which appeared in the December, 1854 issue of The
California Farmer, gives the schedule for the steamer GUADALOUPE. It shows that the
steamer made the round trip between San Francisco and San Jose, Santa Clara, and
Alviso, three times a week. Note the departure times of3 o'clock, 3 1/4, and 9 1/4 a.m.
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Santa Cruz. The California Stage Company received the United States mail contract in
1855, and followed this route between San Jose and Santa Cruz.
In 1857, a mountain route was established between Santa Cruz and San Jose, and
the following year a stage route on the San Jose-Soquel Turnpike (Payne 1987 :68) . In
Santa Clara when the turnpike opened on October 16, 1858, the Cameron House and the
Union Hotel, operated by John Cameron, served as a stopping place for the Santa Cruz
stages on their run from Santa Cruz to Alviso . There, breakfast was served to the
passengers who had arrived from Santa Cruz on the overnight stage that connected with
the ship at Alviso, destined for San Francisco (Wulf personal communication 1996)
(Figure 20) . The Santa Cruz Mountain Stage routes was in operation from the 1850's to
the 1880's when the South Pacific Coast Railroad was completed.
While a system for transportation out of the Santa Clara Valley was being
developed, a pressing need to accommodate the growth occurring within the valley itself
had become apparent. In 1852, when the first county supervisors were elected, farmers
between the redwoods and the bay petitioned for a new road by which to deliver their
wheat, hay and lumber to the flour mills and to the port of Alviso. Haste in building was
urged because the "prairie was rapidly being fenced and land prices were going up"
(Loomis 1985:53). The board was agreeable to the venture, but "the farmer's balked at
the tax hike necessary" to complete it, so "the supervisors offered to hire any farmer
willing to work on the project after the harvest, thus earning back their tax dollars" (Payne
1987 :155). (Today's Lawrence Expressway, connecting Sunnyvale and Santa Clara to
San Jose and Saratoga, follows roughly the old route of Lawrence Station Road.)
The construction and maintenance of roads was an ongoing activity in the early
1850s. Receipts from 1853 show Santa Clara County reimbursements in March for a three
and 9110 mile road surveyed between Santa Clara and Beson's Shop ; in July and August
for a road between Campbell's Mill (today Saratoga) and Santa Clara at a cost of
approximately ten dollars a mile; and for repairs to a bridge on the Alameda. The
description of the latter is as follows:

Santa Clara County To John Cook
To Repairs on Bridge near the Big Spring on the Alemade [Alameda] andfor
Materialsfurnishedfor same in the month of Oct. & Nov. 1853 $15.00 (Receipt
dated December 13, 1853) .
While it had become easier and quicker for people to travel , the high costs and
inefficiency of the Alviso shipping network affected industrial growth. Another means of
transportation was necessary, and the construction of a railroad was seen as a fundamental
factor in the development of the area.
As early as 1849, the concept of a steam railroad between San Francisco and San
Jose had arisen, and while San Jose was the capital of California the lawmakers sputtered
about the tri-weekly stage service between San Francisco and San Jose. In reaction,
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Photograph Courtesy Souri sseau A cademy , San Jose State University.

THE CAMERON HOUSE - 1866
Figure 20. This photo shows John Cameron ~ s Cameron House with the Union Hotel to the right
of it. Located on the southeast comer of Franklin and Main Streets, the hotels provided
accomodation for travelers, first by stage and then by train . Of interest are the following
advertisements for the services they offered.
"The Union Hotel, kept by Cameron, at Santa Clara is well worthy the patronage of the public.
The "Overland Stages" from Santa Cruz stop there, and the proprietor of the Hotel has a high
reputation for a good table , good beds, and for courtesy and attention.. Try him." (From the The
Pacific Sentinel, Santa Cruz , California, November 13, 1858.)
"CAMERON HOUSE. JOHN H. CAMERON, Proprietor. Franklin Street, SANTA CLARA.
THE ABOVE HOUSE IS NOW OPEN for the reception of guests. It has all the modem
improvements usually found in THE BEST HOTELS. It has splendidly furnished suits [sic.] of
rooms for families and is not excelled--equalled--by any house outside of San Francisco. A coach
will be at the Depot on the arrival of each train to convey passengers and their luggage to the
Hotel. JOHN H. CAMERON, Prop . Santa Clara, May 1st, 1867." (From The Pacific Sentinel,
Santa Cruz , California, May 11, 1867.)
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$100,000 was raised for the construction of a railroad, but permission to build it could not
be obtained, and, when the capital moved to Vallejo in early 1851, the deal fizzled (Garcia
1994:27).
Efforts were redoubled in an attempt to recapture the business lost with the
lawmakers. The Pacific and Atlantic Railroad was incorporated with a capital stock of
$2,000,000, by men who held extensive lands along the proposed right-of-way. With all
arrangements made and construction ready to start, the panic of 1855 swept in, and
without even laying a rail, the Pacific and Atlantic was finished (Garcia 1994:27).
Toward the end of the decade, sights again were set on the construction of a
railroad , and on August 18, 1860, the San Francisco and San Jose Railroad was
incorporated. In Santa Clara, both the Santa Clara Tannery and the Knowles Pottery
Company, in a effort to reach larger markets and increase their profits , allied with the
nearby College of Santa Clara to support the construction of this railroad (Harrison
1981:5) .
It was the second completed railroad in California. On January 17, 1864, three
and one-half years after the start of construction, regular service between San Francisco
and San Jose started with two trains running each way on Sundays and one round trip on
weekdays. Within a month, the railroad had two trains each way daily, with additional
service being offered on the freight train which had passenger cars attached to the rear
(Figure 21) . The journey took three and one-half hours with a fare of only $2 .50 (Garcia
1994:28) and freight charge of$2.00 (Rood 1865) .
The Santa Clara passenger depot was one of two "way depots" built between San
Francisco and San Jose (Figure 22). The political influence exerted on the San Francisco
and San Jose Railroad Company by the Santa Clara College Board of Trustees, who were
stockholders, was a decisive factor in having this "way depot " built only three miles from
the railroad terminus in San Jose (South Bay Historical Railroad Society).
As the railroad needed to be near the existing stage routes, the parcel chosen for
the depot was at the junction of Benton Street and Franklin Street. Prior to 1864, horsedrawn wagons transported fiuit produce from the orchards, along Benton Street, to the
port of Alviso for shipment to San Francisco and Oakland. Franklin Street connecting to
the Alameda, was the main road for goods and travelers between Santa Clara and San Jose
(Harrison 1981:2).
The San Francisco and San Jose Railroad provided a more convenient local
shipping outlet than the cumbersome wagons connecting Santa Clara and Alviso, and
similarly drastically reduced the amount of stage traffic due to improved speed, comfort
and lower cost (Harrison 1981 :3). While road traffic outside of Santa Clara was
significantly reduced, within the town these streets continued to play an important local
role and Franklin Street became the main commercial street in the "downtown" section.
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Both Timetable and Depot Photo, Courtesy ofSouthern Pacific Railroad Company.
Figure 21. By August 1866, there were three daily passenger trains between San Francisco & San Jose.

Figure 22. The passenger depot was relocated across the RR tracks and attached to the Freight shed in
1877, as shown in this 1912 photo . Otherwise , it has been virtually unchanged since 1863-64.
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The construction of the railroad resulted in a variety of fruit-related industries developing
within the township , as the proximity of the depot to the orchards made Santa Clara a
prime location for them. Also, the depot's proximity to the College guaranteed greater
accessibility and use, resulting in an influx of an "educational elite" into the rural town,
thereby broadening the area's cultural and social development (Harrison 1981:6) .
A tremendous increase in property values occurred due to the improvements in
transportation and hence the economic growth made possible by the railroad. This effect
is noted in the following article which appeared in the San Jose Patriot, January 3, 1886:

"The following figures show the taxable value ofproperty in the county eight
years before the commencement ofwork on the San Francisco and San Jose
Railroad:
1854$5,355,074
18555,122,441
18565,499,957
18575,504,328
18585,131,582
18595,68 7, 826
18605,70 7, 795
18615,012,670
but between the Spring of 1861 and the Spring of 1862, the work had so far
progressed that property values began to feel its influence. the population and
capital of this county began to increase and such increase continued until this
day, when assessed values are $9,232,363 or $4,119,693 more than it was in
1861; an increase of80%. This increase in value has been principally realized in
San Jose, Santa Clara and Fremont townships. "
In 1866, the Civil War was over and the men (including the Santa Clara Guard, 5th
Regiment , Company H) returned home . The United States was poised both for the
"opening of the west" and an enormous spurt of industrial growth. Three years later, in
1869, the transcontinental railroad would see completion, facilitating ease of movement
between the Atlantic and Pacific coasts.
. Ready to receive this new growth, only twenty years after the 1846 overland
immigration to the west resulted in the arrival of American immigrants to winter at the
Mission, Santa Clara had the infrastructure of a American town in place. Thus, in just
over two decades Santa Clara was transformed from a Franciscan mission on the Mexican
frontier into a nascent American town. In buildings where the Mission community had
lived and worked, students now studied. When the Americans arrived in 1846 they found
the larger community of Native Americans and Californios living in adobe homes and
now, two decades later, few vestiges of this period remained. The list of the property
owners and their improvements accompanying the first official survey of the Town of
Santa Clara, made in July 1866, showed only 17 adobes (Figure 23) and over 250
American frame houses. As a result of the Gold Rush, the community had been swamped
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Mary Wimpel

5

106?0

IMPROVMNTS
Adobe house
vineyard
Adobe house

Concepcion Pena

6

14438

Adobe house

Fermin Rios

7

1075

Adobe house

71640

Adobe house

20918

1 Brick
1 Adobe &
1 Frame house

8315

Adobe house

92330

Adobe house
Orchd Vinyd

NAME OF OWNER
Concepcion Pena

LOT#
2

BLOCKS N-BASE
1

Elizabeth Durmeyer

RANGES E-MERDN
IV (4)

V (5)

2

Sg.Ft.
20405

RANGES W-MRDN
Elizabeth Durm eyer

2

Washington Moody

5

I (1)

5
BLOCKS S-BASE

Jabez Golinda
(Galindo)

V (5)

6

RANGES E-MERDN
Thomas Hudson

5

I (1)

91959

Adobe house

Carmen Pinedo

4

II (2)

127224

Adobe house
2 Frame houses

4

III (3)

28125

Adobe house
Orchd Vinyd

5637 3

Adobe house

56250

Adobe house

114700

Adobe house

Tomasia

2

Redman & McClay
John Burquejous
(Juan Bojorquez)

5
2

Redman & McClay

6

Santa Clara College

3

IV (4)

53427

Adobe house

2

V (5)

49803

Adobe house

Dawson

2

SUB LOTS
NAME OF OWNER

No.

ACRES

IMPROVEMENTS

Berryessa

39

1.02

House Fence Adobe

Figure 23. Ado be Structures listed as Improvements in the 1866 Town and Sub Lots list.
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by new peoples with radically different beliefs. No longer just Spanish, but also English,
German and French echoed in the streets of Santa Clara. Its businesses expanding
dramatically, its population growing, Santa Clara's transformation from a mission to an
American municipality was complete.
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CHAPTER 5

Conclusions

"Changes that Nature unaided might produce in hundreds of thousands of years come
about under our management in less than a century. Some [changes] that Nature would
never get around to we bring about in a generation."
(Wallace Stegner)

What Do We Learn?
Changes in Santa Clara occurred as a result of cultural displacement. The Spanish
displaced the Ohlone and divided their communal land, and then in turn were displaced by
the American immigrants . However, the purpose, the rapidity, and the results of these
changes differed greatly.
The location and environment of Santa Clara encouraged settlement by successive
groups of people, each arriving for different reasons. The Ohlone located here because
the temperate climate and availability of water and food provided an environment friendly
to habitation . The environment shaped the Ohlone's culture , and they in turn manipulated
the environment in order to manage the resources it provided. Although they occupied
the area for at least 1,000 years before the arrival of the Spanish, because the Ohlone
people lived in harmony with the environment, minimal change occurred to the area .
l

When the Spanish came, it was for political reasons . Spain needed to colonize
California to protect its interest against the encroachment of other nations . The distance
and lack of Spanish colonists led to development of the missions, by which the indigenous
people could be converted to Catholicism becoming gente de razon and in turn, after a
period of years, be the settlers holding the land for Spain. In 1777, Santa Clara was
chosen as a site for a mission due to its proximity to the Presidio at San Francisco, the
availability of indigenous people to convert, and, again, for the environment which would
encourage the growth of foodstuffs for the presidio and the mission.
Contact with the Spanish proved devastating to the Ohlone . Besides bringing
European diseases, which decimated the local tribes, the Spanish inflicted their European
culture on them. Traditional practices (e.g ., religious beliefs, family structure, clothing,
food and its preparation, housing) were changed . The division of the land, which had been
held communally by the Ohlone, imposed artificial boundaries across the tribal ones . As
death claimed hundreds of neophytes, members of tribes distant from Santa Clara were
brought to the area to provide converts. While not the goal of the Spanish missionaries,
the establishment of Mission Santa Clara de Asis resulted in highly detrimental impacts on
the local Ohlone culture.
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As Mission Santa Clara prospered, it played a greater role in the economy of the
area, but two events, the Mexican Revolution and Secularization, had drastic impacts on
the Mission and its community. The distance from Spain led to the desire of the population
in New Spain to be governed closer to home, and the Mexican Revolution in 1822
resulted in California's becoming a Mexican province.
The development of the hide and tallow industry and the growth of the pueblo de
San Jose, the civil settlement immediately adjacent Mission Santa Clara, led to a push for
the division of the extensive mission land holdings, as the settlers there saw both land for
their own herds, as well as cheap labor force (the mission Indians), readily accessible.
This movement (throughout the province) resulted in the secularization of the missions in
1834. Secularization brought about the granting of ranchos, carved out of mission land,
to private individuals and effectively ended the original reasons for the establishment of the
mission system. This change resulted in the deterioration of the mission establishments,
and Mission Santa Clara's role became that of a parish church.
While during the 70 years that Santa Clara was under Spanish/Mexican rule the
indigenous people saw a tremendous reduction in numbers and their culture was severely
impacted, they were considered people with certain rights . Intermarriage with the Spanish
settlers had occurred, they could own land, and complain about mistreatment of their
rights . A few Indians received their own land grants (Arbuckle-Rambo 1968), but most,
now numbering only a few hundred, became vaqueros and laborers for the Californios
who held the land.
However, due to the sparse European population in the area, there was not a great
impact on the environment. Wildlife still abounded in the region , and although native
grasses had been superseded by the establishment of European ones to feed the vast herds
grazing upon the plains, much remained of the oak forests and marshy wetland areas, and
in the Santa Cruz Mountains the great virgin redwood forests thrived.
The early arrival of Americans effected little change in Santa Clara as they
assimilated into the local culture. However, starting with the first overland immigration in
1846, in the space of one generation events occurred with such rapidity that 150 years
later, the picture is still blurred. The following statement, which appeared in the April
1859 issue of Hutchings' California Magazine, poignantly describes the results of those
events.

A feeling ofl adness unconsciously steals over one, as he looks upon the changes
that American civilization has brought to the native Californian and Mexican
resident in California, since the conquest in 1846, and the discovery ofgold in
1848. Politically and socially, they had experienced many changes, anterior to
the advent ofso numerous a band ofenterprising men as the conquerors proved
But, when they came, the world seemed to be in danger of being turned upside
down to the native residents; and [their] prejudices, employments, social habits,
and amusements [Appendix D] ... evidently became so (Olmsted 1962:360).
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When the American immigrants arrived, they brought with them their Protestant
beliefs and work ethic . With little knowledge of the Spanish language and customs, the
American immigrants condemned the differences they saw. Seeing what they felt to be the
under-utilization of fertile land, they quickly settled and, in large part ignoring the question
of ownership, started the development of small family farms re-creating their way of life
back home (Czosek 1994) . (The mission pear orchard, unlike the surrounding landscape,
made a favorable impact on the early American arrivals . For example, Edwin Bryant,
while commenting on the "neglected" lands surrounding the mission, during his visit in
September 1846, speaks of the "excellent pears" provided by Mrs. Bennett, who was
living in an adobe structure in the pear orchard. While the controversy over the ownership
of this orchard illustrates the debates in the'courts over land ownership in Santa Clara,
more importantly, the mission pear orchard, itself, represents the roots of the fruit industry
which would develop in the Santa Clara Valley).
Impacted by the loss of the Mexican American war, the Mexican/Californio
inhabitants of Santa Clara were soon completely overwhelmed by the rush of people
engendered by the discovery of gold in 1848. The location of Santa Clara and the
surrounding area close to San Francisco , considered the gateway to the Mother Lode
mines, resulted in an influx of hundreds of immigrants , who quickly found that the fertile
soil could produce needed food for the miners. This economic discovery resulted in there
being a greater amount of people entering the area than leaving it. The population rapidly
soared with the ethnocentric Americans being in an overwhelming majority. Quickly
instituting their own form of government, by 1850 California became a state, and Santa
Clara was incorporated in 1852 as an American town.
Under the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo , those Mexican (male) citizens who did
not within a year elect to keep their original allegiance to Mexico, automatically acquired
"the title and rights of citizens of the United States." How this would be applied was the
center of controversy at the 1849 Constitutional Convention, in Monterey. The final
decision, which revolved around the interpretation of "white," resulted in the inclusion of
the Mexican/Californio population as United States citizens (Heizer and Almquist
1971:92-119). However, while the Californios became American citizens, most, unable to
speak English, were , while not de jure, de facto disenfranchised. Placed in the position of
being a small minority, they had effectively lost the ability to govern their lives (the 1868
Poll List of those qualified to vote at Santa Clara, shows only 23 out of765 registered
voters having Spanish surnames--less than 4%). Promises made were broken, and their
land was lost through the land claim settlement process. Only a few of the upper class
Californio families survived with their fortunes intact.
The Indian population suffered even worse. Equality of Indians had been granted
under the Spanish constituion, and the Mexican constitution of 1824 "made the Indians
equal in every way to the white man" (Heizer and Almquist 1971:100). Therefore, they
were Mexican citizens at the time of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo , and entitled to
United States citizenship . This was an anathema to the Americans forming California's
Constitution. The American viewpoint regarding the native population before admission to
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the Union was expressed by T. Butler King in his report to Congress in 1850 on
California, as follows:

They are lazy, idle to the last degree, and, although they are said to be willing to
give their services to anyone who will provide them with blankets, beefand
bread, it is with much difficulty they can be made to perform labor enough to
reward their employers for these very limited means ofcomfort. . . ifwe may
judge of the future from the past, they will disappear from the face ofthe earth as
the settlements ofthe whites extend over the country (Taylor [1850] 1967:Vol.
II:2 10).
And, an article in the March 15, 1848 issue of the Californian stated , "We desire
only a white population in California : even the Indians among us, as far as we have seen,
are more of a nuisance than a benefit to the country: we would like to get rid of them"
(Heizer and Almquist 1971 :97) .
The Constitutional Covention, in the end, sidestepped the question of sufferage for
Indians, referring it to the State legislature when it should meet, concerned about the risk
of Congress refusing to approve the California Constitution if restrictions against the
Indians were included. In the years following Statehood, various laws and judicial rulings
would deprive the Indian population of most of the basic civil rights including sufferage
and land ownership .
The California Census of 1852 shows Santa Clara County with a population of
6,664 (Figure 24). Of this population, 1,717 were considered citizens of the United
States. These, white American males over the age of 21, made up the group which could
vote and would determine the future of the area . With Santa Clara developing over the
next decade, no Californios served in positions of decision making for the Town
(Appendix B). Besides exclusion from these positions, most were also excluded from
property ownership, with only those Californios of the upper class maintaining some of
their property (e.g ., Alviso, Arguello, Berreyesa, Pefia). When the first official survey was
made of the Town of Santa Clara in 1866, little appears of the existence of the previous
inhabitants and their cultures. The survey shows only 6.5% of the 231 listed property
owners as having Spanish surnames, although many lived in the town . And, the once
prolific adobe structures of the Mission period comprise only 6% of the 289 residences
shown on the survey.
Two decades after the first arrival of the American immigrants, the Town of Santa
Clara had been established, surveyed in a formal arrangement of streets and lots, and the
mission compound was now a college. The land surrounding the town had been cleared
and divided by fences into agricultural plots, with the redwood trees cut back into the
mountains in order to provide the lumber for the American frame structures. The railroad
from San Jose to San Francisco had been built, facilitating rapid transportation, and the
transcontinental railroad was soon to cross the country, enabling more easterners to arrive
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THE POPULATION OF SANTA CLARA COUNTY IN 1852
SANTA CLARA COUNTY
Statistics found in the report of the Secretary of
State, which were presented to the Legislature of 1853.
POPULATION

6,664

Whites
Male
Female

4,096
2,062

Citizens of U. S.
over 21

1,717

Negroes
53

Male
Femal e

39

Mul attoes

o

Male
Female

3

Indians (domesticated)
388
162

Male
Female

Foreign Residents
1,059
276

Male
Female

Figure 24. As representation in the State Legislature was to be according to population, in 1852

the new State of California conducted a survey in each of its counties to determine the number of
inhabitants, The California Census of 1852. Santa Clara County, created in 1850, was one of the
original twenty-eight counties and from July through October 1852 was surveyed by John Yontz.
This table appears with the survey pages from Santa Clara County.
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and settle. When they reached the Town of Santa Clara, they saw a place that now, with
few minor differences, resembled the home they had left behind.

The Legacy
Yvonne Jacobson has written that "while change can transform the landscape,
robbing us of the familiar, it is integral to the ongoing cycle of life. One generation begets
another; one community succeeds another" (Jacobson 1984:239). To these words we
need to add, one culture displaces another. It is necessary to study and understand what
has occurred, as the legacy from those changes is our communal heritage . The difficulty in
recognizing the legacy we have inherited lies in the fact that we, as a people, have the
tendency to willfully obliterate whole areas of our past within our own culture. How
much less importance will we then attach to the preservation of the past of other cultures?
The legacy bequeathed by the previous generations is multi-faceted, identified by
both cultural resources, the visible past, and cultural concepts. Santa Clara's legacy from
the early periods of settlement is little recognized, with the thread linking us to our past
fragile, due to the rapidity and totality with which change occurred after the arrival of the
American immigrants . We can look around us and see this legacy represented by
something as simple as the City's seal, showing a picture of the mission church with the
motto "The Mission City," without realizing that the legacy is also represented by the
complex social issues behind Proposition 187 and California's border immigration dispute .
When conquerors write the history of an area, it is told from their own perception
of events and their misunderstandings of the previous cultures become fact, their leaders
become heroes. With Santa Clara's and indeed California's early history described by the
Americans who succeeded the previous inhabitants, we have our legacy interpreted with
their feelings of cultural superiority. That this practice currently continues is illustrated by
the following items which occurred recently.
Timothy Foote, writing about California, in his article "America in 1846: a country
on the move" refers to the local Indians as "often reduced to devout near-servitude on
behalf of religious missions" (1996 :43) . An emotional, negative response to the mission
system, is engendered by this statement. With no inclusion of information about the
original goal of the establishment of the missions, we are told the effect of the mission
system without being able to judge it in relationship to the intent. In the court system, it is
recognized that the verdict on an action's culpability must be reached based on intent as
well as result, we are not given that opportunity.
Commodore Sloat's raising of the American flag at Monterey and the Bear Flag
Rebellion in Sonoma have been marked with sesquicentennial celebrations during 1996.
At the June 1996 celebration in Sonoma, Governor Wilson addressed a crowd of more
than 2,000 stating, "The roots of California were planted here, in this very plaza, 150
years ago today. From this simple place, a great movement was started --- the progressive
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and idealistic quest for autonomy and independence that produced the foundation and
fiber and being of what we believe to be America's greatest state" (San Jose Mercury
News, June 15, 1996) . No mention is made of the fact that both were acts ofaggresion,
not officially sanctioned by the United States, as the information that President Polk had
declared war with Mexico was not received in California until August 12, 1846. Also,
ignored are the facts that Sloat was severly reprimanded and relieved of his command, and
the Bear Flag Republic lasted less than a month.
Popular myth has led to a belief that the earlier inhabitants disappeared after
Americanization. This is an untruth. While most vestiges of SpanishlMexican culture
were wiped out in Santa Clara, the Mexican/Californio population itself was assimilated
into the American state and town, becoming a major part of the labor force. In fact, ties
with Mexico through the generations 'have been maintained and the region today is
impacted by the issues raised because of these ties.
The Ohlone remain and they are engaged in a struggle to achieve recognition as a
tribe by the federal government. The government has said that in order to have tribal
recognition the indigenous people must have land. In Santa Clara, Mission Santa Clara de
Asis occupied the communal land of the Ohlone, then, under Mexican rule, the missionheld land became ranchos, and, finally, the American immigrants took the land for their
settlement. As a result , for over two hundred years the Ohlone have been landless.
Without federal recognition, there are few laws to protect their cultural heritage.
Cultural resources are the community's heirlooms, but with the changes which
occurred in Santa Clara with such rapidity and with such little value placed on the
preceding cultures' way of life, the importance of these heirlooms has been overlooked.
Those of the indigenous people, both before the arrival of the Spanish and during the
mission period, lie under the current built environment. Little recognized, the preservation
of the Ohlone heritage in the area has not been a high priority in the development of the
City. Also, with little value placed on their maintenance, the many adobe structures which
existed in Santa Clara prior to the arrival of the Americans proved vulnerable not just to
the weather, but to the differences between the two cultures .
Of the once prolific.adobe structures from the SpanishlMexican mission period,
today only a few fragile remnants exist (Figure 25). The third mission site (located at the
end of Franklin Street) has been delineated with pavers in the street and an adjacent park.
The only remaining structure from that period , the Pefia adobe, is preserved by the Santa
Clara Woman's Club for use as their clubhouse. Traces of the fourth mission quadrangle,
where the fifth church stood, can be found on the campus of Santa Clara University. The
Berreyesa Adobe, dating from 1840, stands at 373 Jefferson Street virtually unknown by
the citizens of Santa Clara. The park between-Santa Clara, Homestead, Jackson and
Washington Sts., where the Mission Library is located, is the unmarked site of the Mission
Santa Clara de Asis corral.
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Lone Garcia 1997

Figure 25. Location and fate of selected sites from the SpanishlMexican and Early American Periods.

LOCATION

FATE

NW comer Jackson & Harrison Sts.
3260 The Alameda

Razed April, 1922
Existing, S.c. Woman's Club
(Clubhouse)
Archeological Park
Existing, CalTrain Station
Razed 1860s
Burnt 1926, rebuilt 1929
Razed prior to 1926

No.
1.
2.

NAME
Mission Jail
Pefia Adobe

3.

7.

3rd (Murguia) Mission
Santa Clara RR Depot
4th Mission Church
5th Mission Church
Brick Schoolhouse

8.
9.

Mission Corral
University of Pacific

End of Franklin S1. cul-de-sac
1005 Railroad Avenue
S.C. University campus
S.C. University campus
Lexington and Washington Streets
(Where S1. Clare's Church is today)
Lexington & Main Streets
NE comer Winchester-Bellomy Sts.

10.
11.
12.

Berryessa Adobe
Old Adobe Steam Mill
Eberhard Tannery

373 Jefferson Street
Bellomy S1. and The Alameda
The Alameda & Santa Clara Sts.

4.
5.
6.

**

Public Park and Library
College moved to San Jose in
1870s, to Stockton in 1920s
Existing, Private Residence **
Burnt 1878
Razed 1953

On 2/4/1997, the Santa Clara City Council authorized the adobe's purchase to be preserved as a City Landmark.
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Traces of the early American period are also rare . The razing of Santa Clara's old
downtown under "urban renewal" in the middle 1960's effectively removed all traces of
the original business area of the town. Scattered throughout the "Old Quad" residential
area are a couple of the original prefab houses sent around the Horn (e.g., 1159 Main St.
and 1184 Washington St.) and some of the small frame houses built by the first settlers
(e.g., 1358 Fremont St., 1277 Lewis St., 590 Madison St. and 1597 Main St). With the
emphasis today on the construction of large homes, the need for more housing, and the
rising land values, these small little recognized homes have become indeed an "endangered
species" as they are demolished to make way for the new structures.
Unless the recognition and the preservation and renovation , not removal, of Santa
Clara's unique historic resources are seen as an important goal in planning for the City's
future growth, perhaps the most enduring legacy from the early cultures who inhabited
Santa Clara will be the street names. The use of Spanish words and the names of the
people who contributed to the establishment of the Mission and Town will be the only
tangible reminders to give recognition to those cultures who contributed to the formation
of "The Mission City".
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GLOSSARY

alcalde: the local official charged with the maintenance of "order and tranquility" in his
jurisdiction. Loosely translated as "Mayor".
Anglo : short for "Anglo-Saxon". New Mexican in origin, this term was unknown in
nineteenth-century California.
artesian well : one in which the water is under pressure and flows to the surface naturally.
California: native-born Californian of Spanish-speaking parents. This term was in
widespread use from the 1830's to the 1880's.
carreta: a clumsy, springless "cart". It was essentially a box of rough-hewn wood
mounted on solid rounds of redwood for wheels, drawn by oxen or mules. Very often
a canopy of rawhide was used, supported by willow branches.
casa . "house," or "home."

chain : a unit of length equal to 66 feet. Also a measuring instrument of 100 links used
.
.
10 surveyIng .
cholo: "scoundrel," "half-breed." In California, after about 1830, the word actually meant
"Mexican scoundrel," Mexican half-breed ."

Cinnabar: red mercuric sulfide, and the only important ore of mercury. Mercury was
used primarily to extract gold and silver from impure ores .
Comandante: "Commander."
contra' costa: literally "against the coast." This term was used to designate an area on
the eastern side of San Francisco Bay, approximately today's Contra Costa County.
embarcadero: "landing place," "port."
escolta : "guard," "escort," especially used to designate a small group of soldiers.
gente de razon: literally "people of reason," used to mean "civilized" ( i.e., Spanishspeaking, Christianized).
gringo : "foreigner," "greenhorn," especially applied to Amglo-Saxons. Thought by some
to come from the song sung by the U.S. Army in Mexico , "Green Grow the Lilacs."
)

grist mill : a mill for grinding grain into flour or meal.
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grog: alcoholic liquor. The term "grog-shop," was used for a low-class barroom.

junta: decision making "board" like a Draft Board.
league: unit of distance ranging from 2.4 to 4.6 statue miles, most commonly used to
designate a distance of approximately 2.6 miles. (A Spanish league was about 2.2
miles).

mayordomo: secular "overseer" in charge of managing the mission land and all work
at the mission.
mayordomo del campo: secular "overseer" in charge of managing the mission herds .
non-suit: a judgment against a plaintiff for failure to prosecute a case or inability to
establish a prima facie case.
O.F.M.: "Order of Friars Minor," (The Franciscans). Founded by St. Francis of Assisi in
1209. All of the Missions of Alta California were founded, and administered
throughout their existence, by the Franciscans.
plat: plan or map of a piece of land showing actual or proposed features ( such as lots,
orchards, vineyards etc.).

pueblo: "town," "village" .
Rancho EI Potrero de Santa Clara : "St. Clare's Colt (or horse) Pasture Ranch ."
Rancho La Purisima Concepcion : "The Holy Virgin Ranch," or "The Immaculate
Conception Ranch".
Rancho Posolmi: An Indian name of uncertain definition "Ranch."
Rancho Ulistac: "At VIis" (an Ohlone place designation) "Ranch."
secularization: transferring from ecclesiastical (church use) to civil or lay use.
survey: a determination and delineation of the form, extent and position ofa tract of land
by taking linear and angular measurements.
township: a division of territory in surveys of U.S. public land containing 36 square miles.

vaquero : "cowboy," "cowhand."
,

vara: a unit of measurement of about 1 yard.
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Yerba Buena: literally "Good Herb," this was the Spanish civil settlement which the
Americans re-named San Francisco.
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APPENDIX A

MAP
of the Town and Sub-Lots of

SANTA CLARA
Santa Clara County California
Surveyed by 1. 1. Bowen
County Surveyor
July 1866

This list of Town Lots and Sub Lots has been transcribed as accuratel y as possible. However, owing to the
illegibility of some letters in the proper names and some of the square foot numbers , question marks have
been inserted where necessary . The Block and Range numbers of the Lots and the descriptions of
Improvements are completely accurate. NOTE : Ranges E-Meridian VI (6) & W-Meridian VI (6) are
mislabeled on the Plat of SANTA CLARA map, appearing as IV instead of VI. This leads to a number
sequence of Ranges I, II, III, IV, V, IV instead of I, II, III, IV, V, VI. The corrected sequence is used in
the list.
Lorie Garcia , January 1997
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State of California
County of Santa Clara

ss

Frank Lightstom and Henry Bee being duly sworn each for himself deposes and says
that he is a citizen of the United States and over the age of twenty one years : that he has resided in the
County of Santa Clara during the last twenty years: that he knows the Town of Santa Clara represented by
this Map: that it was established in good faith in the year 1847 being prior to the passage of the Act of
Congress approved March 3rd 1865 entitled an Act supplemental to the act approved July 1st 1864, for
the disposal of Govt Lands and Town property: and each further deposes and says that to the best of his
knowledge this Map correctly represents the blocks streets and squares of the said town as surveyed in the
year 1847: and each further deposes and says that the land embraced with in the said survey of 1847 has
been occupied and used for town purposes ever since .
Henry Bee
Frank Lightston
Subscribed and Sworn to before me this the
Twenty first day of August A.D. 1866
J. F. Pomeroy County Clerk
Santa Clara County California

State of California
County of Santa Clara

ss

J. J. Bowen having duly sworn deposes and says that this is a correct map of
the Town and Sub Lots of Santa Clara according to the survey completed by him in June 1866 under the
direction of the Board of Trustees of said town : and further that the statement annexed is true and correct
as he verily believes.
1. 1. Bowen
Subscribed and Sworn to before me this the
21st day of August A.D. 1866
1. F. Pomeroy County Clerk
Santa Clara County Cal.
We the undersigned constituting a Board of Trustees for the Town of Santa Clara in the County of Santa
Clara and State of California do hereby verify that this Map correctly represents the lots, blocks , streets,
and squares of the said Town, and that the same has been surveyed under and according to our directions.
We further verify that the Map after a free examination by the Citizens of said Town has been
unanimously approved by them at a public meeting held on the 23rd day of June 1866 and of which due
notice was given.
John H, Dibble
Emmon T. Starr
F.C . Frank
F. Garrigus
1. Marshall
Attest: 1.M. Billings Town Clerk

Filed at Request of J.J. Bowen
Aug. 22 A.D. 1866 at 5 o'clock P.M.
M. Leavenworth Recorder
by H. Hoffman
Deputy
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Trustees

TOWN LOTS OF SANTA CLARA
JULY 1866

E-~RDN

Sq.Ft.

IMPROVMNTS

23468

2 story &
1 story house
Bam

2

76?5

Frame house

James Linn

3

17030

2 Frame houses
Smith shop

Robert Walmsley

4

91502

2 Frame houses

2

92261

Frame house
Barn Orchd
Vinyd

3

92261

Fence

James M. Billings

4

92261

Frame house
Orchd Vinyd

Nathaniel Cook

5

46630

Frame house
Bam Orchd
Vinyd

46630

Framehouse
Barn Planing
Mill Orchd

NAME OF OWNER

LOT#

BLOCKS N-BASE

Nicholas Mangold

1

1

Victor Speckins

James P. Pierce

Peter Owen

Emmon T. Starr

1

RANGES

1(1)

2

Elijah Hawes

6

93100

Frame house
Barn

Hiram Schartzer

7

316?0

Fence

1. Murray

2

82500

Fence

Samuel Gummer

3

82500

Frame house

Dennis Mac(ka)w

4

29250

Frame house

60000

Frame house
Bam

James Siemerton

8

1. Laird

2

22300

Fence

Hiram Schartzer

3

34900

Fence
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NAME OF OWNER

LOT#

Hiram Schartzer
Hiram Schartzer

1

Hiram Schartzer

BLOCKS N-BASE

RANGES E-MERDN

Sq.Ft.

IMPROVMNTS

9

I (1)

1251?5

Fence

10

62100

Fence

11

1238

Fence

II (2)

HermanL?ln

23485

Frame house

George Dixon

2

839?5

House Barn
Flour Mill
Orchd

Jerry C. S(tam)on

3

11817

Frame house
Barn Orchd

Lewis Stegman

4

11817

Fence Orchard

Joaquin Tafaro

1

33326

Frame house

2

31113

Frame house

3

3664?

Frame house
Orchd Vinyd

66163

Fence

66163

Fence

Bolin
Charles Welin?

Charles McClay
Wm . C. Jones

2

3
2

Thomas G. McLaren

4

132399

Concrete house
Orchd Vinyd

Thomas Kineff

5

133299

Frame house
Bam Orchd

James Salada

1

85219

Fence

28406

4 Frame houses

Charles Otter

III (3)

2

HermanL?ln

2

114562

Brick Brewery
2 Frame houses
Fence

Charles McClay

3

114562

Frame house

Mary Love

4

114562

Fence

Mary Love

5

114562

Fence

12816

Fence

IV (4)

Henry Brothers
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NAME OF OWNER · LOT#

BLOCKS N-BASE

RANGES E-:MERDN

Sq.Ft.

IMPROVMNTS

IV (4)

20405

Concepcion Pena

2

Thomas Brothers

3

2483

Adobe house
vineyard
Frame house

James Clifford

4

8240

Frame house

Mary Wimpel

5

106?0

Adobe house

Concepcion Pena

6

14438

Adobe house

Fermin Rios

7

1075

Adobe house

Henry Brothers

8

3431

Fence

Dolores Miranda

9

3233

Fence

Ferdinand Habich

10

11712

Fence

16921

Frame house

Frank Morris

2

Ferdinand Habich

2

11494

Fence

Henry Kron

3

63330

Frame house
Orchd Vinyd

John Kelly

3

91955

Frame house
Barn Orchd

Mary Love

4

89433

Fence

Mary Love

5

64000

Fence

54532

Frame house
Bam Orchd

64002

Fence Vineyard

2

71640

Adobe house

3

25662

Fence

14168

2 Frame houses

20818

1 Brick
1 Adobe and
I Frame house

Saml Day

Barney Gorman

V (5)

2

Elizabeth Durmeyer
Frederic C. Frank

1

RANGESW-~N

I (1)

Frederic
Klinkertider
Elizabeth Durmeyer

2
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NAME OF OWNER

LOT#

BLOCKS N-BASE

RANGES W-MRDN

Sq. Ft.

IMPROVMNTS

I (1)

22300

Frame house

H. H. Warburton

3

Edwin Auzerais

4

3689

Victor Speckins

5

800

Frame house

Richard K. Ham

6

10663

Frame house

Ludwig Stegman

7

3630

Frame house

Frederic C. Frank

8

9544

Brick store
Frame house

37232

Frame house
Orchd

2

Calvin Russell

Samuel S. Johnson

2

9276

Frame house

A. W. Saxe

3

44987

Frame house
Office Orchd
Vinyd

Charles McClay

1

18643

Frame house
Vinyd

Charles S. Kidder

2

15530

Frame house
Barn

James Means

3

10420

Fences

Francis McFamahan

4

5083

Fence

Madan & Fosgate

5

15503

Fence

Alfred R. Tomkin

6

27946

Frame house
Barn

4

93177

4 Frame houses

5

11647

Fence

2

11647

Fence

3

25294

Fence

5

831 5

Adobe house

James Harris
Thompson
Daniel Laird
Thompson

3

(Lot #4 is missing)
Washington Moody
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NAME OF OWNER

LOT#

BLOCKS N-BASE

RANGES W-MRDN

Sq.Ft.

James Harris

6

5

I (1)

7220

Frame house

John W. Sloan

7

11647

Fence

Daniel Laird

8

11647

Fence

William H. Stephens

1

47275

House Barn

John R. Rhrinhart

2

47275

House Barn

6

22675

7

G. H. Grove

IMPROVMNTS

H. M. Leonard

2

22675

Fence

H. M. Leonard

3

22675

Fence

J. E. Haight

4

22675

Frame house

1

22875

8

Hiram Schartzer

2

22875

Frame house

P. Rutladge

3

22875

Frame house

4

22875

James Moran

9

22875

Frame house

Frederic Ahrnfield

2

22875

Fence

M. S. Wilson

3

22875

Frame house

James Houston

4

22875

Fence

Peter H. Doyle

10

9?500

Frame house
Bam

Hiram Schartzer

11

82500

Fence

Hiram Schartzer

12

5307

Fence

75035

4 Two Story
Frame houses

Charles McClay

1

II (2)

Edwin Smith

2

3200

Brick Building

Martin Luther

3

8220

Frame house

Charles McClay

4

4040

Brick Store

1
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NAME OF OWNER

LOT#

Alexander Marshall

5

BLOCKS N-BASE

RANGES W-MRDN
11(2)

2

Francis McFarnahan
James Harris

2

William Fosgate

3

2

Joseph R. Johnson

1

3

Lemuel Robinson

2

William C. Johnson

II (2)

4

Sq. Ft.
1920

IMPROVMNTS
Frame house

46588

2 Frame houses

15555

2 Frame houses

31033

Frame house

46588

Frame house
Bam Orchd
Vinyd

46588

Frame house
Bam Orchd
Vinyd

15250

Frame house
Orchd Vinyd

John Brewster

2

15631

Frame house
Barn Orchd

John Erkson

3

30957

Frame house
Barn Orch

John (K)elsey

4

10675

Frame house

John Erkson

5

10675

Frame house
Barn Orchd

James Means

6

9607

Fence Vineyard

William Murphy

5

93177

Frame house
Barn Orchd
Vinyd

James Henston

6

46087

Frame house
Barn

Patrick Hall

2

22937

Frame house

Milton S. Wilson

3

22937

Frame house

23334

Frame house
Orchd

John Munholland

7

James Henston

2

23334

Fence Orchd

James H. Watson

3

46387

Frame house
Orchd
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NAlv1E OF OWNER

LOT#

S. H. Hatch
James Henston

BLOCKS N-BASE

RANGES W-I\.1RDN

Sq:-Ft.

Th1PROVMNTS

8

II (2)

23456

Frame house

23456

Fence

237?5

Fence Orchd

2
III (3)

Richard K. Ham
Willis Davis

2

25025

Frame house
Orchd

Christian Church

3

23172

Frame Church

Edwin Cole

4

23325

Frame house
Bam Orchd

John Taylor

1

7944

Frame house

H. Fabins

2

11250

Fence

Soloman Finch

3

12655

Fence

Presbyterian Church

4

23294

Frame Church

(Lewis) C. Clark

5

38456

Frame house
Orchd

2

Lewis Gardner

3

93177

Frame house
Orchd

Jerry Roarich

4

23294

Frame house

John Herrington

2

23294

Frame house

John McFarland

3

16588

Frame house

23294

Frame house
Bam

5

Jerry Cocklin

Robert Stevens

2

23294

Frame house

Joseph Bride

3

23294

Frame house
Bam Orchd

Machlen

4

11647

Frame house

Frank Kingston

5

11647

Frame house

I. R. Mills

1

92415

Fence

93177

Frame house
Bam Orchd

R. B. Donovan

IV (4)

2
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N.M1E OF OWNER

LOT#

Thomas Brothers

BLOCKS N-BASE

RANGES W-MRDN

Sq.Ft.

IMPROVMNTS

3

IV (4)

93177

Frame house

10950

Frame house

30750

2 Frame houses
Orchd

24102

Frame house
Orchd

Henry Fabins

1

Thomas Knowles

2

Steven W. Brundage

3

Robert Dibble

4

11400

Frame house

Milton Beck

5

15975

Frame house

93177

Frame house
Barn

92415

Fence

46388

Frame house
Orchd Vinyd

46388

Frame house
Orchd Vin yd

6988 3

Fence

23294

Frame house
Vineyd Orchd

23294

Orchd Vinyd

Frederick Hann

4

4

5

V (5)

J . A. Lawrie
Martha Barr

1

Daniel Mallory

2

Keyser

2

3

M . A. Gorham

2

George H. Grove

1

Alexander Marshall

2

23294

Fence

Elmira Williams

3

23294

2 Frame houses

A. B. Babcock

4

23294

Frame house
Barn Orchd

Ellen Dowling

1

7500

Frame house

Edwin Aylworth

2

54863

House Barn
Orchd

M. A. Cook

3

7500

Frame house

James McQuaid

4

22500

Fence

92415

2 Frame houses
Orchd

4

5

J. A. Lawrie

VI (6)
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NAME OF OWNER

LOT#

John Widney

A. Widney

BLOCKS N-BASE

RANGES W-MRDN

Sq.-Ft.

llv1PROVMNTS

2

VI (6)

69883

Frame house
Barn Orchd
Vinyd

23294

Frame house

46589

Frame house
Vinyd

2

Ansel Smith

3

Horace Roper

2

23294

House Barn
Orchd

Robert A. Seydel

3

23294

Frame house

46588

Fence Vinyd
Orchd

Ansel Smith

4

James Grant

2

23294

House Barn
Orchd

Schuyler Davis

3

23294

Frame house
Orchd

46588

Orchd Vinyd

46588

Frame house
Orchd Vinyd

3646

Frame house

1. C. Cobb

D. W. Herrington

5
2

BLOCKS S-BASE
I (1)

Nicholas Mangold
Henry Gundlack

2

2627

Frame house

Martin Whittle

3

2627

Frame house

Charles B. Turner

4

2016

2 Frame houses

John Cameron

5

41851

Brick Hotel
Stable

George H. Grove

6

4768

4 Frame houses

Victor Spekins

7

2688

2 Frame houses

Charles B. Turner

8

6727

2 Frame houses

George H. Grove

9

7380

4 Frame houses

10

7217

Frame house

Bowles
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NAME OF OWNER

LOT#

BLOCKS S-BASE

RANGES W-MRDN

Sq. 'Ft.

IMPROVMNTS

I (1)

7751

Brick house
Frame house

11700

Frame house
Barn

Eveline Chandler

11

Richard K. Ham

1

John Miller

2

2813

Frame house

Guilford Seaver

3

31881

Frame house
Smith shop

Martha Barr

4

3412

Frame house

Sam G. Jutes

5

3412

Blacksmith
Shop

Edwin H. Davis

6

6100

Frame house

Welch

7

7246

Frame house

James Miller

8

3097

Frame house

1

2

4544

3

Columbian Engine
Co.

2

1229

Frame house

Horace G. Hart

3

6078

Frame house

J. R. Arguello

4

5301

3 Frame houses
2 Bams

J. R. Arguello

1

4

91500

House Orchd
Vinyd

John Lewelling

1

5

93430

Fence

6

93330

House Barn
Orchd Vinyd

7230

Frame house

Martin Whittle

II (2)

Hiram Schartzer

1

Robert A. Sydel
(Seydel)

2

6600

Blacksmith
Shop

John Dixon

3

11907

Blacksmith
Shop

Alexander Marshall

4

3852

Barn Shed
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NAME OF OWNER
John H. Dibble

LOT#

BLOCKS S-BASE

RANGES W-MRDN

Sq.'"Ft.

II (2)

5800

Brick house

Frame house

5

IMPROVMNTS

(Lot #6 is missing)
Joseph F. Crosby

7

667

Abraham Madan

8

42695

Brick house
Barn Saw-mill

Robert A. Seydel

9

3862

Frame house

Alexander Marshall

10

3000

Frame house

A. Dilly

11

3605

Frame house

Edwin Cole

12

2250

Frame Storehouse

Trustees of M. E.
Church

1

23066

Brick Church

Trustees of Female
Seminary (Institute)

2

461 32

Frame Building

31034

House Barn
Orchd Vinyd

21465

House Orchd
Vinyd

22875

Frame house
Orchd

Margaret Harlow

Samuel Henderson

2

3

2

George H. Grove

4

M . F. Stewart

2

22875

Frame house
Orchd

M . Church South

3

22875

2 Frame houses
Frame Church

Loring W. Sykes

4

22875

Frame house
Bam

Bartholomew W.
Lorrigan

5

93976

Frame house
Bam Orchd

Don Antonio

6

93330

Frame house
Orchd Vinyd

22425

Frame house
Orchd

Joseph Woodham

III (3)
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NAME OF OWNER

LOT#

BLOCKS S-BASE

RANGES W-:MRDN

Sq.Ft.

IMPROVMNTS

III (3)

23325

Frame house
Barn Orchd

1. F . Crosby

2

Robert A. Seydel

3

34922

4 Frame houses

W. D. Kingsbury

4

11590

Frame house

Abraham Madan

1

47190

Frame house
Orchd

Caleb Ran

2

22948

Frame house
Barn

John Squires

3

22126

Frame house
Orchd

3

91658

Frame house
Barn Orchd

C. Bernard

2

John P . Paschal

1

4

91500

Frame house
Orchd Vinyd

Noah Palmer

1

5

94513

House Barn
Orchd Vinyd

6

93330

Frame house

23027

Brick house

Santa Clara College

IV (4)

Robert A. Seydel
Trustees of Public
School

2

46054

Frame house

Aiken

3

23027

Frame house

46131

House Barn
Orchd

James H . Morgan

2

Kennedy

2

23065

House Barn
Orchd Vinyd

August Schultz

3

23065

Frame house
Orchd Vinyd

3

91652

Frame house
Barn

4

91500

Frame house
Orchd

John L. Smith

Levy
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BLOCKS S-BASE

RANGES W-MRDN

Sq . Ft.

Siner Sanor

5

IV (4)

95056

Frame House
Orchd Vinyd

Jeremiah
Clay(murie)

6

93336

Frame house
Barn Vinyd

8121

Frame Church

NAME OF OWNER

LOT#

V (5)

Trustees ofM. E .
Church

IMPROVMNTS

John Dixon

2

14028

Frame house

Ansel Smith

3

43047

2 Frame houses

Edwin Smith

4

14378

Frame house
Barn

Mary Wimpel

5

4796

Frame house

12256

Frame Church

Trustees of Babtist
Church

2

Geo. M . Schuck

2

228 ?6

Fence

Jacob Allen

3

41762

House Barn
Orchd Vinyd

42826

House Barn
Orchd

42826

House Orchd
Vinyd

43756

Frame house

Silas Belknap

William Merill

3

2

Silver & Smith

4

John Sullivan

2

22875

Frame house

Cornelius Sullivan

3

22875

Frame house

23872

Frame house

Charles Mayhew

5

James Goff

2

47859

Frame house
Orchd Vinyd

Luerelia Mayhew

3

23872

Frame house

Jabez Golinda
(Galindo)

1

92330

Adobe house
Orchd Vinyd

6
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NM1E OF OWNER . LOT#

BLOCKS S-BASE

RANGES W-MRDN

Sq. Ft.

IMPROVMNTS

VI (6)

9?857

Frame house
Barn Orchd
Vinyd

22964

Frame house
Orchd Vinyd

68893

House Barn
Orchd

John H. Dibble

Charles Silent

John Daniels

2

2

H. H. Warburton

3

91250

House Barn
. Orchd Vinyd

Joseph Gaskill

4

45549

House Barn
Orchd Vinyd

45549

Frame house
Orchd Vinyd

E. Ryan

2

Samuel G. Jutes

5

95739

House Barn
Orchd Vinyd

1. M. Kimberlin

6

92920

6 Frame houses

4000

Frame house

RANGES E-MERDN
John McCormack

I (1)

Hugh D. Minturn

2

2750

Frame house

James Sullivan

3

6000

Frame house

Ann Harrigan

4

5250

Frame house

Jose Arques

5

34334

2 Brick houses
Frame house

W. Seifert

6

11949

Frame house

Charles Otter

7

4225

Frame house

Mary Hidden

8

22718

2 Frame houses

38951

2 Frame houses

Santa Clara College

2

William Fosgate

2

14793

Frame house

John West

3

23792

House Barn
Orchd Vinyd
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NAME OF OWNER
Trustees of Public
School

LOT#

BLOCKS S-BASE

RANGES E-MERDN

Sq."Pt.

4

2

I (1)

13908

Brick School
house

3

90750

Brick house
Barn

4

45750

Brick house
Barn Orchd

45750

Frame house
Orchard

Sisters of Notre
Dame

IMPROVMNTS

M . F. French

1

Dwight Burnett

2

Thomas Hudson

1

5

91959

Adobe house

A. S. Young

1

6

92412

Frame house
Barn Orchd

Santa Clara College

1

Santa Clara College

II (2)

Brick house

2

Patent

3

Santa Clara College
Patented

4

127224

Adobe house
2 Frame houses

Wm . Fitts

5

12897

2 Houses Barn
Orchd Vin yd

Peter Crawley

6

129132

Frame house
Barn Orchd

34875

Steam Flour,
Mill

38875

Frame house

119625

Fence

28125

2 Frame houses
Orchd Vinyd

28125

Adobe house
Orchd Vinyd

Carmen Pinedo

1

Robinson & Co .

Ferdinand Habich

III (3)

2

Plaza

2

Augustine Alviso

1

Santa Clara College

2

Peter Hernandez

1

Tomasia

3

4

2
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OMITTED
NAME OF OWNER

L. H. Fernandez

LOT#

BLOCKS S-BASE

RANGES E-MERDN

Sq. Ft.

4

2

2

10880

SUB LOTS OF SANTA CLARA
JULY 1866

NAME OF OWNER

No .

George Ferguson

ACRES

IMPROVEMENTS

91.22

House Barn arch ' d

L. Mayher

2

7.00

P . Judge

3

18.02

?

P. Mullen Est.

4

10.84

House Orchard

Hiram Schartzer

5

9.15

Fence

Abner Bryant

6

7.42

House Barn

F. Garrigus

7

8.91

House Barn arch ' d

J. P . Copestein

8

28 .08

House arch 'd Yin 'yd

Bemherd Aleyers

9

10.00

House Barn arch ' d

John G. Bray

10

36 .00

House Barn arch ' d

Michael Gately

11

4.52

House Fence

Peter Doyle

12

4.80

Fence

1. M . Whipple

13

5.10

House

B.F. Hayden

14

60.63

House Bam arch ' d

King

15

10.00

House arch'd Yin 'yd

Benson

16

23 .19

House arch' d Yin 'yd

17

5.39

House arch' d Yin 'yd

G. W. Towle

House Fence
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IMPROVMNTS
House Fence

NAME OF OWNER

No.

ACRES

IMPROVE1\lliNTS

Joseph Calliere

18

.56

House Barn Orch 'd

James Miller

19

1.95

Charles McClay

20

37.47

House Barn Orch 'd Yin 'yd

J. P. Pierce

21

94.70

House Barn Orch'd Yin 'yd

Lindell

22

??5

House Orch 'd

James Harris

23

2.8?

House Barn Orch 'd

Hiram Schartzer

24

2.06

Fence

H. H. Warburton

25

2.33

Fence

E. Bannister

26

2.33

House Fence

Univ . of the Pacific

27

10.65

Brick house Fence

John Widney

28

2.15

Fence

Martin

29

14.68

Frame house Fence

Newell

30

1.49

Frame house Fence

Whisman

31

2.03

Fence .

Catholic Fathers

32

??O

Cemetary

Turner

33

.5?

House Fence

Dilly

34

2.60

Fence

Hazen

35

7.87

Fence

John Sharp

36

7.56

Fence Orch 'd

M. C. Briggs

37

34.18

Kimberlin

38

9,22

House Bam

Berryessa

39

1.02

House Fence Adobe

Pera

40

1.31

House Fence

Kimberlin Agt.

41

1.?2

House Fence

J. W. Pierson

42

.34

Fence

House Fence

House Bam Orch 'd
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(map shows 96.85 acres)

NAME OF OWNER

No.

ACRES

IMPROVEMENTS

Hugh Minturn

43

.71

H. H. Warburton

44

.29

McBride

45

.14

Ross

46

.14

1. W. Pierson

47

.14

R(a)dway

48

2.15

House Barn arch'd

Richard K. Ham

49

16.10

Fence

John G. Bray

50

134.87

House Barn arch ' d

Elliot

51

.82

House arch 'd

Moses Davis

52

7.39

Fence

Charles McClay

53

?82

Fence

John Cook

54

.67

Fence

Philip Glein

55

.64

Fence
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(map shows 68.24 acres)

APPENDIX B

This section contains the property owners shown on the 1866 Town and Sub Lots list
arranged in alphabetical order. Also, additional information is given, where known, about
each owner.
This information is as follows:
The property owner's name [names appearing in parentheses and italics are other spellings
of the name and/or additional information e.g., Arguello, 1. R. (Jose Ramonjv;
The property owner's birthplace;
When each came to Santa Clara County;
Is the person listed on the 1852 California Census, and if so, on what page does the name
appear;
If the property owner served as a Town Officer, what was the year and position
he held.
Multi-Individual property owners i.e., religious organizations , are listed separately at the
end .
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1866 PROPERTY OWNERS
INDIVIDUALS WITH AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN SURNAMES OTHER THAN SPANISH

NAME

BIRTHPLACE

CAME TO
SCCOUNTY

LISTED ON 1852
CA CENSUS

Ahmfeld, Frederic
Aiken
Aleyers , Bernherd
Allen, Jacob
Aylworth, Edwin
Auzerais, Edwin
Babcock, A. B.
Bannister, E .
Barr, Martha
Beck , Milton
Belknap, Silas
Benson
Bernard, C.
Billings, James M .
Bolin
Bowles
Bray, John G.
Brewster, John
Bride, Joseph
Briggs, M . C.
Brothers, Henry
Brothers, Thomas
Brundage, Stephen W.
Bryant, Abner
Burnett, Dwight
Calliere, Joseph
Cameron, John
Chandler, Eveline
Clark, (Lewis) C.
Clay(murie), Jeremiah
Clifford, James
Cobb,1. C.
Cocklin, Jerry
Cole , Edwin
Cook, John
Cook , M.A .
Cook, Nathaniel
Copestein, J. P.
Crawley, Peter
Crosby , Joseph F.

Town Officers
Yr./Position

1867/Assessor

1863/Trustee

1865-68/Clerk

1854

Maine

Kentucky
Kentucky

Yes (p. 134)
Yes (p. 65)

England

Yes (p.67)
1850

Ohio

Daniels, John
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1856, 57/Marshall
l858/Treasurer
1863-65/Trustee

NAME

BIRTHPLACE

ARRIVE CA

Davis, Edwin H.
Davis, Moses
Davis, Schuyler
Davis, Willis
Dawson
Day , Samuel
Dibble, John H.
Dibble, Robert
Dilly, A.
Dixon, George
Dixon, John
Doerr, Philip
Don, Remo
Donovan, R. B.
Dowling, Ellen
Doyle, Peter H.
Durmeyer, Elizabeth

Maine

1855 .

Ireland
Pennsylvania

1854
1854

LISTED ON 1852
CA CENSUS

1864-69, 73rrrustee

yes (p. 152)
yes (p. 63)

England
Scotland

Delaware

1863

Illinois
Germany

1852

1872rrrustee
Yes (p. 109)

Elliot
Erkson, John

Fabins, Henry
Ferguson, George
Finch, Soloman
Fitts, W. M.
Foret
Fosgate, William
Frank, Frederic C. (Franck)
French, M. F.
Gardner, Lewis
Garrigus, F.
Gaskill, Joseph
Gately , Michael
G1ein, Philip
Goff, James
Gorham, M. A.
Gorman, Barney
Grant, James
Grove , George H.
Gummer, Samuel
Gundlack, Henry
Habich, Ferdinand
Haight, 1. E.
Hall , Patrick
Ham, Richard K.

Town Officer
Yr./Position

1863/Clerk
1865rrreasurer

Maine

1854

1876/Marshall

New York

1849

Germany

1855

1852, 53/Marshall
1864rrrustee
1863, 66-71rrrustee

Ohio

1851

1857, 58rrrustee
1866, 67rrrustee

Maine

1852

Yes (p. 92)

Yes (p. 147)

Germany

1873, 75/Marshall
1854,62,71rrrustee
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NAME

Hann, Frederick
Harlow, Margaret
Harrigan, Ann
Harris, James
Hart , Horace G.
Hatch , S. H.
Hawes, Elijah
Hayden, B. F.
(Headen, Benjamin)
(Andrew)
Hazen ,
Henderson, Samuel
Henston , James
Herrington, D. W.
Herrington, John
Hidden, Mary
Houston , James
Hudson , Thomas

BIRTHPLACE

CAME TO
SCCOUNTY

Missouri

Yes (p. 87)

Scotland

Yes (p . 63)

1852

Kentucky

1868ffrustee

1858ffrustee

Yes (p.78)
Yes (p. 157)

New York
England

1857/Treasurer
1862ffrustee
1852ffrustee

Johnson, Samuel S.
Johnson , William C.
Jones, Wm. C.
Judge, P.
Jutes, Samuel G.

Laird, Daniel
Laird, J.
Lawrie , J. A .
Leonard, H. M.
Lewelling, John
Levy
Lindell
Linn, James
Lorrigan, Bartholomew W.

Town Officer
Yr./Position

Yes (p. 176)

Connecticut

Johnson, Joseph R.

Kelly, John
(Kjelsey, John
Kennedy
Keyser
Kidder, Charles S.
Kimberlin, 1. M.
KinefY, Thomas
King
Kingsbury , W. D.
Kingston, Frank
Klinkertider, Frederic
Knowles , Thomas
Kron, Henry

LISTED ON 1852
CENSUS

Virginia
Ireland

1852
1856

England

1864?
1856

Massachusetts

1857
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1876ffrustee

NAlvIE

BIRTHPLACE

Love, Mary (Widow Bennett)
Luther, Martin
L?In, Herman
Machlen
Mac(ka)w, Dennis
Madan, Abraham

Mallory, Daniel
Mangold, Nicholas
Marshall, Alexander
Martin
Mayher , L.
Mayhew, Charles
Mayhew, Leurelia
Means, James
Merill , William
McBride
McClay, Charles
McCormack, John
McFarland, John
McFarnahan, Francis
McLaren, Thomas G.
McQuaid, James
Miller, James
Miller, John
Mills,1. R.
Minturn, Hugh
Moody, Washington (G. W.)
Moran, James
Morgan, lames H.

LISTED ON 1852
CA CENSUS

N. Carolina

1843

yes (p.65)

New York

1850

Yes (p.79)

1852/Assessor
1855rrrustee
I863rrreasurer

Tennessee

Yes (p.132)

1866-68rrrustee

Pennsylvania

Yes (p.79)

1856, 57, 58rrrustee

Missouri

Yes (p. 80)

1853rrrustee

Indiana

Yes (p.155)

1857, 58rrrustee
1872, 73/Assessor
1872, 73/Clerk

Morris, Frank
Mullen
Munholland, John
Murphy, William
Murray, J.
Newell
Nobile, John

1864/Marshall
1872-76rrrustee

(NobiJi)

1851

Rome

Yes (p. 144)

Pres . S. C. College
1864rrrustee

Otter, Charles
Owens , Peter
Palmer, Noah
Paschal, John P.
Pierce, James P.

Town Officer
Yr.IPosition

CAlvIE TO
SC COUNTY

Yes (p. 100)

New York
Pernnsylvania

1866
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1876rrrustee

NAME

BIRTHPLACE

CAME TO
SC COUNTY

LISTED ON 1852
CA CENSUS

Town Officer
Yr./Position

Pierson, 1. W.
R(a)dway
Ran , Caleb
Rhrinhart, John R.
Roarich, Jerry
Robinson , Lemuel
Roper , Horace '
Ross
Russell , Calvin
Rutladge, P.
Ryan, E
Salada, James
Sanor, Sinor
Saxe, A. W. (Arthur Wellsley)
Schartzer, Hiram
Schuck , Geo. M.
Schult z, August
Scott, James
Seaver, Guilford
Seifert, W.
(Sydel)
Seydel, Robert A.
Sharp, John
Siemerton, James
Silent, Charles
Sloan , John W.
Smith, Ansel
Smith, Edwin
Smith, John L.
Speckins , Victor (Spekins)
Squires , John
S(tam)on , Jerry C.
Starr, Emmon T.
Stegman, Lewis
Stegman, Ludwig .
Stephens , William H.
Stevens, Robert
Stewart, M. F.
Sullivan, Cornelius
Sullivan, James
Sullivan, John
Sykes, Loring W.
Taylor, John
Thompson
Tompkin, Alfred R.
Towle, G. W.
Turner, Charles B.

1865, 70fTrustee

Pennsylvania

1852

Kentucky
New York
Virginia

1849
1852

Yes (p. 159)
Yes (p.152)

Yes (p.66)
Yes (p.56)
Yes (p.63)

Connecticut
Ireland
Europe

1865-67fTrustee

1850

Massachusetts

Yes (p. 153)

Yes (p. 91)

England
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NA!v1E

CA!v1E TO
SCCOUNTY

LISTED ON 1852
CA CENSUS

Town Officer
Yr./Position

1847

Yes (p. 108)

1854/Trustee

England

Yes (p. 154)

1856/Treasurer

Virginia?

Yes?(p .121)

BIRTHPLACE

Walmsley, Robert
Warburton, H. H.
Watson, James H.
Welch
Welin?, Charles
West, John
Whipple, 1. M.
Whisman
Whittle, Martin
Widney, A.
Widney , John
Williams, Elmira
Wilson, Milton S.
Wimpel, Mary
Woodham, Joseph

(Henry)

England

1866-69/Treasurer
1864/Trustee

Young, A. S.

INDIVIDUAL PROPERTY OWNERS WITH SPANISH SURNAMES
NA!v1E

BIRTHPLACE

Alviso, Augustine ?4 ugustin)
Antonio, Don
Arguello, 1. R. (Jose Ramon)
Arques, Jose

California

1809-1828

California
Spain

1828
1849

(Fernando)

California

Berryessa,

Burquejous, John
(Bojorquez, Juan)

CAME TO
SCCOUNTY

LISTED ON 1852
CA CENSUS
Yes (p. 140) ._
Yes (p.87)

Yes (p.78)
1806

California

Fernandez, L. H.
Golinda, Jabez

(Galindo)

California

Hernandez, Peter
Miranda, Dolores

California

Yes (p. 121)

Pella, Concepcion (Guerrero)
Pera
Pinedo, Carmen

California

Yes (p. 108)

California

Rios,Fermin
Tafaro, Joaquin
Tomasia
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Town Officer
Yr./Position

MULTI-INDIVIDUAL PROPERTY OWNERS

BUSINESS ENTITIES
NAME

Number of Lots Owned

Madan & Fosgate
Redman & McClay
Robinson & Co.
Silver & Smith

One lot
Four lots
One lot
One lot

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
NAME
Santa Clara College
Trustees of Female Seminary
Trustees of Public School
University of the Pacific

Number of Lots Owned

(Female Institute)

Eight lots
One lot
Two lots
One lot

PUBLIC SAFETY ORGANIZATIONS
NAME

Number of Lots Owned

Columbian Engine Co.

One lot

RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS
NAME

Number of Lots Owned

Catholic Fathers
Christian Church
M . Church South
Presbyterian Church
Sisters of Notre Dame
Trustees of Babtist Church
Trustees of M. E. Church

One Lot
One lot
One lot
One lot
One lot
One lot
Two lots
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APPENDIXC

PLAT OF
SANTA CLARA
Compiled from Official Survey
Made April 1866

The Plat of SANTA CLARA was compiled from the 1866 survey in the first half of the
1870s . It showed the orchards and vineyards which had developed in the Town . Also,
the plat map showed the changes which had occured since the 1866 survey was made.
While the map itself is undated, these changes serve to date it within a range of a few
years . The earliest date is discernible by two facts. First, the railroad line is shown on the
1866 survey as The San Francisco and San Jose Railroad; on the plat map as Southern
Pacific Railroad; and Southern Pacific Railroad absorbed the San Francisco and San Jose
Railroad at the end of 1870. Second , the University of the Pacific appears on the 1866
survey, and Mrs . S. De Gros is shown as the property owner of that plot on the plat map.
We know that the University of the Pacific moved to College Park in 1870. Thus, the
change of names, from those which appear on the survey, indicate that the plat map was
made after 1870.
The plat map first appeared in the Historical Atlas Map ofSanta Clara County, published
by Thompson and West in 1876. Knowing that the plat map had to be drawn prior to
publication, leads us to reasonably give a date of no later than 1875, for the information
which appears on it.
Additional research provides the information that while the 1866 Survey lists Lewis
Gardner as property owner of the block between Fremont, Harrison, Monroe and Jackson
Streets, the Plat of Santa Clara indicates Mrs . Gardner as the owner. Cemetary records
show Lewis died on October 16, 1872. Reasoning that Mrs. Gardner inherited the
property after his death, with the resultant title change, the plat map would have been
drawn after the end of 1872.
Thus, we can date the plat map to a period of time between 1873 and 1875. By using
both the 1866 survey and the plat map, we can focus on the Town of Santa Clara's
growth over a very short period of time.
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APPENDIXD

CALIFORNIO Sports and Amusements

Many of the sports and amusements enjoyed by the Californio and Mexican inhabitants,
prior to the American takeover of California, were looked upon as cruel and barbarous by
the Americans after their arrival. Bull-fights, horse-racing, and bull and bear fighting,
which were the most popular sports, were also the sports most frowned upon by the
Americans. Horse-racing was banned by ordinance in 1852, after incorporation of the
Town of Santa Clara, and bull and bear fighting in 185.4. But as early as 1851, the
American authorities in Santa Clara sought to prevent bull-fights by not permitting them
to occur within the limits of the town.
These sports, and other favorite amusements, were commonly held on Sunday afternoon,
after mass, and during the celebration of the saints' feast days. The following appeared in
the April, 1859 issue of Hutchings' California Magazine and describes some of these
activities. Recounting the celebration of Santa Clara's (Saint Clare's) Day in 1851, which
at Mission Santa Clara under the Franciscan Order was observed on August 12th, it thus
includes a description of the last time bull-fights were held in Santa Clara.
[After mass] All plans for a day of thorough enjoyment are eagerly discussed; and all the
preparations in progress for a general holiday are recounted

Wayside stalls laden with fruits, cakes, sweetmeats, toys and refreshments of various
kinds, stand here and there--all ofwhich are well patronized by the juvenile branches of
the family, and their visitors, who come in from all the surrounding ranches.
As soon as their early mid-day meal, such as we call breakfast, is over, which is generally
about eleven 0 'clock, some introductory pastimes are indulged in by the younger
pleasure seekers, andwhich, about one 0 'clock, P. M, give way to such as are most
popular among adults. . .
As every native Californian is as much at home on a horse, as a Sandwich Islandander
[Hawaiian] is in the sea, and as horses are their particular pride, ... and skill in riding is
esteemed as among the first ofaccomplishments, those sports, which afford the most
favorable opportunities for their display, and the costly caparisons of the animals they
ride, are by far the most attractive. One of the most popular, next to horse-racing, is the
following:
The body ofa live rooster is buried in the earth, with nothing but the head visible above
ground, a signal is given to the horseman, who is in readiness about sixty yards distant,
when by a sudden plunge of the spur the horse is rode rapidly forward, and if by a
dexterous swoop the rider can stoop low enough and succeed in taking the bird by the
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head while the horse is at full speed, he bears off the trophy with triumph, amid the
applause ofthe concourse assembled. But, should he fail in the effort, as frequently
happens, he not only loses the favors he expected to win, but is sometimes unhorsed, with
violence, and draged in the dust, at the risk of breaking his neck, and greeted with
derisive laughter from the spectators. Horses and their trappings, and oftentimes sums
ofmoney, are staked upon the success ofsuch an attempt.
Another source ofamusement; is to place a raw-hide flat on the ground, then after riding
atfull speedfor some distance, to rein the horse suddenly in the moment his forefeet
strikes the hide; if by any possibility this is not accomplished, the rider is beratedfor his
unskillfulness.
Cock-fighting is by no means the least attractive divertisement among the men; but as
this ought to be classed among their every day pastimes, it is generallyreservedfor small
occasions.
But the greatest ofall sources ofgratification to all classes and sexes, were the bullfights, and bull and bear fights. As San Jose and her sister Mission Santa Clara were the
most flourishing ofall the Missions, and as the latter was the especialfavorite ofall the
Patron Saints, her bull-fights were the best in the country. . .
On this occasion it was acknowledged to be the most extensive they had ever had; and
was continuedfor nearly a week. Twelve bulls, two large grizzly bears, and a
considerable number ofIndians were engaged, at different times, for the amusement of
the multitude. In the second day 's encounter, four Indians and one horse were killed,
and several wounded by the bulls; the loss of the horse seemed to cause far more regret
than did the Indians. When the latter were gored by the sharp horns of the bull, the band
would strike up a lively tune to smother his cries or moans, and the people appeared to
be immensely pleased at the performance (Olmstead 1962:361-362).
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